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Preface 
 
 
Companies are focusing on efforts increasing the overall efficiency at the same 
time as the ability to meet customer needs becomes even more important. 
There is a need to improve the organisation and the product design at the same 
time through the visualisation of how a product family design should be 
performed in order to adapt to customers, company internal issues, and long-
term strategy. Therefore, there is a need for qualified personnel in today’s 
companies with the knowledge of product development and modularity.  
The graduate course Development of Modular Products at Högskolan Dalarna 
has the objective to provide such knowledge. As a part of the course, each 
student will individually perform extensive research within a chosen area with 
respect to Product Development and Modularity.  
This proceeding is the result of the students own work and was presented 
during a two day seminar at Dalarna University. The contents of the papers 
cover many areas, from the identification of customer needs to cost effective 
manufacturing, and benefits of modularisation. The reader of this proceeding 
will not only benefit from many areas within Product Development and 
Modularity but also from the colour of many cultures. In this proceeding, 
students from nine countries are represented (Bangladesh, China, Costa Rica, 
Germany, Holland, India, Luxembourg Nigeria, and Sweden). Enjoy the 
reading. 
 
Best regards 
Gunnar Erixon and Patrik Kenger, March 2004 
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FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS 
(FMEA) – A COMPREHENSIVE QUALITY TOOL 
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Abstract 
Quality and reliability of product and manufacturing process are the critical 
factors to the product development.  However, to ensure good quality and 
reliability of the product and to predict any inadequacies of the product, an 
efficient quality system must be established at the earliest stage of the product 
development process. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) is a popular 
quality tool for reliability and failure-mode analysis. FMEA is a technique 
implemented for identifying the potential failure modes and to eliminate the 
effects of these failures which occur during the product life cycle. This paper 
explains the FMEA technique, illustrating how FMEA can be implemented and 
in what way FMEA improves the effectiveness of the product and the customer 
requirements. This paper also deals with the advantages and disadvantages of 
FMEA. 
Key words:  Product development, Quality, Reliability, Risk Priority Number, 
Failure mode effects analysis. 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 

Quality and reliability of products and manufacturing process are the critical 
factors to the product development. In order to ensure good quality and reliability of 
a product, an efficient and comprehensive quality system must be established at the 
earliest stage of the product development process. The best product reliability is the 
designed reliability specified in the product design. However, if there is a reliability 
problem in the product, engineers must check the adequacy of the product design, 
customer’s reliability requirements and to examine the possible flaws in manu-
facturing operations. There are several tools available to the engineers in order to 
obtain high quality and reliability. Failure mode and affect analysis (FMEA) is one 
of the popular and comprehensive tool for reliability and failure mode analysis [1].  

This study report describes about the necessity of FMEA by considering the 
specific reasons for quality, reliability, product development, and detail description 
of FMEA procedure, types of FMEA and its advantages and disadvantages. 
 
1.1 Reasons for Quality: 
       Quality has always been important to consumers. According to Richman and 
William (1993) “getting the product out the door has often been given higher 
priority than building a quality product”. However, some customers like the 
government in general and the military in particular, have insisted upon high quality, 
and have gone to great lengths to enforce their demands [2]. The specified 
characteristic of a product is its quality. The degree to which quality does or does 
not exist in a product can only be determined by comparing with specified, standard 
and with the actual quality characteristic. This characteristic can be size, shape or 
com-position of the product, etc. In most instances, there are multiple quality 
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characteristics that define a typical product. Some characteristics may be of greater 
importance than others, requiring a higher degree of control. A means of identifying 
levels of quality that can be controlled and can be obtained through the use of 
standards. Quality standards can be categorized as follows [2]: 
 Functional - Does the product perform as intended? 
 Aesthetic – Does the product have customer appeal based on its appearance? 
 Reliable – Does the product perform properly for a satisfactory length of time? 
 Safe – Does the product perform in a way that does not create safety hazards? 

FMEA method is used which provides decision guidelines to the team of 
designers in order to improve cost effective and quality for a product [3]. 
 
1.2 Reasons for Reliability:  

Systems Reliability to the consumer means that product in systems will perform 
for a specified amount of time with minimal or no failures or maintenance. 
However, a manufacturer will guarantee their products are reliable by providing a 
warranty that typically covers breakage, lack of performance, and manufacturer’s 
defects [4]. Moreover, to ensure high product performance, reliability must be well 
defined into the system. A variety of techniques are available in order to conduct 
reliability test for a product.  

Goddard (2000) stated that FMEA is a traditional reliability and safety analysis 
technique and have been applied on to the products for several decades. Hoffman 
(2000) stated that FMEA is a reliability and maintainability tool [7].  
 
1.3 Why Product development? 

A number of methods have tried to identify key elements of both successful and 
failed products and projects. Many of the methods focus on the failures in product 
definition as major causes. According to Cooper (1994), the importance of product 
quality is more important than reputation, or sales.  In 1990, Gupta and Wileman 
surveyed major technology based firms and found that poor product definition is one 
of the major reason for product development delays and can be seen in figure1 [5].  

 
Figure1. Typical reasons for product development delays (Gupta and Wileman 1990) 
 
      Designing a good product is not easy [5]. However, in order to launch a new 
product, high priority should be given to the quality, reliability, design, and 
development. Otherwise, the product will not succeed in the market place 
eventually. To achieve quality, reliability efficient design, and development, a 
comprehensive quality tool must be used during the earliest stage of the product 
development process such as Failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA). 
 
2. Background of Failure mode and effects analysis: 
      In 1963, NASA developed Failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA) from the 
studies and then was implemented to the automobile industry in order to detect 
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possible potential failures at the design stage [6]. Between 1960’s and 1970’s many 
professional societies published certain procedures in order to perform the FMEA 
analysis. In the early 1980’s, automobile industries in United States started applying 
FMEA into their product development process. Huang stated that FMEA has been 
widely adopted and has been practised in Japanese, American, and European 
manufacturing industries. Moreover, the characteristics of FMEA analysis have been 
implemented rapidly to the different application areas such as aerospace, 
automobiles, electronic and other manufacturing industries [7].  
 
2.1 Failure Mode and Effects analysis (FMEA): 
      FMEA is a technique which predicts the potential failure modes of a product 
during its life cycle, the effects of these failures, and the criticality of these failures 
in product functionality [1]. According to McDermott (1996), “FMEA methodology 
pursues a multitude of aims” [6]. 
 
2.2 The FMEA procedure: 
       Basically, FMEA consists of two stages which include possible failure modes of 
a product and its potential effects are predicted at the first stage. During the second 
stage, the designer develops the FMEA analysis in order to determine the critical 
level of the failures and reviewing each design detail by putting them in order for the 
modifications in a product [6]. After the FMEA analysis, the most important and 
serious failure has the highest rank and is considered so that, the probability of 
occurrence of highest ranked failure can be minimized [1].  
       According to Ammerman (1998), an order of priorities must be established in 
order to decide corrective action. However, the following order of priorities can be 
established in order to have corrective action [6]: 
1. Eliminate the cause of the failure: The design part must be changed. For 
instance, the piece which is similar to the previous one is not mistaken and should 
assemble correctly. 
2. Reduce the frequency or likelihood of occurrence: According to Taguchi’s 
principle (Roy, 2001), “Instead of trying to eliminate the root cause failure, the 
system is strengthened so it can resist” [6]. 
3. Reduce the severity of the failure: This can be achieved with failure design or 
by using redundant systems.  
4. Increase the likelihood of detection: It can be achieved by improving the design 
of the existing controls.  
      Figure 2 represents the general procedure of the FMEA process. The first phase 
includes the steps right from information gathering to the calculation of risk priority 
numbers (RPN). Where as second phase includes the ranking of RPN’s, recommend 
corrective actions and modifications [1]. In addition to that, for each failure mode 
and causes, the probability of occurrence should be identified and scored on a scale 
from 0-10.  When the local and end effects are identified, the severity of each end 
effect should be scored on a scale from 0-10. The detection rating is scored by 
detecting the failure modes before they happen. However, the ratings usually use a 
simple low, moderate, high scale and assigned to 1, 3, and 9 respectively to make 
faster and easier calculations. The product of these three rankings namely 
occurrence, severity and detection is referred as Risk Priority Number (RPN).    
     Figure3 reveals the calculation of risk priority number [3]. 
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Figure2. General FMEA procedure 

 

 
                             Figure3. Calculation of Risk Priority Number for FMEA        
            
Many industrial FMEA standards such as the society of Automotive engineers, US 
military of Defence, and Automotive Industry Action Group utilizes the RPN to 
identify risk and severity of failures [8].  Finally at the end of the procedure, an 
FMEA report is ready and then required modification can be carried out in order to 
minimize the potential failure modes [1].  
 
2.3 Observations from the FMEA procedure: 
      In order to achieve good results from the FMEA process, the FMEA team should 
be organised. The team include customer, test engineers, manufacturing engineers, 
quality engineers, reliability engineers, product engineers and sales engineers. The 
identified potential failure modes grouped in the FMEA report which includes 
failures from different stages of internal and external customers. The internal 
customers are manufacturing department in the company, the customer–another 
manufacturing company and its customers; and the external customers are end users.        
     Moreover, Teng and Ho (1996) noted that the information used in the FMEA 
process should not only come from the company’s own production lines, the 
customers but also from the field data of similar products [6]. In order to develop an 
effective FMEA report, the FMEA team should work with the customer by 
collecting required information. In the FMEA process, there are three stages which 
are critical to the success of the FMEA analysis. The first stage is to identify the 
potential failure modes. The second stage is to identify the data for occurrence, 
severity, and detection rankings. The third stage is the modification of the existing 
product and developing the control process are achieved from the FMEA report [1]. 
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3. Types of FMEA: 
In general, FMEA can be classified in to two FMEA processes which are product or 
design FMEA and process FMEA [6]. The product FMEA analyses the design of a 
product in order to check the right materials are being used, to check whether 
product meets the customer specifications, to meet government regulations. Product 
or design engineers are the responsible person for the product or design FMEA. The 
process FMEA analyses the manufacturing and assembly process. Process FMEA 
identifies any potential failures that could be caused by manufacturing process, 
machines, and other production methods. However, FMEA process begins 
apparently when the product FMEA report is available [1].  Figure 4 represents the 
classification and different categories of Product and process FMEA [6].  
 

 
                                              Figure4. Types of FMEA (SAG, 1996) 
 
According to Stamatis (1995), there are four types of FMEA which are: the system 
FMEA, the design or product FMEA, the process FMEA, and the service FMEA. 
However, all types of FMEA provide a list of recommended corrective actions 
which not only minimizes the failures but also improves the failure detection [7]. 
 
4.1   Advantages of FMEA: 
       FMEA provides the information of a new product or system by answering to the 
questions like: what could go wrong with the system or process involved in creating 
the system; how badly might it go wrong; and what needs to be done to prevent 
failures? However, Kennedy (1998) stated that FMEA performs the several actions 
which are [7]: 1) Identifies potential design and process failure modes. 2) Identify 
the effects of failure modes. Russomanno, Bonnell, and Bowles (1994) stated that 
FMEA organise a team to analyse and to eliminate the effects of each failure on a 
product. 3) Determines the root causes of the failure modes. 4) It prioritizes 
recommended corrective actions. 5) It identifies, implements, and provides 
documentation for recommended actions. Kennedy (1998) stated that the 
recommended actions are referred to failure modes with rankings and should be 
unacceptable. Pries (1998) noted that hazardous situations can be identified during 
the early stage of product development and thus FMEA team identifies the causes 
and solutions in order to control the hazardous situations. John (1998) stated that 
FMEA avoid expensive modifications by identifying potential failures and taking 
preventive measures [7].  

 
4.2 Disadvantages of FMEA:  
       Bluvband and zilberberg (1998) pointed that FMEA has too many relations 
between failure modes, effects, causes, current controls and recommended actions. 
According to Montogomery, Pugh, Leedham, and Twitchett (1996), the several 
entries in the FMEA worksheet make FMEA reports difficult to understand, to 
produce and to maintain. Cooper (1999) stated that a good system provides quick 
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results. However, Montgomery (1996) noted that brainstorming process for FMEA 
is lengthy, time-consuming and error-prone [7]. Conventional FMEA process 
involves the calculation of RPN which makes the FMEA process complex and does 
not provide accuracy in estimating the mode and effects of the failures. The 
principles of FMEA are very effective and helpful to achieve continuous quality 
improvement, but it is not feasible practically and cannot be implement into real-
time improvements [9]. Reliability concerns must be considered in the design and 
should verify that all requirements are met before the completion of the design. 
FMEA is implemented to use FMEA report in the overall quality system. However, 
it is not only difficult to create FMEA report but also to use FMEA information in 
the overall quality system to improve product and process design [1].  

 
5. Conclusion: 
           Failure Mode and Effects analysis (FMEA) is a well-established tool widely 
used in different fields of industry. FMEA can be applied to different systems based 
on different technologies such as electrical, mechanical, automobile etc. In order to 
achieve good quality and reliability of a product, FMEA should be implemented at 
the earliest stage of product life cycle. However, the most benefit from the use of 
FMEA can be achieved at the early stages of the design, where it can produce the 
weak points of a system or a product and thus eliminates expensive design changes.                    
          Furthermore, the conventional FMEA process involves the calculation of RPN 
which makes FMEA process complex, and does not provide any accuracy in 
estimating the mode and effect failures.  Therefore, many researchers has developed  
FMEA process by interfacing FMEA with other methods such as Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD), grey theory, or six sigma. The companies can be benefited by 
implementing such modified FMEA process and hence the effectiveness of product 
quality, reliability, process stability can be improved and thus produces an effective 
FMEA report.  
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When the demand for customized products increases, the companies have to 
offer products that satisfy this demand in order to stay on the market. To stay 
competitive a company must find an inexpensive way of producing these 
customised products. Modularization of products is one way that is said to 
accomplish this. But what are the real advantages of modularization? In what 
ways has modularization been used in the industry and has it shown any 
advantages? These questions are partially answered by reading this paper, 
which is the result of literature studies and which focuses on how 
modularization has been used in some cases in the industry and also discusses 
the benefits that it has shown. 
 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The companies of today are constantly searching for ways of fine-tuning their 
manufacturing processes in order to lower their production costs and thereby 
increasing their profit. A way of accomplishing this is to implement modularization 
of the products. This enables the company to offer a variety of products at a low cost 
,O’Grady(1999), this by being able to combine a set of modules in order to get the 
desired variant of the product. If this is successful the company will have less parts 
in their assortment but they should be able to make the same amount of product 
variants, or preferably more, than before the modularization. In the beginning of the 
modularization process the company will have to spend money on reorganizing their 
product structures, conducting research of which parts to redesign and how, 
reorganizing their manufacturing processes and their standard procedures. This 
results in a high initial cost for the company. But if the modularization process is 
completed successfully it will pay back the lost money and in time it will increase 
the profit of the company. Implementation of modularization will soon be a demand 
for the companies that wishes to stay competitive. This is because of the fact that the 
complex product markets of the twenty-first century will demand that the company 
have the ability to quickly and globally deliver a high variety of customized 
products, Davidow and Malone (1992). 
The next sections of this paper will cover a few examples of the appliance of such 
modularization and what this has meant in the different cases. 
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1.1 Modularization in the computer industry 
 
 
1.1.1 CNC programming using CAD/CAM 
 
This is one area of which I have a personal experience of modularization. 
Conventional programming of CNC machines is done at the machine itself by the 
means of creating the program code by typing it on the machine’s keyboard. This 
process is very time consuming and should only be used as a last resort alternative. 
By using CAD/CAM software for this programming, one considerably speeds up the 
process. CAD/CAM software uses a cad drawing of the part that is going to be 
machined and from this creates a program code for this machining. The CAD/CAM 
software makes this code by puzzling together pre made code modules into a 
program that can perform the necessary machining operations. 
By using CAD/CAM software when creating a CNC program, time is saved and this 
results in a cost reduction for the programming. The only drawback with this 
puzzling of code modules is that the finished program code might be considerably 
larger than if a skilled programmer would create the code “by hand” on the 
machines keyboard. This is however not a problem for the new CNC machines that 
incorporate a large working memory to which stores the code. But if one uses an old 
CNC machine with a small working memory care is to bee taken when using 
CAD/CAM software so that the code does not get larger than the memory allows. 
 
 
1.1.2 Software development 
 
When software is to be designed, planning, preliminary design, detailed design, 
implementation and testing are the steps that are followed, Sanchez (1993). The 
modules of code are usually formed during the planning and preliminary design 
stages and it is then implemented with objects in the object-oriented programming 
that has been a standard in the programming industry for many years. This takes 
advantage of creating blocks of code that performs certain tasks, and these blocks 
can be seen as modules, which are later, assembled together into a working code. 
This has made it easier for programmers to create software by just picking already 
finished “code modules” and assemble them. This is the way that almost all software 
is created in today. 
 
 
1.1.3 Dell computers 
 
The company Dell offers highly customized computers to their customers. The 
customer chooses how his/her computer is to be configured by filling in a form and 
choosing between alternatives. When the form is completed the information is 
submitted to Dell’s assembly line where the computer is assembled to the customers 
specifications. The assembling of modules does this, and it means that, as said by 
G., Wiegran and H., Koth (2004), “There is no standard Dell PC, although the whole 
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production chain and final assembly are highly standardized. However, the resulting 
computer is highly individual. Dell showed the world that custom made PCs neither 
be more expensive than mass produced PCs nor have longer delivery times.”. 
It may seem like Dell has gotten far in the area of modularization, but one must take 
into consideration that computers has been modularized for a very long time, long 
before Dell begun to offer their customized products. 
This is because of the way a computer is built. First there is the motherboard (see 
figure 1:Motherboard with sub components) that controls the communication 
between all sub components (Graphics card, Hard drive and Processor in the figure) 
that are connected to it. All these sub components are available in a huge variety, 
e.g. for processors there are Intel Pentium, Intel Celeron, AMD Athlon, AMD Duron 
etc., and this makes it easy to offer the technical specifications that the customer 
wants. This and the fact that the computer chassis is easy to manufacture in different 
forms and colors and with the help of plastic “appearance parts” give it a wide 
variety of looks makes it very easy to offer a completely customized computer to the 
customers, just as Dell does today. In fact there are several less known internet 
companies that offer customized computers just as Dell and this must also be due to 
the fact that computers are easy to deliver in a customized package because of them 
being modularized due to them being built up by parts which are offered in a large 
variety. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Motherboard with sub components 
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2.1 Modularization in the automobile industry 
 
 
2.1.1 The Denso cooling module 
 
The company Denso has made a cooling module that replaces the conventional 
engine heat exchanger and also the AC (air condition) condenser. These two units 
are conventionally separate and placed in front of each other in the front of the car, 
first the condenser and behind it the engine heat exchanger (see figure 2: 
Conventional placement). 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Conventional placement (taken from globaldenso.com) 
 
This requires, as can be seen in the figure above, two separate units and consumes a 
large space. This space consuming design has been eliminated by Denso’s cooling 
module that incorporates both functions in one module (see figure 3: Cooling 
module). 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Cooling module (taken from globaldenso.com) 
 
This compact device is 1kg lighter and is also 10% more efficient than the 
conventional separate units. This increased efficiency also helps preserve engine 
power that otherwise would have been consumed by the conventional less efficient 
AC condenser, globaldenso.com (2004). 
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2.1.2 The Smart car 
 
The smart car is manufactured by MCC, a joint corporation consisting of Mercedes-
Benz and SMH (A swiss watch manufaturer). MCC’s assembly plant is situated in 
Hambach and the plant is surrounded by MCC’s suppliers. The suppliers 
manufactures large modules, e.g. cockpit modules, rear axle modules and door 
modules. These modules are, when finished, delivered to MCC’s assembly plant 
where they are assembled on their final assembly line into a complete smart car. 
MCC has an aggressive outsourcing strategy and even outsource body welding and 
painting, A., Takeishi, T., Fujimoto (2001). 
 
 
 
2.1.3 Volvo car door 
 
For the introduction of Volvo’s 800-model car Volvo had developed a modularized 
“door cassette”. Included in the “door cassette” are all the components involved in 
the maneuvering of the door window. This cassette was developed in such a way 
that it could completely be outsourced to a sub contractor. By doing this, the 
assembly costs where cut down by 60 percent. This door cassette was however so 
fragile that when it was to be shipped from the sub contractor to Volvo it had to be 
packed using a special packaging material. This unforeseen fact increased the 
shipping costs compared to previous designs. This and the fact that the cassette only 
fitted the 800-car model made it necessary to develop a new modular design which 
were not as fragile and which can be used in many other models. The result of this 
was the dividing of the cassette into two modules. One “inside plate” module that is 
working as a common unit that houses the driving motor that powers the lifting 
mechanism. 
The lifting mechanism however was grouped together with the window glass into a 
module which is to be different depending upon which car model it is going to be 
used in. The two variants of this module is to utilize either a lift wire or a cross arm 
type of lift which is to lift or lower the window glass, Erixon, G., Stake, R., Kenger, 
P. (2004). 
 
 
2.  CONCLUSION 
 
Modularization is today a widespread method that is used to enable the 
manufacturing of customized products in a relatively cheap way, e.g. the cost for 
doing so is considerably less than for producing a fully customized product. Almost 
regardless of which type of industry that is studied, there can be seen that 
modularization is the way to go in the future. I believe that this is a fact because of 
what I have found during the literature studies I have commenced as a preparation 
for writing this paper. 
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Abstract 
This paper will describe Six Sigma and how it can be used in product 
development. The paper is very short and will only give a brief explanation of 
what Six Sigma can offer for product development The main function of Six 
Sigma is to fulfil customer needs, and its strategic way of thinking gives great 
advantages in the quest to produce reliable products. It can also be useful as a 
way of handling problems which occur during the process. 
 
Six Sigma helps companies to focus on the most important problems which will 
give the best results when solved. An example of a strategy to use for product 
development is DFSS (Design For Six Sigma). Once the company has a true 
Six Sigma organization it is useful not only in product development but also in 
the subsequent production. 
 
 
 

Key words: Quality, Six Sigma, DFSS, DMADV 
 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper provides information about how Six Sigma can be useful in product 
development. The main function of Six Sigma is to meet customer demands. It is 
also a very fast growing methodology of how to handle different problems in 
companies.  
 
Six Sigma is among other things based on studying variations. Magnusson, (2003) 
illustrates this: “During a Formula One race, the pit stop team can refuel, change 
tyres, clean the helmet visor and much more within a cycle time of less than 10 
seconds”. What do they mean by that? The thing is that if the pit stop would last 
more than 10 seconds it could result in a loss of several places in the race. It would 
also cost the company a lot of money making the investors dissatisfied. So, in 
Formula One racing it is not possible for the pit stop team to allow errors in action 
that will end up in variations in seconds, or tenths of a second. It is important for the 
pit stop team to study every indiviual task so errors in action can be avoided. 
Examples similar to this can be found in any company, process or product. It is also 
an important thing to keep in mind during the product development process.  
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1.1 History of Six Sigma 
 
The first company which introduced Six Sigma was Motorola. To be able to meet 
the increasing quality threat from Japan the VD of Motorola, Robert Galvin started 
an extensive work aimed at the improvement of quality in their products. This was 
in 1986, and by his side he had Bill Smith, a senior engineer and scientist. The result 
was the introduction of the concept Six Sigma, which is a standard to count defects. 
In 1988 this standard contributed to Motorola winning the Malcolm Baldridge 
National Quality Award. 
 
Six Sigma started in the electric industry which has huge demands on productivity 
but with small tolerances. Today it is spread to many different activities such as the 
aircraft, chemical and car industries, etc.  
 
In Sweden it was the American influenced companies which started using this 
standardization, but today even smaller suppliers have begun to apply Six Sigma, 
Bylander (2001). 
 
 
2. WHAT IS SIX SIGMA 
 
Six Sigma relates to the number of mathematical defects in a process. In Six Sigma a 
defect is anything outside the customer’s specifications. The teams which are 
working with Six Sigma focus on eliminating problems when the process is outside 
the customer´s specification, and achieving close to zero defects. To reach Six 
Sigma level, the process cannot produce more than 3,4 defects per million 
opportunities Cichosz (2004) and Bañuelas (2003). 
 
2.1 DMAIC and DMADV 
 
There exists two apparently rather similar methodologies in Six Sigma, one is 
DMAIC (figure 1) and the other one is DMADV (figure 2). The similarities can be 
separated easily because it is only the three first letters which are the same. In short 
it can be explained that DMAIC should be used when a product or a process already 
exists in a company but is not meeting customer specifications or does not perform 
well enough, Banuelas (2003). 

 
Figure 1: Explains the abbreviation for DMAIC, Simon (2004). 

Define 
 
  Measure 
 
   Analyze 
 
    Improve 
 
     Control 
 

 Define the project goals and customer (internal 
and external) deliverables. 

 Measure the process to determine current 
performance 

 Analyze and determine the root cause(s) of the 
defects 

 Improve the process by eliminating defects 
 

 Control future process performance 
 

DMAIC
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DMADV on the other hand should be used when a product or process does not 
already exist i.e. it is in the development stage. It can also be useful to improve a 
product or process which has already been optimized but still has not reached the 
level of customer specifications. 

 
Figure 2: Explains the abbreviation for DMADV, Simon (2004) 
 
 
2.2 Design for Six Sigma (DFSS) 
 
Design for Six Sigma is about learning how to make a new product or service that is 
defect free. Magnusson (2003) says that DFSS is undoubtedly the most advanced 
and powerful area of application for Six Sigma within new product and technology 
development. 
 
2.3 Working with DFSS 
 
The process of turning out new products on to the market can be done by many 
different methods. Magnusson (2003) cites the work of Clausing whose suggestion 
is a high-level process model for new product/design development process which 
can be used when working with DFSS.  
 
Product development is an iterative process and Clausing has divided the process 
into three iterative phases on different levels which the product has to pass through. 
The first phase is the Product Family phase, next is Individual Products and the third 
and last phase is Sub-systems and Modules. Each iteration contains the three steps; 
Requirement, Concept and Improvement. See figure 3. 

Define 
 
  Measure 
 
   Analyze 
 
    Design 
 
     Verify 

 Define the project goals and customer (internal 
and external) deliverables. 

 Measure and determine customer needs and 
specifications 

 Analyze the process options to meet the 
customer needs 

 Design (detailed) the process to meet customer 
needs 

 Verify the design performance and ability to 
meet customer needs 

DMADV
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Figure 3: Illustrates the Clausing process model which can be used in Six Sigma 

for product development. It shows the flow of iterations to a lower system level and 
with separate development of technical solutions, Magnusson (2003). 
 
2.3.1 Requirement 
As mentioned earlier product development is an iterative process and there exists 
three steps which are included in all three phases in the Clausing process. As in 
many other methods the first step is to identify customer needs, and once you 
identified the needs it is important to understand them. There exist different methods 
to identify the customer needs, one way is to gather a group of customers with focus 
on the proposed product. This group will describe and discuss around different 
situations related to the proposed product. 
 
You can classify customer requirements into five different categories and relate 
them in a diagram where customer satisfaction is on y-axis and functionality on the 
x-axis. The five categories are attractive quality, one-dimensional quality, indifferent 
quality, must-be quality and reverse quality, Magnusson (2003), see figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: Shows the “Kano model” which provides an excellent mental model for 
deeper understanding of customer requirements, Magnusson (2003). 
 
The Kano model emphasizes the importance to try to extract the unspoken customer 
requirements. It is also significant to fulfill the one-dimensional quality 
characteristics. At the same time it is necessary to promote the attractive quality 
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characteristics and include them in the design in order to reach high customer 
satisfaction. One thing to remember is the level of customer satisfaction which is 
individual and differs a lot, Magnusson, (2003) 
 
2.3.2 Concept 
 
The first solution found is often not the best one, therefore it is important to create 
several concepts. The methods for this could be brainstorming or any other method 
which produces a lot of innovative solutions. TIPS (Theory of Inventive Problem 
Solving) also known as TRIZ is a system to help you find innovative solutions. It is 
based on a large number of patents used to solve technical problems. This system 
was developed by the engineer Gennrich Altschuller, Terninko (1998). 
 
With many creative solutions to a problem it can be difficult to choose the best one. 
However, by using the method such as the one developed by professor Pugh you can 
get help to improve and choose the best one, Magnusson (2003). 
 
2.3.3 Improvement 
 
The final step in this product development flow chart is to improve the chosen 
concept. There are a number of tools which may help improve a concept. But to 
include aspects like safety, reliability, faultlessness and manufacturability on your 
concept there are at least some processes that should be included. For example 
FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis), robust design and tolerance design.  
 
As a summary it is important to note, that DFSS and product development is an 
iterative process, and when generating and selecting concepts some of the 
techniques associated with the improvement step should be considered, Magnusson, 
(2003). 
. 
3.  CONCLUSION 
 
Working with Six Sigma is time consuming, but it could lead to profits in a longer 
perspective. Six Sigma´s structured and accurate product development process helps 
the company to deliver products which satisfies the customer and also offers the 
customer defect free products. To keep or win market shares it is important to have 
satisfied customers. 
 
In the beginning Six Sigma was employed to improve existing processes. Today 
companies have also started to focus on design and redesign to reach the Six Sigma 
level. The increased popularity and results, when using Six Sigma, shows that it is a 
well structured methodology which helps you to eliminate variations in a process. 
Once the company has a true Six Sigma organization it is useful not only in 
continuous production but also in product development.  
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Abstract 
The motivation for running a company is to make profit. In order to increase 
profit, it is absolutely necessary to meet customers needs continuously. 
Customers hold the key to business survival and achievement and customers 
possess an unending desire for quality and taste. As a result, mass 
customization of products is of absolute necessity which can be achieved by 
bearing in mind two important factors, Modularity and Quality. Modularity is 
a developmental strategy for handling product variety and intricacy as regards 
the creation of customized products. There has been a rising interest in 
modularity both in academia and industry ranging from small electronic 
devices to complete subsystems of the automobile but does using modularity 
provide an increase in quality? This paper will explain quality and describe 
modularity as the core of product architecture. It will also describe a way of 
establishing the product architecture and show how modularity helps in 
meeting customer’s and company needs. 
 
Keywords: Modularity, Quality management, Product architecture, Customer 
satisfaction.  

         
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In today’s product development processes, modularity is a vital strategy which has 
made companies such as Scania, Sony, Volvo and a host of others successful in 
terms of market strategy, Ericsson and Erixon (1999).  

Mass production of products has been replaced by the idea of mass 
customization or mass production of customized products. In order to surmount the 
huge intricacy that customization potentially creates in manufacturing systems and 
to respond to concurrent demands of increasing product variety and diminishing 
manufacturing costs, Ericsson and Erixon (1999). Product architecture is the key to 
handling these intricacies by splitting a product into smaller controllable units 
thereby companies can reclaim control of the product and product-related activities, 
Ericsson and Erixon (1999). 

 Product development is constantly considered to be a difficult task. To 
improve the product development process, designers must know what to do, how to 
do it, have the right methods to do it and be able to assess the improvement of the 
process and the present level of achievement, Kanji and Asher (1996).  
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2.      QUALITY 
 
2.1    Definition of Quality 
 
The word quality is habitually used on a daily basis. There are different meanings of 
quality depending on an individual or an organization.  

In Bergman and Klefsjo (1994), the international standard ISO 8402 quality 
vocabulary and 9000 series states that: “Quality is the totality of features and 
characteristics of a product or service that bears on it the ability to satisfy stated or 
implied needs”, this definition is in contrast to Juran and Blanton (1999) who define 
quality as “fitness for use”. However, Sage (1995) stated quality in a more 
progressive way as “that which best satisfies and exceeds customer needs and 
wants”. These definitions show a common trait that quality has much to do with 
customers. 

Moreover, to understand the concept of quality with respect to organization 
a quality system is used. A quality system is the organizational configuration, 
measures, processes and capital vital to carry out quality management. This is a tool 
for controlling and improving the quality of a company’s products and processes, 
Bergman and Klefsjo (1994). A quality system is illustrated in table 1 below. 
 
     Table 1:  Quality systems, Sage (1995). 

SYSTEM Key features 
Quality Control (QC) 
techniques used to check quality 

Inspection and detection of products not up to 
standard; inspection takes place after event, 
inspection is carried out by trained inspectors. 

Quality Assurance (QA) 
Planned and systematic actions 
needed to make sure the product the 
product or service meets the quality 
standards  

Takes place before, during and after the aim is 
to prevent failure; right first time every time; 
responsibility of everyone with good 
manufacturing practice-building quality into all 
stages of a process. 

Total Quality Management (TQM) 
Continuous improvement 

Extends QA, creating a quality culture; the aim 
is to delight customers; this leads to continuous 
improvement. 

 
2.2    Measuring Quality 
 
A major area of measuring quality is conducting a customer satisfaction metric. This 
involves carrying out a customer survey of overall satisfaction on a scale of 1-5, 
Fisher (1998). A common feature of every customer is a need for product variety. 
Hence, satisfying the need for customer variety provides customer satisfaction. 

Quality for the customer can be described as that which best activates 
respect, confidence and commitment to a product before, during and after use. This 
definition has a lot to do with series of product models produced over time which 
influences the taste and desires of most customers. 

The product development process should be an activity solely built on 
customer satisfaction for companies to maximize profit. It should be noted that 
quality is a way of producing products to delight customers. As a result quality has 
to be designed into the product not just inspected into it, Bergman and Klefsjo 
(1994). 
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3.  MODULARITY 
 
The term modularity in products has to do with the use of common units to create 
diverse product options. 

 It starts with the splitting of a product into independent modules thereby 
allowing standardization of modules and creating a variety of products. It also aims 
to classify independent, standardized or compatible units to satisfy a variety of 
functions, Pahl and Beitz (1988). Baldwin and Clark (1997) states that modularity 
increases the degree of commonality and allows the customer to mingle and match 
elements to finally create a product that suits their choices and needs. However, 
modularity is viewed by Ulrich and Tung (1991) as being based on two 
characteristics of design: 

(1) Relationship between the physical and functional architecture of the design. 
(2) Minimization of incidental interactions between physical components. 

The core of modularity is its architecture. The architecture of a product is the 
manner by which the functional elements of the product are arranged into modules 
and by which the modules interrelate. An arrangement of the physical elements of a 
product into several major building blocks is called a module. The architecture of a 
product can be grouped as integral and modular architecture. An integral 
architecture includes a complex mapping from performance elements to physical 
building blocks. While a modular architecture symbolizes a one to one mapping 
from performance elements to physical building blocks with well distinct interfaces, 
Ulrich and Eppinger (2004).The modular architecture creates the chances of 
producing variety cheaply by permitting a combinatorial assembly of product 
variants. This can be seen from some 20 parts Nippondenso which was able to offer 
288 unique product variants to customers, Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004).This 
shows an effective use of modularity which promotes quality by reducing 
company’s manufacturing cost and satisfying customer needs for variety. 
 
3.1 Types of Modularity 
 
The different types of modularity lie in the way the interactions between modules 
are prearranged, Ulrich and Eppinger (2004). 

Slot-Modular architecture refers to a situation where each of the interfaces 
between modules is of different types so that various modules can be interchanged. 
An automobile radio is an example which executes one function but its interface is 
dissimilar from any other modules in the vehicle. In Bus-modular architecture, there 
is a regular bus in which other modules unites through the same type of interface. 
However, in Sectional-Modular architecture all interfaces are alike but there is no 
single element to which all the other modules attach. These different types of 
modularity are shown in figure 1 below, Ulrich and Eppinger (2004). 

 
Figure 1: Three types of modular architecture, Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) 
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4. ESTABLISHING THE PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE 
 
One method has been proposed by Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) which starts from 
product specification and ends with defined product architectures. The final result of 
this activity is a rough geometric layout of the product describing the major 
elements and accounting for the key interactions among elements. This is clarified 
using the example of the DeskJet printer involving the following steps: 
 
(1) Create a Schematic Diagram of the Product 
(2) Cluster the Elements of the Schematic 
(3) Create a Rough Geometric Layout 
(4) Identify the Fundamental and Incidental Interactions 
 
4.1 Step 1: Create a Schematic Diagram of the Product 
 
A schematic diagram helps to show the designer the best perceptive of the basic 
elements of the product, which entails physical concepts and functional elements. 
Here some of the functional elements have not yet been grouped to physical 
concepts and components. For example “display status” is a functional element 
required for the printer but the exact approach has not yet been decided. The 
schematic diagram of a DeskJet printer is shown in figure 2 below. 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the DeskJet printer, Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) 
 
4.2 Step 2: Cluster the Elements of the Schematic 
 
The test of step 2 is to allot each of the schematic of the elements into modules 
reflecting all possible grouping of elements which will yield numerous choices. One 
procedure for managing the intricacy of the choices is to begin with the hypothesis 
that each element of the schematic will be designed to its own and then to 
sequentially group elements where beneficial. This can be seen in the case of the 
DeskJet printer where nine modules are used to consider when grouping are: 
geometric integration, function sharing, and capabilities of vendors and acceptance 
of variety.  
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Figure 3: Clustering the element of the schematic diagram of the DeskJet printer, 

 Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) 
 

4.3 Step 3: Create a Rough Geometric Layout 
 
This is created by the use of drawings and computer models or physical models in 
the form of a two or tree dimensional drawing. Creating a geometric layout compels 
designer to reflect if the geometric interfaces between the modules are realistic and 
to work out the basic dimensional interaction between the modules. The designers 
benefit from generating several alternative layouts and select the best possible one. 
 
4.4 Step 4: Identify the Fundamental and Incidental Interactions 
 
There are two types of interactions between modules. 

First, essential interactions are those matching to the lines on the on the 
schematic that connect the modules essential to the system performance. For 
example, “a sheet of paper flows from the paper tray to the print mechanism”. This 
interaction is deliberate since it is primary to the system operation. Second, 
incidental interactions taking place at particular physical execution of performance 
elements or because of the geometric arrangements of the modules.  

 
4.5 Impact of the Product Architecture 
 

Ulrich and Eppinger (2004) stated that the product architecture has a strong 
effect on uninterrupted development activities, manufacturing ability and marketing 
plan of a company. Moreover, companies can achieve a good marketing strategy that 
satisfies various customers requirements.Thus, the product architecture aids in 
sustaining the image of a company held by customers.  
5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  
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The predicament of most manufacturing companies is how to produce a huge variety 
of products with limited capital and reduced intricacy during manufacturing. 

Modularity is vital to responsive manufacturing and creates the opportunity 
of producing a huge variety of products which satisfy various customer 
requirements. This is because products manufactured with a modular architecture 
can be easily modified without causing immense intricacy to the manufacturing 
system. For example, Swatch produces hundreds of diverse watch models, but can 
realize this variety at a fairly low cost by assembling the variants from diverse 
combination of standard modules. A large number of different hands, faces and 
wristbands can be combined with a fairly small selection of movements and cases to 
create apparently endless combinations, Ulrich and Eppinger (2004). 

The ultimate reason for modularity is mainly to gain flexibility for mass 
customization, Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004). This is because of the changing 
and rising demands of customer’s requirements which can be difficult to handle at 
times. Quality is a way of delighting and satisfying customers desire for variety. 
Modularity helps to strike a balance between a company’s need and customer 
satisfaction. This is done by adapting a modular architecture effectively; companies 
can to a high degree reduce physical changes to attain the required degree of 
functional changes which add value to the customers. Hence, if modularity is well 
applied, basically focusing on the product architecture, quality increases. 
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It is important for companies today to develop new products quickly and with 
low costs to be competitive in the market. It is also important to offer the 
product in different variants to meet specific customer needs. To fulfil the 
challenges of the complexity of the products modularisation provides a good 
way to deal with all these restrictions. Of course not all companies deal with 
the same kind of problems in the development process; different products may 
demand different ways of modularisation. The products vary in e.g. complexity, 
customer needs and development time.  Therefore you may need different 
methods of modularisation, which can fulfil the requirements of the 
development process of a modular product. In developing an airplane for 
example you may need a different method of modularisation than for the 
development of a printer. Therefore a decision about the most suitable method 
has to be made at the beginning of the development process. This paper gives 
an overview and description of the different methods of modularisation. It 
points out the main differences, the advantages and the disadvantages of the 
different methods of modularisation. It also discusses which methods should be 
used or can be used to fulfil different requirements. These requirements  
include the ability to fulfil specific modular restrictions of a product and also 
other influences, which touch the choice for the used method of 
modularisation, for example the size of the company or the structure of  the 
company. These choice constraints of the modularisation method are also 
discussed in the paper. 
 
Key words: Modularisation, Methods for Modularisation, Comparison of 
methods 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the diversity, variety and complexity of products has grown very fast. 
This growth has been caused by rapidly changing customer requirements and 
expectations. In a highly competitive environment such as in the global market, 
companies need a high degree of market adaptation and market orientation to meet 
customer requirements and therefore more and more varieties are necessary. The 
grow of the complexity results from seven main sources: 

(1) technical progress and new developments create more complex products 
(2) increased number of parts in a product 
(3) the integral way of developing a product from first marked researches till 

readiness for market makes the processes more complex 
(4) a lot of communication between teams or employees cross-disciplinary 
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(5) high complexity of networked computer systems in the development 
process 

(6) nontransparent processes, communication channels, responsibilities, etc. 
(7) lots of regulations, laws and commandments for greater safety, 

environment protection, etc. 
 
While the diversity, variety and complexity of the products has grown, the time to 
market aspect has also grown rapidly. This is caused by conditions such as global 
manufacturing, the global economy, new innovations and international 
competitiveness. Figure 1 shows the increase in complexity and the fast shrinking 
time to market target. [Biren, P. 1998] [Erixon, G. 1998] 
 

 
Figure 1 A case of a constantly moving target [Biren, P. 1998] 

In order to solve these new challenges (complexity, variety and a short time to 
market) modularisation is used as a tool to break the products in smaller units. 
[Erixon, G. 1998] [Øystein, E. 2003] To achieve the benefits of modularisation 
supporting tools or methods are necessary, which divide a product into suitable and 
manageable modules. [Holmquist, T., Persson, M. 2003] The way in which the 
decision is made has great influence on the benefits to a company. In the following 
section different methods for modularisation are presented. 

 
 
2 METHODS OF MODULARISATION 
A literature and global database survey carried out by Holmquist and Peterson 
resulted in six different methods of modularisation: 
 
1) Fractal Product Design (FPD) 
2) Modular Function Deployment (MFD) 
3) Modelling the Product Modularity (MPM) 
4) Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 
5) Modular Product Development (MPD) 
6) Axiomatic Design (AD) 
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All these methods support product development for existing or new products, but 
they differ in their accomplishment. Some of them are more or less a tool to support 
the entire product development process, while other methods are supported by 
several tools, examples or guidelines. These different accomplishments will be 
described later in this paper when presenting the different methods. Axiomatic 
Design is more a general design method than a modularisation method and is 
therefore not discussed in this paper. [Holmquist, T., Persson, M. 2003] 
 
2.1 Fractal Product Design (FPD) 
Kahmeyer, Warnecke and Schneider describe the modularisation method Fractal 
Product Design as follows. A fractal is defined as “an independent module with 
precisely defined functionality” [Kahmeyer, Warnecke and Schneider 1994]. The 
method contains five steps. The first step is product analysis. In this step the relevant 
product range is established and the product and functional structures are analysed. 
The result of the analysis is a definition of the representatives of the two structures. 
In the next step conceptual designs of alternative product fractals are created. In the 
following step the conceptual design of fractal interfaces is done. At the end of the 
method the product fractals and their interfaces are assessed and validated. The 
validation criteria have to be set up according to the main goals such as quality, 
assembly and disassembly, design for manufacturing, function and so on. The last 
step is the fractal redesign and optimisation. The assessment of the fractals shows 
the weaknesses and these weaknesses have to be improved in this step. Therefore 
tools like FMEA are a good help. 
 
2.2 Modular Function Deployment (MFD) 
According to Erixon the MFD method consists of five steps. Firstly customer 
requirements have to be clarified in a way so that the product specifications can be 
set up. This step is supported by a tool called Quality Function Deployment (QFD), 
which is well adapted to ensure that the right input data from the customer is 
derived. The customer needs are related in the QFD matrix with the product 
requirements and additionally with their ability to build up a module. QFD should be 
done in a multi-disciplinary team. In the next step the technical solutions are 
selected. Therefore the functions and sub functions of a product have to be 
identified, which fulfil the demands of the corresponding technical solution. For this 
decomposition of a product, tools like Design Matrix or Functional-and-Means-Tree 
should be used. After the generation of different technical solutions the best one for 
each function or sub function has to be chosen. This should be done with the help of 
a selection matrix. In the third step concepts are generated. This generation is done 
with the help of the MIM (Modular Indication Matrix), which is the “heart” of the 
MFD method (figure 2). In this matrix every sub function is assessed against the 
module drivers (9-strong driver, 3-medium driver, 1-some driver). The module 
drivers are different driving forces behind the modularisation according to the 
strategy, financial limitations, market situation, etc. of a company (for example: 
carry-over, styling, recycling), which indicate a way to combine parts into modules. 
After the assessment, the matrix indicates which sub functions should be formed 
together into a module. In the fourth step concepts are evaluated. In this step the 
proposed changes are compared with the earlier situation to evaluate and assess 
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them. At first the interface connections between the modules should be evaluated 
because interface connections are important for the selection of the concept. 
Therefore different tools are available. Another important factor which should be 
evaluated carefully is the financial sector (for example: costs, lifetime, time-to-
market, competitors, etc.). Next to these points other figures like Interface 
Complexity, Assortment Complexity, Lead Time, Variant Flexibility, etc. can be 
used to evaluate the concepts. In the last step of the method each module is 
improved. In this step every single module is regarded to improve it in order to the 
specific importance of each module. Therefore the MIM matrix works like an 
indicator. 
The five steps of the MFD method may vary in their sequence and iterations are 
needed to find an acceptable solution. 

 
Figure 2: Module Indication Matrix [Erixon, G. 1998] 

 
2.3 Modelling the Product Modularity (MPM) 
This method is based on matrix algebra. Hung describes the method as follow. Two 
matrixes are used to structure the interactions between the parts of a product and to 
structure the suitability of the interactions. The basis for the suitability of the parts is 
the module drivers. The module drivers are different driving forces behind the 
modularization according to the strategy, financial limitations, market situation, etc. 
of a company (for example: carry-over, styling, recycling), which indicate a way to 
combine parts to modules (see also MFD method). In the first step the maximum 
number of parts in a module is specified. Then two matrixes are created with the 
same number of rows as parts existing in the product. If there is an interaction 
between two parts, this point on the interaction matrix is marked with “1”. If there is 
no interaction between the two parts the interaction matrix is unmarked. The same 
procedure has to be done with the suitability matrix. Here different signs should be 
used to mark an interaction (for example “A” for suitability and “0” for non-
suitability). In the next step the interaction matrix have to be transformed in a 
triangle form, means to rearrange the rows in a way that the marked fields are under 
the diagonal of the matrix. Then the suitability matrix has to be conformed in a way 
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that the rows and the columns have the same sequence like the interaction matrix 
after the rearrange. After this the two matrixes are combined. The parts with marks 
along the diagonal of the matrix are combined in a module. 
 
2.4 Design Structure Matrix (DSM) 
Yassine describes the method of the Design Structure Matrix as a compact matrix 
presentation of the modularisation process. The method can analyse different stages 
of the modularisation process and consists of three steps. In the first step the system 
is decomposed and the relationships between the elements are discovered. After this 
the matrix can be created with the discovered elements in the rows and in the 
columns in the same order and the relationships between the elements are marked in 
the matrix. In the next step the Design Structure Matrix has to be partitioned. In this 
step the matrix is transformed in a lower triangular form and the matrix is rearranged 
in a way that the marks are as close as possible on the diagonal of the matrix. This 
should be done with the help of an algorithm. Now the matrix shows which elements 
are parallel, sequential and which have to be coupled, according to the marks in the 
matrix around the diagonal. From this, modules can be created.  
 
2.5 Modular Product Development (MPD) 
According to Pahl and Beitz the method Modular Product Development consists of 
six steps. The first step is to clarify the task. In this step the overall functions of the 
modular system have to be clarified in both a technological and financial way. In the 
next step the function structures are established. In this step the overall functions are 
split up into sub functions. With this breakdown of the function structure the 
structure of the system is already laid out. By doing this the sub functions have to be 
created in a way that there is a minimum number of similar or recurring sub 
functions in which all variants are included. According their functions the sub 
functions can be divided into four groups: basic, auxiliary, special and adaptive 
functions. In the third step solution principles and concept variants are set up. In this 
step solution principles have to be created for the implementing of the sub functions, 
in such a way, that they are able to provide variants without changes in the work 
principle and in the basic design. By doing this it is advantageous to deal with 
similar types of energy and physical working principles for the individual modules 
because it is more cost and technical advantageous later on when the sub functions 
are combined into modules. 
In the next step the concept variants have to be selected and evaluated. Therefore the 
concept variants have to be assessed in a financial and in a technical way so that the 
most favourable concept can be selected. To evaluate the variants in a good way all 
the properties of a product have to be clear. The fifth step is the preparation of 
dimensioned layouts. In this step the selected solutions have to be designed with 
their functions and their production requirements. Costs must also be taken into 
consideration in this step. For example the number of similar parts should be 
maximised. In the last step the production documents are prepared in such a way, 
that the execution of orders can be easily done. Therefore it is important to have a 
part-numbering system, a part classification, a variant part list with a distinction 
between essential and possible modules. Also the combination of individual 
modules has to be recorded. 
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE METHODS 
In this paper five different methods of modularisation were described. They differ in 
their range, their procedure, their structure and their effort. Furthermore some of the 
methods deal just with the modularisation process itself; some methods also 
encompass other constraints.  
The methods Modeling the Product Modularity (MPM) and the Design Structure 
Matrix (DSM) are similar. They deal with the creation of the modules in the basic 
idea without other constraints like financial for example. Therefore these methods 
need an extensive work in advance and work over after the modules are created. 
These have the disadvantage that the modularisation process is separate and 
information can get lost between the works in advance, the modularisation process 
and the work over. It also takes more effort and the documentation is not that clear 
compared to methods in which the modularisation is integrated in the complete 
design process. These are the reasons why these methods should not be used for 
complex products. Their best application is in smaller, manageable development 
projects which allow a good overview.  
The methods Fractal Product Design (FPD) and Modular Product Development 
(MPD) contain more development steps than the modularisation process. These 
methods start with a clear analysis of the product and consider the results of this 
analysis in the modularisation process. Also a work over is included, which allows 
improvements of the modules already during the development process. These 
methods are complex and need a structured development department. Therefore the 
best application of these methods is in bigger, complex development projects 
because then the benefit from them is greater. 
The method of Modular Function Deployment (MFD) is comparable with the FPD 
and the MPD methods but the method of MFD starts one step earlier in the 
development process, contains all the steps of the development process including 
market analysis and is the most comprehensive method of the presented methods. 
Like FPD and MDP mentioned above the best application for this method is 
complex development projects.  
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Over the past two decades, companies have been experiencing a 
steadily growing pressure by its consumers in terms of demand for 
individualised products. To remain competitive, companies have to 
adapt to what the market is claiming for. This has lead to a shift in how 
companies design and manufacture their products introducing new 
methods to develop products that are based on modules and platforms. 
Through their interchangeability the companies are achieving the goal 
of being able to offer more product variants without the need to develop 
the respective variants as products of their own. 
Of course, this major step in product development had a significant 
impact on how the actual manufacturing is carried out. An increase in 
the use of modular design and thus an increase in product variants 
requires a totally diverse approach to assembly line layout. In order not 
to discard the advantages of a modular design, manufacturing 
companies have in mind to keep the investment volume small. 
However, a more flexible and variable assembly line demands more 
complex tools that are able to perform all required operations on the 
whole range of the product family while paying attention to the given 
constraints. 
This paper deals with the challenges, the required flexibility in multi-
product assembly lines represents and shows methods of line balancing 
and flexibility’s influence on operational scope of machines and tools as 
well as the prerequisites which a product must fulfil. 
 
Keywords: Product platform, product family, assembly lines, DFP, line 
balancing 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For approximately two decades now, companies are facing a market which 
increasingly depends on individual customer requirements, the so called buyer’s 
market. In order to remain in market, companies have answered this challenge by 
offering a large range of products from which the customer can chose a variant 
which suits his or her demands. 
To facilitate economical competitiveness while offering a large range of products, it 
is compelling to have a product design which relies on being made from many 
common parts which are made up to modules [Erens, Verhulst, 1997]. 
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Furthermore, a company has to handle difficulties which are caused by the 
constraints the production equipment imposes, both physical and financial. Thus, it 
is essential to pay attention to the physical constraints when developing a new 
product. A tool to integrate this factor into the development process of a new 
product is the methodology Design for Production (DFP). 
In addition, the production facilities which exist or have to be bought must be 
tolerant to future design changes or the introduction of the next product generation 
while not generating too high investment. 
Still, problems are encountered by the need “to assign each operation to a 
workstation in order to meet production requirements at the minimum total system 
cost” [Rekiek, Falkenauer, Delachambre, 1997]. To meet this goal, sophisticated 
algorithms are applied in order to obtain an optimised line balancing. 
 
2. IMPLICATIONS AND DEPENDENCIES 
The increased necessity to make products which match individual customer 
requirements coinciding with the enforcing trend of decreasing product life-cycles 
contribute to the problem of an increase of product density (see Figure 1). This 
mass-customisation represents a major problem for manufacturing companies 
[Erens, Verhulst, 1997]. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Increasing product variety [Erens, Verhulst, 1997] 

As can be seen below (see Figure 2), product design, production facilities, customer 
requirements, and financial interest affect each other. To offer a large variety of 
products, specific modules are needed; instead, to reduce development effort and 
make use of economies of scale, common modules have to be developed [Erens, 
Verhulst, 1997].  
 

 
Figure 2 - Architectures for product families [Erens, Verhulst, 1997] 
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Roughly 70% of all costs in regular manufacturing industry emerge during 
development phase [José, Tollenaere, 2004], whereas costs for manufacturing occur 
throughout the whole life-cycle. Profit maximisation can thus be achieved by 
commonality because it leads to a reduction of parts to be produced, fewer different 
assembly systems and assembly operations. 
[Herrmann, 2003] states, “it is clear that the product design, which requires a 
specific set of manufacturing operations, has a huge impact on the manufacturing 
system performance” and that therefore it is important to understand their 
relationship in order to improve the performance for the product. 
This leads to a different viewing of the manufacturing system’s flexibility. 
Flexibility is an often referred term and a survey “showed that there exist more than 
26 definitions in literature [Peterson, 1998]” [Johansson, 2002]. 
The distinction between flexible and dedicated assembly systems does not hardly 
exist in reality as following question demonstrates: if a system is designed for the 
assembly of 20 variants, is it flexible at present or dedicated to them? [Johansson, 
2002] The extent to which an assembly system is considered flexible is a far-
reaching management decision and vital for the company’s existence. 
The effects a product family design has are not limited to the actual manufacturer 
but affect the entire supply chain [Herrmann, 2003] which also triggers a release of 
information critical to the product. 
 
3. CONSEQUENCES ON ASSEMBLY LINES 
In order to minimise variable and fixed costs which both accompany production 
facilities, the operations required to assemble a product are allocated to workstations 
within an assembly line paying attention to the following prerequisites: 

1. “no assembly precedence constraint of the family product is violated” 
2. “no workstation in the line takes on average longer the a predefined cycle 

time to perform all tasks assigned to it”, and 
3. “as few workstations as possible are needed to perform all the tasks in the 

set” 
[Rekiek, Falkenauer, Delachambre, 1997] 
A widespread assembly system type is the serial assembly line. Due to its nature, it 
enables assembly of complex products by worker with a limited training [Lit, 
L’Eglise, Delachambre, 2002]. 
In their paper, [José, Tollenaere, 2004] highlight a crucial feature of multi-product 
assembly lines: postponement. The objective is to structure assembly lines in a way 
that the last assembly operations customise the product. All operations carried out 
earlier relate to common components. 
Postponement also lowers another disadvantage multi-product assembly lines have: 
when more than one product variant is assembled in a line, it is not possible to 
balance this single assembly line perfectly since the time needed for different 
assembly processes for different product variants may differ [Rekiek, Falkenauer, 
Delachambre, 1997]. 
The more the point of differentiation, i.e. the division between the assembly of 
common and specific components [José, Tollenaere, 2004], is moved to the end of 
the assembly line, the longer can the assembly line be considered as a single-product 
line. 
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This enormously simplifies the effort for line balancing, as [Rekiek, Falkenauer, 
Delachambre, 1997] mention a very fast and user-friendly algorithm from 
[Falkenauer, 1996]. This algorithm uses two constraints for solving: (1) all tasks 
which are carried out in one workstation do not take longer than the cycle time and 
(2) all tasks are carried out in a distinct chronological order. 
An algorithm for balancing multi-product assembly lines uses the same constraints 
but cannot be treated like a single product line balancing algorithm with an added 
dimension for product variants since there is no known polynomial approximation 
[Rekiek, Falkenauer, Delachambre, 1997]. 
The algorithm presented by [Rekiek, Falkenauer, Delachambre, 1997] uses besides 
crucial values like cycle-time and number of operations the number of variants, the 
anticipated variant’s occurrence, its respective assembly time and graphical 
representation of the task sequence. Result will be the minimum number of 
workstations needed together with which tasks are grouped in which workstation. 
[Tsubone et al., 2001] present a line balancing algorithm which also takes into 
account the buffer inventory and the set-up time. This algorithm actually considers 
the supply chain by setting the prerequisite that there is a one week time lag between 
manufacturing and assembly. Their conclusion from the experiment’s results are that 
buffer inventory can be kept low and assembly system performance rises when 
commonality is added to parts and processes. 
 
4. CONSEQUENCES ON PRODUCT DESIGN 
Figure 1 pictures the trend of increasing product variety and decreasing product life-
cycles. As [Herrmann, 2003] remarks, the “rapid introduction of new products 
means that existing facilities outlive new products. Instead of designing the facility 
around a product, the product must be designed to fit the facility.” 
Hence, it is vital that development teams learn to design new products which exploit 
existing capabilities and capacities [Herrmann, 2003]. He further remarks, that the 
objective is to introduce a new product with minimal disruption of the facility and 
that this can be achieved by simulating different designs since different designs yield 
different systems capacities. 
Scoping is another concept vital for development teams. It aims at narrowing down 
the “to-be-engineered functionality” [Schmid, 2004]. 
Or as [Du, Jiao, Tseng, 2000] put it: “Selection constraints are defined for presenting 
customers with only applicable options, that is, both technically-feasible and market-
wanted combinations.” These features are expressed in both the sales view and the 
engineering view. 
To be able to reach the goal of developing products which meet customer 
requirements, the methodology of Quality Function Deployment QFD can be 
applied. 
In addition, to assure that customer requirements are translated properly into 
modules, the Modular Function Deployment (MFD) provided by [Erixon, 1998] can 
be incorporated into the development process. 
Referring again to Figure 2, it can be seen that modularity corresponds to cost-
variety, whereas integration corresponds to cost-performance trade off. Both, 
integration and modularity contradict each other but a weigh out combination of 
both leads to an overall optimum in the costs which appear during production. 
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Figure 3 shows where the curves of cost functions of either a pure integrated or a 
pure modular design intersect. 
[Rosen, 2003] presents in his report a representation scheme for platform and 
product family design. It consists of (1) graphs which model relationships among 
and modules and (2) “a series of three graph grammars” which transform functions 
into functional modules, and these functional modules into structures and assembly 
sequences. 
 

 
Figure 3 - Initial costs vs. operational costs [Erens, Verhulst, 1997] 

According to [José, Tollenaere, 2004], a product family is a group of products, 
products are groups of components which means the costs of a product family are in 
direct function of their components. 
A strong commonality thus saves money in the first place. Since product families 
have to offer variety, the design cannot renounce differentiation modules. 
Nevertheless, these differentiation modules should be designed to share 
approximately the same basic physical dimensions to facilitate assembly. The more 
adjusted these modules are the less will be the time gap in the assembly line. 
 
5. CONSEQUENCES ON THE ORGANISATION 
Undoubtedly, introducing a product family architecture has influences related to the 
organisational structure of a company. 
In [Muffato, Roveda, 1999] and [Erens, Verhulst, 1997] the authors discuss how a 
platform development organisation should look like. Basic statements are: (1) 
knowledge is created in teams and must be managed there, (2) temporary teams 
foster loss of knowledge (3) permanent teams tend to need more resources. Thus 
communication among component teams must result in a learning organisation. 
 
6. DISCUSSION 
Market’s demand for a high range in product variety triggered many effects in 
companies related to product design, production facilities and how this interconnects 
with the organisational structure. 
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Making decisions concerning introducing a new product, it must be considered to 
develop a new product which is able to offer sufficient variants while at the same 
time being easy to manufacture and assemble. 
This need can be accomplished by a modular design which simultaneously 
facilitates assembly by high modular commonality and reusable components. Over-
functionality of the product and over-equipment of the production facilities must be 
avoided [José, Tollenaere, 2004]. 
Meeting the customer requirements can be achieved by deploying the tools like 
QFD, DFP, MFD and line balancing. 
At the same time while satisfying customer requirements, the development teams 
must pay attention to the constraints the production facilities set to their design. 
Determining a balanced decision between the right flexibility of the assembly line 
and a variety offering product contributing to a faster return on investment (ROI) 
relies heavily on previous experience and the way this knowledge is  managed. 
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Abstract: Product development, especially in business to business and 
innovative industries, is moving towards a collaborative effort of the actual 
brand holders and specialized agents such as industrial designers, scientists 
and engineers of all disciplines, toolmakers, manufacturers and assembly 
subcontractors/ partners. This paper is inspired by this trend and focuses on its 
impact on product development and primarily conceptual design. 

Conceptual design is the key stage where strategy, knowledge and 
creativity must meet and found the basis to create valuable concepts for all 
targeted product features. While human factors play a major role, this paper 
concentrates on existing methodology to provide useful tools for conceptual 
design when working in collaborative development projects. A conceptual 
thought is presented on how existing methodology might be continued and 
create a common platform for the development of product, production system 
and possibly the design team itself. 
 

Keywords: collaborative simultaneous development, conceptual product design, 
methodology, modular function deployment, production system development  
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Collaborative conceptual design refers to the activity/ process of design, whereby 
collaborative can be seen as the “how” and conceptual as the “when” in the process, 
but in order to explain this term in more detail, the reason for its existence has to be 
introduced. Openings on how the product development and manufacturing industry 
has changed can be found in the introduction of virtually all recent studies: change 
seems to have become the only reliable certainty and thereby flexibility the only 
suitable strategy. Company and production managers describe the situation and the 
outlook for the manufacturing system of the future as follows (Erixon 1998) : 

• Increasing global competition with constantly ongoing struggle for lower 
costs.  

• Demanding customers with rapidly changing expectations; causing the 
variety formally to explode. 

• Accelerating technical evolution and difficulties to keep up the pace. 
• Pressure to shorten lead times and to decrease work-in-progress in the 

entire process  
• Shortened product life cycles and increasing R&D cycles at same time as 

the entire life cycle of the product has to be acknowledged  
• The manufacturing system of the future has to focus on efficiency. One is 

only allowed to use exactly the amount of resources needed. 
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Methodologies for the development of products and the production system have 
been developed and improved to enable companies to preserve a competitive edge 
and manage these constraints and demands of what is also referred to as mass 
customization. One effect of mass customization however is not adequately 
recognized by methodology and that is its driving force behind the collaborative 
organization of product development. Today, suppliers or subcontractors do not just 
deliver equipment and components, but are also increasingly involved in the design 
work as specialists, and their feedback must be included in the conceptual design 
(Vallhagen 1996). This means in many cases that not just the product and the 
production system are in need of development, but also the design team itself. 
Although largely a matter of Human Resources, when a product needs to be 
developed you could also say a design needs to be manufactured. This observation 
led to the starting point for this paper: the parallel between forming a (collaborative) 
product design team and development of a production system. And the main 
question: can same methods and structures be used? And what value could be added 
to the whole process by this standardization? 
For reasons of comprehensibility design is considered equal to that what is 
developed and development can be used when referring to the process of design.  So 
the title can also be read as conceptual stages of product development when 
performed in a collaboration of companies. 
 
2 METHODOLOGY 
The starting point for this study was chosen close to the main course literature on the 
development of modular products (Erixon, Stake, Kenger 2004).  This way class 
discussions and project work will also serve as an empirical source and create a 
deeper foundation for the paper within the limited time and volume available. 
 
2.1 Modular Function Deployment 
The main methodology focused on for this paper is Modular Function Deployment 
(MFD) developed by Erixon (1998). MFD consists of 5 steps starting with the 
clarification of Customer Requirements (step 1). Requirements are then linked to 
measurable Product Properties in a matrix structure, defining what the product 
should do. A next step consists of selecting Technical Solutions that fulfill these 
Properties (step 2), which are in turn also linked in a similar matrix. Technical 
Solutions are then analyzed from a strategic lifecycle point of view. Grouping the 
Technical Solutions by their appropriate strategy, defined by so called Module 
Drivers, allows the designer to establish concepts for a modular structure (step 3). 
These modules combine Technical Solutions that most desirably share not just a life 
cycle strategy but also preserve functional purity whereby a module will not be 
influenced from changes in solutions grouped in other modules. Evaluating the 
modules, their constraints and requirements with respect to their connections (called 
interfaces) to other modules (step 4) leads to the last step (step 5): for each modules 
to be improved and character of their interfaces specified. In order to guide and 
structure this process and the dependencies between all parameters in the matrices 
are gathered linking the whole process from step 1 to 5. This final document is 
called the Project Management Map (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1 Project Management Map 
 

Although MFD is developed as a tool for the development of modular 
product architectures, to achieve the best results the production system has to be 
engineered accordingly (Erixon, Stake, Kenger 2004). More research has been done 
on the value of MFD for the development of these production systems and 
production equipment (Karlsson 2002a and 2002b) and practical cases have also 
suggested to extend the use of the MFD-method to include also strategic 
management of product development and even the organization of the company and 
or projects (Erixon 1998).  
 
2.2 Axiomatic Design 
Another methodology used mainly in research cases but for various types of 
development is Axiomatic Design (AD) developed by Suh (1990). AD describes the 
design by parameters each belonging to one of 4 domains: Customer Domain, 
Function Domain, Physical Domain and Process Domain. The domains represent the 
product development life cycle. By mapping parameters to each other in bordering 
domains the design is revealed. Tree structures in the Functions Domain and 
Physical Domain illustrate the hierarchy of functions (Functional Requirements) or 
solutions (Design Solutions). (Independence) Axioms refer to the dependencies 
between the two. A good design is revealed when solutions can be adjusted to 
satisfy its function without influencing other functions, if not another solution 
should be considered. Similarly Design Solutions are mapped with the Process 
domain to reveal the manufacturing Process Variables.  

An interesting study has been done by Vallhagen (1996) to determine 
whether the axiomatic approach can be used when concurrently developing product 
and production system, entailing both manufacturing and assembly. Through an 
expansion of the original model a working model was developed in which product 
and production system can be developed together. In this new model (see fig 2), the 
former Process Domain, renamed Manufacturing World (Sohlenius 1992) is split up 
in 5 spaces, each consisting of one Process Requirement Domain and one Process 
Variable Domain. The Process Requirement Domain was introduced to be able to 
include also operations and equipment needed and the 5 spaces i.e. allow to 
differentiate between solutions that only need to be manufactured as a part and 
subassembly solutions (modules) before being be assembled to the whole.  
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Figure 2 Expanded Axiomatic Design model with Manufacturing World and 5 
spaces 
 
2.3 Simultaneous Engineering 
Concurrent or Simultaneous Engineering (SE) has already become a widely used 
term. The amount of research on the subject has even made it difficult to determine a 
uniform definition, the objective of Simultaneous Engineering however is clear: 
reduce lead-time. The pressure to complete product development in time to market 
is met by identifying activities that can be performed in parallel. The effects of 
implementation concurrent engineering on a company’s organization can be divided 
into 6 building blocks (see fig 3) (Eversheim and Saretz 1991).  
 

 
Figure 3 Building blocks in simultaneous engineering (Eversheim and Saretz, 1991) 
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4 DISCUSSION 
Similarities between MFD, AD and SE challenge to explore within the 
methodologies and create possibilities for developing product, production system 
and design team. 
 
4.1 Common requirements 
Whether developing the product, the production system or even a suitable 
collaborative design team, all benefit from: 

• Predefined strategies 
• Integrated methods providing documented (or even software support) 

modules and interfaces, mapping  dependencies and constraints 
• Flexible organization to adapt to dynamic customer requirements or other 

developments 
And all benefit from or are even to a certain degree prerequisite to being considered 
in conceptual stages of each others development. Little research has been found 
discussing these requirements for the development of the design team, presumably 
because most literature assumes this team exists and is static. But the increased 
involvement of suppliers in conceptual stages will simple not be possible without 
paperwork on task description, responsibility, confidentiality and milestone or fixed 
rate compensation. 
 
4.2 Conceptual thoughts on an Integrated Method 
Central to research on flexible manufacturing and assembly systems and the 
development of these is the supply and management of information from conceptual 
stages of design (Vallhagen 1996) until ramp-up and full Assembly Initiated 
Production identified by Karlsson (2002a) requiring a modular product structure, 
module assembly workshops to be guided by a Production, Planning and Control 
and Product Data Management Database. An advantage of MFD among the 
discussed methodologies is the Project Management Map. This documented map of 
parameters, interdependencies and even strategic intent (Erixon 2004) is created 
throughout the development and allows the design team and other stakeholders to 
keep track of all parameters and allow changed requirements as a result of project 
dynamics or iteration to be easily updated when using the developed PreCAD 
software.  

Figure 4 illustrates how the PMM could be continued per assigned module 
to document and guide further development of the product and beginnings of the 
manufacturing system. The module is decomposed (here the EBL handle design) in 
the Customer Need section as the module represents the need to the manufacturing 
system, interfaces are qualifying needs (step 1). Product Properties relating to 
decomposed solution remain, those of interfaces should be added. Also Module 
Drivers are included to map the importance or difference of Module Driver Strategy 
with respect to the module’s lower level components. Technical Solutions are the 
manufacturing techniques and the old Module Driver section is substituted for 
Planning Drivers in order to identify and be able to manage bottle necks or critical 
development paths in the Module. 

MFD is therefore chosen as a central methodology and following the use of 
MFD for production system development by Karlsson (2002b) this study challenged 
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MFD to its capacity to manage the structure of a collaborative organization, whether 
it be aimed for production or design.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Project Management Map for Production System Development (marked 
relations are fictional) 
 

The idea of this discussion is to prove only a conceptual thought, but 
benefits are potentially high. Even if MFD can be developed to only be a 
satisfactory method for structuring design teams, production systems, the efficiency 
and implementation of MFD on the development of products is likely to improve 
from application this method on adjacent areas or even more macro-level processes 
(Erixon 1998).  jus  
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Abstract 
In this study of different methods to generate ideas a clear picture of effective 
tools to solve problems has been gained. Documentation of problems is always 
an advantage for the company for reasons such as: easy to recruit new 
personnel to a project, knowledge of a problem is documented, good overview 
of the problem and the documentation can be used when futher improvements 
to the product are carried out in the future. From the TRIZ methodology ISQ is 
useful for documentation and the contradiction table to receive suggestions 
from different areas.  
 
Keywords: Brainstorming, generating ideas, innovative problem solving, 
product development, TRIZ. 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background 
 
In the product development process many steps have to be completed to satisfy 
customer needs. When the company has a clear picture of what customers want it is 
time to search for ideas which will satisfy these needs.  
There are many theories on how to proceed, but without knowledge of how to 
generate ideas there are risks that the method will be an obstacle for a company 
rather than an asset.  
In many cases companies improve existing products and at Sony, for example, 80 % 
of the product activity in the area of modification and improvement of existing 
products within the company, Trott (1998). 
There are two main ways to generate ideas. One way is knowledge-based and the 
other is analytical, Terninko, Zusman, Zlotin, (1998). 
 
1.2 Method 
 
Information about idea generation will be researched in current literature which will 
be described in the theory section study, and in the discussion section the 
information will be compared giving the advantages and disadvantages of each. If 
any method can offer software to generate ideas this will be ignored in this study. 
Software demands high investment costs and may not be an alternative for many 
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companies, especially small companies. For this reason methods which can be 
implemented in the organization without high investment costs are in focus.  
 
 
2.  THEORY STUDY 
 
2.1 Analytical tools 
 
2.1.1 Analyze the system 
 
In TIPS (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving) an essential part is the problem 
formulation, Terninko, Zusman, Zlotin, (1998). A thorough problem formulation is 
not only useful for current cases, it also provides information which can be used 
when further improvements to the product are carried out in the future. 
The system will be analyzed in detail by using the ISQ (Innovation Situation 
Questionnaire), quoted below, develop by the Kishinew, School of TRIZ in 
Moldova and described in Terninko, Zusman, Zlotin (1998). Often the problem is 
solved just by completing the ISQ because it delivers deep knowledge about the 
system. The ISQ has a six step approach to analyze the system: 

1. Information about the system you would like to improve/create and its 
environment. 

2. Available resources. 
3. Information about problem situation. 
4. Changing the system. 
5. Criteria for selecting solution concepts. 
6. History of attempted solutions to the problem. 

After completing the ISQ the possibility to find a solution for a problem is increased 
as a result of all the available information. 
 
2.1.2 Formulate the system in harmful and useful function 
 
A natural step after the ISQ is to create a map which describes the connections 
between all the functions in the system according to TRIZ methodology in Terninko, 
Zusman, Zlotin, (1998). Harmful (HFn) -and useful (UFn) function describes what 
effect the functions have on the system. The method gives an overview of the 
connections between functions in the system and it acts as a guide to eliminate the 
functions which cause a problem for the system.  
The overview is reached by answering eight questions, four for useful functions and 
four for harmful functions. These eight questions have their source from three links 
quoted below: 

1. UFn causes HFn. 
2. UFn is introduced to eliminate HFn. 
3. UFn is required for UFn+1, (Ufn+1 = another useful function). 

After completing this step it is time to look for solutions which improve the system 
and reduce the harmful functions´ influence on the system, Terninko, Zusman, 
Zlotin, (1998). There are 11 formulations which exhort to find other methods to 
fulfil useful functions and reduce harmful functions. Information from the eight 
questions mentioned above works as a source. The sentences are quoted here: 
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Find a way to eliminate, reduce or prevent… 
Find a way to benefit from… 
Find an alternative way of… 
Find a way to enhance… 
Find a way to resolve contradiction… 
After completing the ISQ and formulating the system into harmful –and useful 
functions deep knowledge can be documented. 
 
2.1.3 Inverse thinking 
 
Ehresman (1995) describes how to proceed when the problem has become so 
familiar that it is difficult to find new ideas. By changing the way of thinking, 
creativity can be revived. In a four step problem statement Ehresman explains how: 

1. Have a clear definition of the extent of the problem. 
2. Describe the problem in a converse manner. For example “the police do not 

help the inhabitants enough”. This could instead be described as “the 
inhabitants do not help the police enough”. 

3. For this new problem, identify why inhabitants do not help the police 
enough. Take notes for every possible solution, e.g. “The inhabitants think 
it is not their problem”, “it could be dangerous to help the police”, “ it is the 
police job to solve crime, not mine”, “it is difficult to reach the police by 
telephone”, “the police are not interested to hear what I have to say”. 

4. Try to find solutions for every statement in step 3. 
 
2.2 Knowledge based tools 
 
2.2.1 Contradiction table 
 
Lev Shulyak describes in Altshuller (1998) how to structure the work procedure in a 
three step method: 

Step 1 delivers all necessary information about the system. 

Step 2 looks for functions which deteriorate when the main function is 
improved. 

In step 3 the contradiction table is useful to find out technical principles which 
can be a possible solution to the contradiction. To clarify the work method one 
example will be presented, taken from Terninko, Zusman and Zlotin (1998): 
When a person breaks a leg or an arm, it is sometimes necessary to use a screw 
to tighten the bones together again during the process of healing. The best effect 
of the screw is reached when the friction between screw and bone is high. But 
this is only desirable during the healing time. When it is time to remove the 
screw, low friction between bone and screw is necessary. Otherwise there is a 
risk that the screw will be damaged and contaminate the sore.  
This means there is a contradiction in the problem: The screw should tighten 
during healing and require low force when the screw is going to be removed. In 
the contradiction tables´ 39 parameters, number 8 is “Volume of non-moving 
object” in the column “Features to improve”. This means that it is desirable if 
the screw has as big volume as possible to do its function in the best way. 
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However this gives undesired consequences; the force to remove the screw will 
increase. In the contradiction table row in the top, (“Features that detoriate”), 
undesired result will be placed, in this case “Force” which has number 10,(see 
Table 1).  

Table 1: Contradiction table 

 
The combination of “Volume of non-moving object” and “Force” gives suggestions 
in the contradiction table. It suggests three out of a total of 40 principles to look for a 
solution. All 40 are described by Altshuller (1998), who studied over 200,000 
patents. He focused on 40,000 patents with the most effective solution and divided 
them into the 40 principles.  

1. Extraction, number 2 
2. Mechanical vibration, number 18. 
3. Thermal expansion, number 37. 

 
2.2.2 Brainstorming  
 
Brainstorming is perhaps the most well-known tool for idea generation and it is easy 
to implement the tool in daily work. Employees can without any special education 
participate in a brainstorming session if there is one person who is responsible for 
the proceedings. By using a six step approach from Ehresman (1995), the team 
members get an overview of the process:  

1. Explain the purpose of the meeting. 
2. Explain the rules for brainstorming. 
3. Explain that all team members should provide ideas. 
4. Put all the ideas on the wall so that everyone can see them. 
5. Encourage the team members to come up with ideas. 
6. Explain ideas and ask questions about ideas.  

To allow a free flow of ideas it is important not to criticize team members for 
“crazy” ideas. One crazy idea might give someone else an opportunity to view the 
problem in another way.  
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Braindrawing is a method where all team members can add their own ideas to 
another’s sketch. In Van der Lugt (2000) this method is recommended for teams 
who are working with product design. During a team meeting participators shall, at 
the same time, sketch their own idea on a separate piece of paper. When everybody 
has finished their sketching they send their sketch to the person next to them and 
they continue with that sketch. This is repeated four to six times and this allows 
input from all team members into the same sketch without a discussion which can 
disturb creative thinking during the proceeding. 
“Post-It exercises” and “The flipchart exercises” are methods which Rasiel (2000) 
explains how to use. In “Post-It” all participants write down one idea on each note 
and put it on the wall. Then all participate in the discussions around the ideas. In 
“The flipchart exercises” ideas are written on notes on the wall and then the 
participants can fill in their own ideas.  
 
2.2.3 Collaboration with customers 
 
In Tucker (2003) more emphasis is put on collaboration with customers. Among his 
seven strategies tools the Internet and computers are used to collect information 
from customers and from employees. There are customers who continually solve 
problems and generate new ideas and by setting up an Internet site where customers 
can discuss their ideas with others, companies can receive a high volume of ideas 
from lead users.  
For smaller companies with limited resources an idea box on their homepage could 
encourage customers to contribute new ideas to the companies. 
 
 
3.  DISCUSSION 
 
The methods described here are useful to help a company come up with new ideas 
but they differ in many ways regarding the end result.  
I have only found one method which describes how to analyze the system in a 
structured way and that is ISQ. Some other methods have ”analyze the system” as 
one step and leave the approach how to analyze the system to the team members. 
The ISQ method is easy to follow and also contains examples on how to interpret 
the sentences in the ISQ. One reason why many methods focus on the main problem 
might be an underestimation of the strength of deep knowledge in the total system. 
Regarding brainstorming, generally team members look to the past to see if 
something from an earlier project/study/etc. can be suitable in the current project. 
This means that new ideas will often be found in the same area as the team 
member’s area of expertise. This is a comfortable way of working but in the long 
run rarely surprises the market.  
From Tucker (2003) an interesting view on how to involve customers and 
employees in the process of idea generation, is described in his seven strategies. 
This method could be useful for a company since good communication between 
companies and customers increase the possibility to succeed in the market.  
The contradiction table, Altshuller (1998), delivers concrete suggestions no matter 
the area and this gives a consciousness to the constructors that solutions might be 
found anywhere.  
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4.  CONCLUSION 
 
In this study of different methods to generate ideas I have received a clear picture of 
the best tool to solve problems.  
The different methods within brainstorming, see 2.2.2., are easy to use but the 
possibilities to come up with an idea in an area you have not experienced before is 
limited.  
Documentation of problems is always an advantage for the company for reasons, 
such as: easy to recruit new personnel to a project, knowledge of problem is 
documented, good overview of the problem and the documentation when further 
improvements to the product are carried out in the future. By using ISQ, see 2.1.1., 
all of these advantages can be achieved and if the team still can not find a solution 
the next step is to use the information from ISQ and formulate it into the 
contradiction table, see 2.2.1., with the help of problem formulation, see 2.1.2. The 
suggestions in the contradiction table strongly impact a company’s competitiveness 
in the market and decrease the time to market as a result of efficiency in product 
development.  
As a next step, once these methods are implemented in the organisation, it is 
recommendable to implement the seven strategies, see 2.2.3., to enhance 
collaboration with customers (especially lead users) and employees, to generate new 
ideas and customer demands. 
Finally, people see physical training as an important need for health and skill. For 
the same reason the brain continuously needs practice in idea generation to build up 
the mental capabilities for creativeness, Orloff (2003), to gain the full benefits of the 
methods discussed.  
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Abstract 
In today’s modern world companies strive to satisfy customer needs and 
expectations. This way of working is called Quality Function Deployment (also 
known as QFD) and was developed in Japan by two men, Shigeru Mizuno and 
Yoji Akao, in the late 1960 s. 
The goal with QFD is to translate customer needs into product properties. To 
simplify the relations between the customer needs and the product properties a 
method called the House of Quality is often used. This method was further 
developed from the needs-metric matrix.  
This paper will describe the history of QFD and how companies have 
developed using this method. The paper will also look briefly into the House of 
Quality and see how this method is used and in which areas this method can be 
useful. 
 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
A modern view of the term quality is to focus on and satisfy the customer needs       
and expectations. This way of working, in which the customer needs are translated 
into product properties and the manufacturing process is identified in a structured 
way, is called Quality Function Deployment and is often shortened QFD. This 
method is widely used today in all sorts of industry, although it took nearly 20 years 
for the western world to see the potential of QFD. Soto, Alejandro  
 
1.1 The Japanese wonder  
 
Somewhere between the years 1955-1985 something happened with the Japanese 
industry. Japan had to rebuild its industry after the Second World War. Many great 
industrial leaders had died during the war which left a gap in industrial knowledge. 
Many young workers from the floor or new examined engineers were given leader 
positions without any experience or knowledge of leadership. This led to a bad 
reputation when it came to Japanese quality in the early 1950s. In order to remove 
this bad reputation serious actions took place. This was the start of a new era 
focusing on quality. Bergman, Bo., Klefsjö, Bengt., (2001).  
 
 
1.1.1The father of QFD 
 
Yoji Akao, along with Dr. Shigeru Mizuno, is considered to be the father of QFD. 
He applied advanced Japanese problem solving algorithms to design products right 
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from the start. His first tool was the fishbone diagram which later led to a matrix to 
identify the design elements. Customer satisfaction would never be the same.  
Yoji Akao has during his work in the field received prestigious awards such as the 
Deming Prize for Individuals and the Best on Quality Award from International 
Academy for Quality.  
 
1.1.2 History 
 
Quality Function Deployment goes back to 1966 and was introduced in Japan by 
Yoji Akao and Shigeru Mizuno. To clarify the purpose of QFD, Yoji Akao stated: 
“QFD is a method for developing design quality aimed at satisfying the consumer 
and then translating the consumers demand into design targets and major quality 
assurance point to be used throughout the production phase. QFD is a way to assure 
the designing quality while the product is still in the design stage”. By this he meant 
that this method is used to design a product from the customer needs and satisfying 
them before the product reaches manufacturing. Methods before QFD were designed 
to correct errors during or after the product were manufactured  
The first time QFD was introduced in a larger scale was in 1966 by Kiyotaka 
Oshiumi of Bridgestone Tire in Japan, who presented a process assurance items 
table. This table was a fishbone diagram and was used to identify each customer 
requirements (cause) and process factors (effect) in order to measure and control it. 
 
These tables were introduced to various companies but did not get much public 
attention in the beginning. Six years later (1972) an oil tanker was being designed by 
Kobe Shipyards of Mitsubishi Heavy Industry. The fishbone diagram was used 
during the process and became very popular. At the very same time, a man called 
Katsuyoshi Ishihara introduced the so called Value Engineering principles. These 
principles showed how to define the function of a product. This way of thinking was 
expanded into business function process. QFD became, along with these new ideas, 
the leading quality design system for both product and business process.  
 
QFD was introduced to America and Europe in 1983 when an article of Yoji Akao 
was published by the American Society of Quality Control. Akao was later invited 
to Chicago to give a seminar about QFD. In 1986 Bob King of GOAL/QPC 
sponsored Akao to give annual lectures about QFD to an American audience. Of the 
European countries, Italy was first in 1987 to implement QFD. Akao, Yoji., (1997). 
 
1.1.3 Use of QFD today     
 
QFD is today strongly used by many countries and virtually any type of industry and 
business can apply QFD. Here are some of the companies that use QFD today: 
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Kodak, Kawasaki Heavy Industry, Ford, GM and many 
more. To spread and update information about QFD, international and national 
symposiums are held throughout the world. Countries that hold symposiums today 
are the US, Japan, Sweden, Germany, Turkey, Australia and Brazil. Akao, Yoji., 
(1997).  
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2.  Quality Function Deployment 
 
QFD is a method which is used to motivate companies to focus on its customers. By 
translating the “voice of the customer” into the “voice of the engineer”, cross-
functional teams can work towards more then satisfying the customer needs. Some 
important steps in the QFD process are: 
 

• Market research. Information about the customer needs and expectations 
are gathered to clarify what the customer wants. This is a prerequisite step 
in the process.  

• Carry out competitor analysis to estimate the competitor’s ability to 
satisfy their customers.  

• Based on the market research and the competitor analysis, estimate its 
own products success on the market. 

• Transfer these key factors into demands during the development process 
of the product. 

 
There are a number of different methods to find out what the customer wants:  

• Focus groups 
• Interviews 
• Observing product in use 

 
Competitor analysis should be carried out continuously. This is made to find out 
what kind of properties satisfies the customer and to look for weaknesses of the 
competitors. Bergman, Bo., Klefsjö, Bengt., (2001), Ulrich, T., Karl, Eppinger, D., 
Steven, (2003).  
     
2.1 The four phases 
 
In the basic QFD methodology four phases are passed during the product 
development process. These phases make it possible to break down the customer 
needs in a systematic way in order to ease the product development process. This 
four-phase method was developed for the manufacturing industry and might in cases 
like the food industry not be an appropriate method. The four phases are displayed 
in the figure below. 
  

 
Figure 1: The four phases of QFD 
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Product Planning 
The customer needs are translated into product properties. Analysis of competitor’s 
ability to satisfy the customer is being made in this phase. This phase ends with a 
product specification and critical characteristics and target values are being set 
Documentation of the work is usually made with of the so called House of Quality 
(information about the House of Quality will come later in the text). 
 
Assembly/Part deployment 
In this phase critical parts and assemblies are being identified. For those parts which 
might cause future problems, further research and development must take place in 
order to satisfy the market.  
 
Process Planning 
Critical processes and process flow are being determined. 
 
Process/Quality control 
Determination of critical parts and processes are being made. Inspection, test 
methods and parameters are being established during this phase.  
 
Once all customer needs are gathered (the voice of the customer) and translated into 
properties (the voice of the engineer), a very helpful tool can be used to find 
relations between these two. Some author’s of books about QFD means that this is 
the only thing that has to be done, and that is the QFD-house, or “The house of 
Quality”. Bergman, Bo., Klefsjö, Bengt., (2001), Crow, Kenneth. 
    
3. The House of Quality 

 
The house of quality is part of the first phase in the four-phase QFD process. The 
name comes from the shape of the matrix. The correlation matrix at the top, which is 
roof shaped, is placed on top of the body and therefore receives the shape of a house. 
The matrixes are often called rooms and are usually given names such as Whats, 
Hows etc. These names should not be used because when there are multiple matrixes 
in the House it might cause confusion. The example below will only describe the 
House of Quality briefly and show the most important features. This example is 
from a development process of a burglar safe window. Boremyr, Stefan., Dan 
Dicander., Johan, Granholm., Jimmy, Kortilalli., Dan, Persson., (2004), Eggert, 
Rudy J., Charlie.  
 
3.1 Customer needs versus product properties 
 
In the matrix to the left in the house all customer needs are listed along with their 
weighting (to come up with the weighting of the needs a method called pair wise 
comparison is often used. In this method all customer needs are mapped against each 
other in order to receive the importance of each need). To the right of the weighting 
is a column named trend. This indicates if that particular need is going up, remains 
the same or going down. For instance: the need Low price is going up because the 
customer wants a high quality window to a price as low as possible. On top of the 
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matrix (not the roof) are all the product properties listed. To figure out the 
importance of each property all customer needs are mapped one by one with all the 
product properties. If there is a connection between the needs and the properties a 
score is set in that cell. The score I usually 1,3 and 9 where 9 is the highest score. In 
this case a triangle is used for the score1, a circle is used for the score 3 and semi 
filled circle is used for the score 9. To illustrate an example the need Low price and 
the property Size is given a score of 9 because of the strong connection between 
these two. If there is no connection the cell is left empty.  
 
 

 
Table 1: The House of Quality 
 
3.1 The result of the matrix 
 
To calculate the technical weighting of each property each connection in that 
column are multiplied with the weighting of that particular need. The technical 
weighting is used to see which property is the most important to fulfill in order to 
satisfy the customer. In this example the property Thickness of glass received the 
highest score and therefore is important to fulfill. Note that this is just an example 
and the actual technical weighting in this example is not important. It must be added 
that this is an extremely simplified version of the House of Quality and can be seen 
as a basic tutorial. This method can be used in almost every kind of product 
development process.  
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4. Conclusions 
 
QFD has been around since the mid 60s and has grown rapidly. Today all kinds of 
industry apply this method in order to satisfy their customer. This paper has 
described the history of QFD and briefly how it works since it would take more than 
six pages to go deeper into the subject. Another thing that has been introduced is the 
House of Quality which is said by many authors of QFD books the only thing 
needed. The author of this paper has used QFD in practice and has seen the benefits 
of this method.  
 
End notes 
 
The author hopes that this paper will be of some help to anyone interested in QFD. The paper ends here. 
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Abstract 
 
The business environment of today tends to be more and more customer 
focused, with customized products which satisfy each customer’s individual 
needs. To be able to launch product variants more frequently the companies 
have to change their product development to develop multiple products at the 
same time. By introducing the product on the market earlier than the 
competitors the market share and profit of the product will increase.  
 
Modularization can significantly reduce manufacturing and assembly 
processes leading to increased product variety and customization. This is a 
result of the possibility to develop the modules in parallel. Interface is the 
connection between the modules and it enables different variants of the product 
to be assembled. The specifying of interfaces is by many seen as the main issue 
in modularization. By designing interfaces which can be used in the product 
over time, the development of successful future variants will be facilitated. 
 
The focus of this paper is how to determine the modules in a product and the 
interfaces which connect them. The methods presented in this paper helps the 
designer to systematically locate modules, define the type of interface, evaluate 
the interface connections and select the best interface location on the module. 
 
Keywords: Module, Interface, Modularization, MFD, Modular Function 
Deployment, Axiomatic Design  
 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The business environment of today tends to be more and more customer focused, 
with customized products which satisfy each customer’s individual needs. The 
development of product variety is costly, complex and time consuming. Companies 
with the ambition to launch customized products more frequently have to change 
their product development. Instead of developing products one by one, companies 
develop multiple products at the same time, Holmqvist (2004). Modularization can 
significantly reduce manufacturing and assembly processes leading to increased 
product variety and customization, Mikkola (2000). Erixon (1998) defines 
modularization as a decomposition of a product into building blocks (modules) with 
specified interfaces, driven by company specific reasons. The focus of this paper is 
how to determine the modules in a product and the interfaces which connect them.   
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2. MODULES  
 
Modules have long been a conception used in industry. However, it is difficult to 
find an unambiguous definition of the term module, Erixon, Erlandsson, von Yxkull, 
Mo Östergren (1994). Hillström (1994) describes a module as one or more 
components or subassemblies which together meet the following requirements: 
ability to undergo functional testing, adjustability (to correct function), standardized 
interfaces (to mating modules), full exchangeability, and transportability (without 
affecting function or adjustment). The lowest common denominator of most 
descriptions of module is probably the notion that they show relatively weak 
interdependencies between them and relatively strong interdependencies within 
them, Fixson (2002). 
 
A number of different driving forces behind modularization have been found in case 
studies, Östgren (1994) and Erixon (1996) in Erixon (1998). In the Modular 
Function Deployment (MFD) method, by Erixon (1998), these “module drivers” are 
of importance when determine the modules in a product.   
 
Product development and design 

• Carry-over  
• Technological evolution 
• Planned design changes 

Variance 
• Technical specification 
• Styling 

Production 
• Common unit 
• Process and/or organization 

re-use 
Quality 

• Separate testing of functions 
Purchasing 

• Supplier offers black box 
After sales 

• Service and maintenance 
• Upgrading 
• Recycling 

 
⇒ to be re-used in next generation 
⇒ to enable new solutions from suppliers 
⇒ to be improved separately 

⇒ to isolate variance 
⇒ to isolate design, brand, etc 

⇒ to protect high volume 
⇒ to protect scarce resource/process 

⇒ to be tested separately 

⇒ to be developed, produced, etc by partner 

⇒ to be easy to replace in the field 
⇒ to increase after sales 
⇒ to protect environment 

 
These “module drivers” serve as a base for evaluation of the sub-functions 
(Technical Solutions) in a product. Sub functions with many and/or unique module 
drivers, has a complicated requirement pattern and should be considered to form a 
module by itself, or the basis for a module. Sub functions with few module drivers, 
might be easy to integrate, or group with other sub functions to form modules. 
However, this is possible provided that there is a match in the module driver pattern 
or, at least, there are no contradictions between the sub functions, i.e. a “carry-over” 
should not be grouped with a “technology push”, as it would disable the possibility 
to gradually develop at low cost. Erixon (1998) 
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3.  INTERFACES 
 
Interface is the connection between modules and the specifying of interfaces is by 
many seen as the core issue in the modularization process. The definition of 
interfaces according to Andersson and Sellgren (2004) divides interfaces into two 
main types. 

• Technical interface – a technical functional surface in or on a technical 
system that interacts with another technical functional surface within the 
technical system or in the environment. 

• Interactive interface – an ergonomic or communicative functional surface 
on a technical system that interacts with a human through one of his or her 
senses. 

Functional surfaces are defined as surfaces whose main purpose is to interact with 
other surfaces or with a human.  
 
According to Mikkola (2000), the specification of interfaces should be well defined 
with tolerances which are wide enough to allow a component to interface with 
another component without compromising the functionality of the new component 
created by the combination of these components. 
 
By defining the interfaces early in the development process and by designing 
interfaces which are robust and stable over time, the future development of product 
variants is facilitated. This is a result of the possibility to develop the modules 
independent of each other, Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004). A major benefit of this 
possibility is the reduction of the lead time in product development and 
manufacturing which as a result reduces the time to market, which is an important 
issue for increasing of market share. When the interface is defined its physical shape 
will later be embodied in the module.  
  
 
3.1 Interface evaluation 
 
To be able to evaluate and select the best location of an interface the type of 
interface must be determined. The following different types of interfaces which 
occur between modules are described in Sanchez (2000) referred by Persson (2004). 
 

• Attachment interfaces - define how one component physically attaches to 
another.  

 
• Spatial interfaces - define the physical space (dimension and position) that 

a component occupies in relation to other components. 
 

• Transfer interfaces - define the way one component transfers electrical or 
mechanical power, fluid, a bistream, or other primary flow to another.  
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• Control and communication interfaces - define the way one component 
informs another of its current status and the way that other components 
communicate a signal to change the original component’s current state.  

 
• Environmental interfaces - define the effects, often unintentional, that the 

presence or functioning of one component can have on the functioning of 
another (e.g. heat, magnetic fields, corrosive vapours, radiation etc.). 

 
• Ambient interfaces - define the range of ambient use conditions (e.g. 

ambient temperature, humidity, elevation etc.) in which a component is 
intended to perform. 

 
• User interfaces - define the specific ways in which users will interact with a 

product.  
 
In the modular design process, the interfaces between the modules have a vital 
influence on the final product and the flexibility within the assortment. Hence, an 
evaluation of the interface connections is an important factor for selection of the 
modular concept, Erixon (1998). MFD proposes a matrix for evaluation of the 
different interface connections (figure 1). In the matrix (A) represents attachment 
interface and (T) transfer interface. The matrix serves as a pointer for the interfaces 
which should be observed and eventually improved.  
 

 
Figure 1. Interface evaluation matrix proposed by MFD. Erixon (1998) 
 
The evaluation is carried out from an assembly point of view. There are two ideal 
assembly types: “hamburger assembly”, which is an ideal assembly type for DFA 
reasons, and “base part assembly”, which is an ideal assembly type when it comes to 
maintenance and replacement of parts. In figure 1, the preferred interface locations 
for these assembly types are marked with arrows. By structuring the modules in the 
assembly order and marking the cells where the interfaces between the modules are 
located an evaluation of the interfaces can be made. All markings outside the 
preferred assembly types indicates unwanted connections, and the interface should 
be avoided or a subject for improvements. At this stage in the modular development 
the interfaces are only defined as different types of connections between modules. 
The next step is to specify the interface design location on the module. 
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3.2 Specification of the interface design location 
 
Hillström (1994) has outlined a method which helps designer to find and select the 
best interface location in a product. The method is applying Axiomatic Design 
described in Suh (1990), and uses the independence axiom, to make a selection 
among different interface locations. The first step in the method is to design the 
module with several different interface locations using the independence axiom, 
according to Axiomatic Design. The interface DPs should be decomposed as far as 
possible, preferable until the functional surfaces (discussed in Interfaces page 3) of 
the interface is established. The next step is to evaluate the interface location by 
using a product-modeling tool (figure 2). The tool consists of four object types: FR 
objects (dashed contour) which represents the Function Requirements, C objects 
(dotted contour) which represents constraints, e.g. limited space, DP objects (solid 
contour) representing Design Parameters, i.e. the physical solution, and interface DP 
objects (thick solid contour) representing the Design Parameters which constitute the 
module interface. Each coupling in the independence axiom is represented by a thin 
line between the DPs and FRs. The evaluation approach is to examine how the 
interfaces affect different module functions.  Solutions with many interdependencies 
(labeled couplings in figure) between module FRs and interface DPs are not 
acceptable. In an acceptable design according to Axiomatic Design the mapping 
between the FRs and DPs is such that each FR can be satisfied without affecting any 
other FR.   
 

 
Figure 2. Product modeling tool for evaluation of interface location 
 
At this stage the number of interface solutions has been reduced. To select the best 
remaining solution an evaluation is made to investigate how the functional surfaces 
of the interface affects the simplicity of the design. In this step DFMA software 
from Boothroyd Dewhurst Inc. (1991, 1992), are proposed for estimation of the 
manufacturing and assembly costs, which serve as basis for the final selection of the 
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solution with the lowest manufacturing and assembly costs. In conclusion interfaces 
which are simple and robust are preferred. However, according to Hillström this 
method has only been used on simplified product examples. How it works on more 
complex products needs to be further investigated.  
 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The dividing of a product into modules is not only driven by functions of the 
components which should form the module. The module drivers show that 
requirements during the whole product life cycle should be considered. The 
specifying of interfaces is important in modularization. The interfaces are more than 
couplings between modules which facilitate assembly operations. The interfaces 
should also be considered as borders which specify the development range of the 
module. Hence, the interfaces should be robust, stable over time and specified early 
in the development process. The methods presented in this paper helps the designer 
to systematically locate modules, define the type of interface, evaluate the interface 
connections and select the best interface location on the module.     
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Abstract 
 
Why we still should use the embodiment design phase if we already have the 
conceptual phase and a detailed phase in our design structure? Actually this 
three design stages which are mentioned before overlap each other in some 
cases. Embodiment design is in this case the most important one, because it 
contains a part of both of them. Conceptual design is the phase where the raw 
ideas gets there shape and the detailed phase is completing embodiment design 
with final instructions about the layout, properties, etc.  
Embodiment design will translate the raw ideas from the conceptual design 
into standardized features. This translation involves a large number of 
corrective steps but there are several guidelines in the embodiment design 
phase which you can use to come to a modulated design.  
 
Keywords: Conceptual design; Embodiment design; Detailed design; Total 
design; Principals of embodiment design. 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The design structure of a product contains of different steps. These steps can be 
clarified in Planning, Analyses (clarification the tasks and specification of 
information), Conceptual design (problem solving and specification of principal), 
Embodiment design (implementing the solution and specification of layout) and the 
Detailed design (optimization of the principal and specification of production). “It is 
always advisable to proceed from the qualitative to the quantitative, from the 
abstract to the concrete, and from rough to detailed designs, and to make provision 
for checks and, if necessary, for corrections”, Pahl and Beitz (1996), This paper will 
explain embodiment design and the position of it in a modular approach of a 
project/product. The conceptual design floats into the embodiment design in the 
Modular Interface Matrix (MIM). To have a better view of the position of 
embodiment design, this paper explains the close connection with the conceptual 
design in the MIM. This paper will consider the different types of interfaces and will 
give some examples of different guidelines in the embodiment design about 
interfaces. Designing to standards, by dividing sub-areas and sub-assemblies, will be 
an improvement of the product by embodiment design. It will be followed by the 
discussion and the conclusion. 
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2. BACKGROUND 
 
The development process according to Erixon, G., Stake, R. and Kenger P. (2004) 
will follow a certain path. In this development process the first task will be 
clarifying the customer requirements of the product (figure 1, Flow chart of the 
design process, Mead N. D. (1998)).  

 
Figure 1 Flowchart of the design process, Mead N. D. (1998) 
 
Through a pair wise comparison the most important customer needs will shown up. 
The next step is defining product properties for the customer requirements. These 
results are shown in a Quality Function Deployment (QFD). The Function Mean 
Tree is the following step and during this step the functions and possible technical 
solutions are defined. All these steps are in the clarification of the tasks and gaining 
information. 
The next phase is the conceptual design phase. In this phase the shaping of the 
product will be achieved. The selections of the possible technical solutions are 
made. With the Design Property Matrix (DPM) the chosen technical solution are 
connected with the product properties. The best DPM is when there is a diagonal 
from the left top to the right bottom. The Module Indication Matrix (MIM) is the last 
step of the total Product Management Matrix (PMM). In this phase the technical 
solution and the module drivers are matched with each other. The conceptual phase 
is almost finished now. The last parts of the conceptual phase are the sketches of the 
different modules. These modules have to be connected with interfaces. 
The embodiment phase start here, during the clarification of the different interfaces, 
you have to take in account the embodiment phase already. Actually the 
embodiment phase overlaps the conceptual phase here. Through the experience of 
embodiment design the conceptual design can reach a higher level.  
 
 
3. EMBODIMENT DESIGN 
 
During the conceptual phase, the principal solution will be made. During the 
embodiment phase the underlying ideas can be achieved. In this embodiment design 
phase the designers must determine the following points: 

- The overall layout design (general arrangement and special 
compatibility) 
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- Preliminary form designs (component shapes and materials) 
- The production processes  
- Provide solutions for auxiliary functions 

In the embodiment phase the technological and economical consideration are of high 
importance. This consideration will be done after the elaboration of the layouts and 
results in new knowledge on a higher level of information. 
Embodiment phase is from a high complexity in the matter of: 

- many actions have to be preformed simultaneously 
- Some steps have to be repeated on a higher level of information 
- Additions and changes in one area influence other existing designs in 

another area. 
Therefore of this, it is not always possible to have a strict plan for the embodiment 
design phase. Instead of a strict plan a general approach is a more common 
approach. When improving the conceptual design in the embodiment phase, we also 
have to take in account; safety rules, ergonomics, corrosion, possibility to recycle 
and as well aesthetics. Embodiment design translates the development of a more or 
less abstract concept into a more concrete proposal, and is usually represented by a 
layout drawing. Embodiment design overlaps detail design and incorporates, both 
layout design (the layout, arrangement or disposition of assemblies, components and 
parts and their relative motions) and form design (the shapes, dimensions and 
materials of individual parts).  
 
 
4.  MODULARIZATION AND EMBODIMENT DESIGN  
 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the embodiment design phase starts after the MIM in the 
PPM. As a result in the MIM, the close connected technical solutions are the main 
points of the future modules (figure 2, Module Interface Matrix MIM).  

 
Figure 2 Module Interface Matrix 
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“For a modular design, the interfaces between the modules have a vital influence on 
the final product and flexibility within the assortment. Thus, firstly, an evaluation of 
interface connections will be the important factor for the selection of the concept”, 
Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004).  
For example, in figure 2, the first three technical solutions and the last two technical 
solutions can be a module. These modules will be designed in the conceptual phase 
and the modules have to be connected by interfaces.  
When the modules have been designed, the order of assembly is important. In figure 
3 is shown the assembly order of a Sepson winch. In this evaluation of the interfaces 
the ideal order is straight down (so called Hamburger assembly) or to the right (so 
called Base part assembly). Interfaces can be from several types of relations.  

- Transfer 
- Attachment 
- Spatial 
- Communication 
- Field 
- Environmental 

The transfer interfaces can be the connection between a shaft and cogwheels. This 
interface transfers energy from one module to another module. 
The attachment interface connects two modules physically.  
Spatial interface has no physical relations but occupy the location and volume of a 
component. 
Communication interfaces are the connections between electrical equipment in the 
modules. In the Sepson example, only the first four types of interfaces were 
necessary  
Field interface is an interface which influence the other module or module by 
magnetic field, vibrations etc. 
The environmental interface is the ambient climate environment in which the 
component must operate and function. 
 

 
Figure 3 Evaluation of the Interfaces 
 
4.2 Designing Assembly Interfaces 
 
An important aspect of improving the assembly, by the embodiment, is the design of 
the specific interfaces, which are influenced by the layout. The aims are reducing the 
handlings and the number of connection elements, standardize the interfaces and 
simplify where possible.  
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4.3 Guidelines for Application and Selection of Interfaces 
 
With the help of embodiment, some guidelines for interfaces can be drawn up. This 
chapter will explain five steps, which are useful for the attachment interfaces.  
Step 1 Draw up the demands and wishes for the requirements list that determine or 
influence assembly. This list contains the number of variants, production and 
assembly constrains, rest and quality requirements, assembly and disassembly 
requirements for maintenance and recycling etc.  
Step 2 Check for ways of simplify the assembly by using technical opportunities in 
the principle solution. One major point in this step is reducing the number of 
variants in a product range by using series and modular construction. 
Step 3 Embody the assembly, interfaces and interface elements through out the 
assembly guidelines. Some examples are shown in Figure 4.  
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 Guidelines for embodiment design of interfaces, Pahl & Beitz (1996) 
 
Step 4 Evaluate the embodiment guidelines according to the technical and 
economical considerations.  
Step 5 Prepare detailed assembly instructions together with the production 
documents. This includes overall layout drawings for subassemblies and the product.  
In the last step the detailed design begins. This is the overlapping part between the 
embodiment design phase and the detailed design phase. 
 
4.4 Design to Standards 
 
To come to a standardization of the parts, it is necessary to break down the 
complexity into simple problems. In the embodiment phase, it is useful to work 
separately on individual areas or assemblies before recombining them to an overall 
layout design. “Standardization lays down the definitive solution of a repetitive 
technical or organizational problem with the best technical means available at the 
time. It is therefore a form of technical and economical optimization limited by the 
time factor”, Kienzle (1943).  
When the standards for one module or one interface turns out to be sufficient, it is 
possible to review the applications of this part in the other modules or interfaces.
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5 DISCUSSION 
 
The borders of the different phases can be very clear, but during the time and the 
experience the borders will fade away. This will result in a more integrated 
connection between the conceptual and embodiment phase. Actually this does not 
have to be wrong, but for new employees in the design process will it be confusing 
in the beginning. 
If there are separated teams for the different design phases it would be preferable for 
new employees, to start in the detailed design phase. After they gain there 
experience they can shift to the embodiment design phase and use their experience 
of the detailed design phase. The same idea can be used from the embodiment to the 
conceptual design phase. 
 
 
6 CONCLUSION 
 
During the research the embodiment phase turns out to be a one of the most 
undefined tasks in the design process. For example there were professors which said 
that the preliminary phase of the design process contained of the conceptual, 
embodiment and detailed phase. And on the other hand Pahl and Beitz (1996) said 
that the preliminary design was a part of the embodiment design phase. During my 
research the literature of Pahl and Beitz became one of my guiders.  
The embodiment overlapped the conceptual design phase and the main work during 
the embodiment design phase will be focused on the different interfaces. 
Implementing the design for assembly after MIM will take more time during the 
design phase, but the assembly time will decrease. Using the guidelines and the 
design for standards will help to make a better and cheaper product according to the 
technical and economical consideration. 
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As the market constantly asks for new and advanced products an 
efficient way of developing these products is required. Time is 
essential; to outrun the competition one needs to be able to react fast 
on the markets demands. Modularity in product development seems to 
be a way to fulfill these needs.  “A module is a physical unit 
containing a discreet functionality and well-defined interfaces…” 
Kenger et al. ( 2004) While building a product out of several modules 
some efforts using conventional production methods can be reduced 
since fewer parts will form a larger variety of products.  This 
positively affects the flow of information and materials. Using these 
separate units the product quality will enhance as it is possible to test 
them before assembling in the final product. Using the modular design 
within the product development process will simplify the production 
lines. When a new product is launched it will not be necessary to 
renew a total production system; creating one new module can lead to 
a new product, thus the production system can be developed in 
smaller steps. A part of a product as a unit gives the opportunity to 
develop this part separately. The improvement of this part might even 
lead to a new product. This paper discusses the advantages of product 
modularity more deeply 
 
Keywords: modularity, efficient, advantages, design, improvement 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Modularity is presently an important issue for the mechanical engineer to be able to 
compete with other companies and has been used within industrial products for 
several years. However, there is still no measurement of the modularity of a product. 
To become aware of the advantages of modularity it is needed to know whether a 
product is modular and to which extend. Therefore it is important to clarify the 
meaning of the conception; when a product is taken apart several subassemblies and 
components will remain. Making modules out of these components will help to 
standardize them which increases the product variety. “A module is a physical unit 
containing a discreet functionality and well-defined interfaces…” Kenger et al. 
(2004) The general thought: ‘modularity is the quantity of building blocks within a 
product’ thus modularity is the possibility to build larger items out of pieces. Either 
in the world of construction buildings and the world of design engineering or art, 
modularity can be a design goal. Since these markets all use a slightly different 
interpretation of modularity, this article focuses on the use of modularity in design 
engineering. To clarify the definition further on two statements can be done; 
‘similarity between the physical and functional architecture of the design and 
minimization of incidental interactions between components’. Ulrich and Tung 
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(1991). This statement directly refers to the interfaces between different modules, or 
the way they go together. The interactions between modules can be divided into four 
categories according to Pimmler and Eppinger (1994): 

-Spatial. The need for adjacency or orientation between elements 
-Energy. The need for energy transfer between two elements 
-Information. The need for information or signal transfer between two elements 
-Material. The need for material exchange between two elements 

There is a connection between the independent design axiom and modular design; in 
fact this axiomatic design can be seen as the substantial foundation of modular 
design. ‘The independence axiom: maintain the independence of functional 
requirements. In an acceptable design, the design parameters and the functional 
requirements are related in such a way that a specific design parameter can be 
adjusted to satisfy its corresponding functional requirement without affecting other 
functional requirements.’ Suh (1984)  Therefore it is needed that each function that a 
part fulfills is independent from other functions. The difference between the 
independence axiom and modularity is that modularity is more extensive since 
modules are to be used in several products or product groups and the independence 
axiom specifies at a single design.  
Since there is no ‘law’ to measure the amount of modularity the effectiveness of it 
should be considered while looking at the advantages. ‘Products possess a higher or 
lower degree of modularity. A product with a higher degree of modularity either 
contains a larger percentage of components or subassemblies that are modular, or 
contains components and subassemblies that are, on average, more modular.’ Ulrich 
and Tung (1991) 
 
 
2. ADVANTAGES OF MODULARITY 

 
While discussing the advantages of modularity a good example which shows what 
modularity is can be given by the LEGO family. This children’s toy obeys the 
opinions of what modularity is rather well. The different building blocks with each a 
compatible interface can be build in numerous different ways.  
Though the opinions about the advantages of modularization differ, an overall list of 
advantages can be given. All advantages are given as a separate fact, despite that 
there is often a certain connection between them. The advantages are mostly suitable 
with consumer products, though there is a connection between modularity in other 
kinds of products, for example robots. The overall advantage of modularity can be 
seen as a general cost reduction, which can be reviewed in the specification of the 
advantages. 
 
 
-Fewer parts will form a bigger variety of products 
Sosale et al. (1997) When considering a product as several building blocks, these 
building blocks can be put together in a different order and form a new product. 
Looking at the LEGO family this can be explained. A limited number of parts can 
give an enormous variance of compositions, creatable in almost each arrangement 
the customer wants. This is one of the major reasons of success for this product.  In 
reality the manufacturer is one step ahead of the customer since the customer is not 
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the one creating new products, but buying it. While decreasing the number of unique 
parts during the development of a product family the number of variants increases. 
‘As far as the end-user is concerned, modularity in use allows customers to mix and 
match elements to come up with a final product that suits their tastes and needs’. 
Baldwin and Clark (1997) 
 
-Possibility to delay design decisions  
‘Modularity allows a designer to control the degree to which changes in processes or 
requirements affect the product and, by promoting interchangeability, modularity 
gives designers more flexibility to meet these changing processes. This flexibility 
allows for delaying design decisions until more information is available without 
delaying the product development process.’ Gershenson et al. (1999). The advantage 
of this possibility is to develop a product while some parts are not finished yet. The 
product is not queued by the delay of one part.  
 
-Decreased order lead-time due to fewer parts; increased flexibility  
 ‘Modularity fulfills the need for the product to perform different functions at 
different times’. Tate et al. (1998). A modular product is built up out of several more 
or less independent components. Using the same components in different products 
the total number of parts will decrease. Therefore the lead-time of a new product, or 
product with one or several new components, can be improved as fewer parts have 
to be redeveloped. By improving the order lead-time by using modularity it is 
possible to react faster upon the markets demands. By changing one module it is 
possible to give the product another or extra function. 
 
-Better quality by separate module testing and developing 
Ulrich and Tung’s (1991). One of the goals of using modularity is to give each 
module a separate task. While achieving this goal the opportunity to test each 
module separately is created. If each module of a product can be tested separately it 
becomes less complicated to assure that all functions of this product work. Another 
possibility is to put extra effort in developing a module with a lower quality level 
separate from the other modules or functions which finally increases the overall 
quality of the product. The possibility to improve the product part by part simplifies 
the total process of increasing the quality. 

 
-Better flow of information and materials  
‘Increased modularity of a product gives a positive effect in the total flow of 
information and materials, from development and purchasing to storage and 
delivery.’ Erixon et al. (1994). The decrease of number of parts due to the use of 
modules causes a decrease of material diversity which has a positive effect on the 
material flow. Besides that a beneficial flow of materials creates the possibility of 
quantum discount. Fewer parts means also less storage since a lot of products can 
use the same building blocks. 
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-Simplified and simply improvable production lines 
‘Combining a modular design with product planning will simplify the product 
development process and planning of corresponding production system changes. 
Instead of conducting big investments in new systems when changing the product, 
the production system can be developed in small steps’. Erlandsson & Yxkull (1993) 
Several modules will form a product; therefore the production line which produces 
the modules can be improved step by step and will be simplified in total, since it is 
not necessary to build a separate line for each different product. Making a new 
product does not demand to change an entire production line, but just a part. The 
improvement of the total production process is steadier this way.  
 
-Possibility to parallel assembly and testing of units; promotes lead time  

 
Figure 1: Product assembly (Erixon, 2004) 

 
The use of modularity gives the opportunity to develop several modules at the same 
time since a module is a unit on its self. Figure 1 shows the possibility to the 
separate development of modules and its testing. There is less need to wait for the 
completion of a previous component which has a positive effect on the lead-time of 
the product, the development and testing of modules becomes independent. 
 
-Simplified and better controllable assembly process 
Scheidt and Zong (1994). The number of incidental interactions between modules 
should be as little as possible. Putting together the rather independent components 
will become easier by cause of fewer incidental interactions. ‘Modularity leads to 
fewer types of assemblies and more of a single type. Therefore, production 
quantities of a given module will increase as a function of increasing modularity. 
This allows production personnel to go up the learning curve.’ Hopwood (1995). 
Because the assemblies become less complicated it will become easier to re-work 
incorrect assemblies. 
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-Some modules can be reused; extension of life cycle 
Scheidt and Zong (1994). By recycling the detachable modules of a product the life 
cycle of the product or its building blocks expands. The other way around; when a 
product with a high level of modularity is broken it is possible that it can be fixed by 
replacing one or several modules. When a certain part of a product is to be repaired 
often modular design can be used, in order to make a separate component of it which 
can be replaced easily. Modularity makes a product up to date, it is easier to adapt to 
the latest service and manufacturing technologies or changes in service, by changing 
one or more modules. 
 
 
3. DISCUSSION 
 
This paper focuses on several opinions about the advantages of modularity. In the 
author’s opinion these are the most appropriate to the field of mechanical 
engineering and consumer product development. The area in which modularity can 
be used is considerably wider and therefore some differences in advantages might 
occur. One should keep in mind that it is difficult to determine the level of 
modularity within a product and thereby know the connection between modularity 
and its advantages. By applying modularity in a proper way development costs 
reduction should be feasible. 
 

 
Figure 2: Product launching (Erixon, 2004) 

 
In figure 2 is shown that a product needs investment to be developed, after which it 
can be sold. With the profits made by selling the product the costs of developing 
have to be earned back. When the profits equal the development costs point ‘t’ is 
reached, the break even point. After this point the product starts to be profitable 
since the earnings are higher than the investments. The figure shows that it is 
important to develop the product as fast as possible in order to launch it before the 
competitor. There is a certain time the market demands a new product; the sooner a 
product is launched, the higher sales can be. Decreasing the lead-time of the product 
enables the possibility of launching in an early stadium although it usually takes a 
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higher investment. This investment is earned back relative quickly due to bigger 
sales margins, point ‘t1’. By launching the product at first brand awareness can be 
obtained. At the time the competitor launches a similar product the previously 
launched product is already well known and gains better sales margins, point ‘t2’. 
After a certain amount of time the market is saturated.  
The figure is a translation of using modularity, both advantages and disadvantages 
are shown. Most important is the total effect; a faster respond to the markets 
demands with its corresponding advantages. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
Modularity has several advantages of which some of them are discussed previously. 
To obtain these advantages it is often required to invest more in the development of 
the product, due to more complicated design and extra costs to manufacture the 
interfaces. Modular design requires extra space in the final product which gives 
limitations to the design of the product. Because of this need for extra space the 
volume and weight of the product might increase. As discussed previously the 
advantages of modularity are bigger than its disadvantages even though the exact 
definition of modularity and its advantages is still a little vague.   
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Abstract 
 

The redesign of a product has to go through a number of processes from 
planning to final production. Concept generation is one of the most important 
activities in these processes. Concept generation starts with setting product 
goals by carefully reviewing customer needs and ends up with a set of product 
concepts from which a successful concept can be selected for develop the 
product. Concept generation is not an expensive process; a limited budget and 
time may be sufficient for the concept generation activity. However good 
concepts provide the team with high confidence and spirit for future product 
development processes. The market nowadays is highly competitive and to 
survive such a situation one has to offer products which are better than the 
competitor’s. To cope with today’s market demand lots of concepts are 
required. But lots of concepts do not imply useful concepts which could be used 
for successful product development. So it is necessary to generate good 
concepts to obtain better products. 
 
This paper will mainly explore what exactly a concept is and different methods 
of generating concepts by using past and present research findings of different 
researchers in the field of product development. 
 
Key words: Concept generation, Concept, Customer Need, Product 
development.  

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Concept is the description of a future product to satisfy the customer. Customers in 
the rapidly changing global market are not satisfied with the products available on 
the market which they are using in their daily life. They are very conscious about the 
technology, comfort, look and economy of the product. Sometimes customers do not 
even know exactly what they want. Therefore designers or product developers have 
to be very creative in designing something new for their customers which can meet 
all stated, unstated and latent needs of customers. For example, the customer’s 
expectation in the mobile phone sector has increased tremendously in the past few 
years.  They are not satisfied with their mobile phone even it provides a number of 
special features. In order to satisfy customers, mobile phone companies are 
introducing new designs and features in mobile phones rapidly. In the same way 
products of other sectors are also facing high competition. To cope with increasing 
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customer’s demands and for successful product development a lot of new concepts 
are required.  
 
“The principle aim of concept design is to generate promising concepts. To achieve 
this aim, generating a wide range of concepts is important so valuable concepts are 
not overlooked. If designers can generate promising concepts, this should increase 
the possibility of creating a better product.” Liu, Y.,C., Chakrabarti, A., Bligh, T, 
(2003) A case study of the development of the ‘hand-held nailer’ revealed that the 
concept generation had typically consumed around 5% of the budget and 15% of 
development time which is lower compared to other development activities. 
However good concept generation leaves the team with high confidence that all the 
possible alternatives are considered which reduces the probability that the 
competitors will introduce a product with better performance than the product under 
development. Karl, T., Ulrich, Steven, D., Eppinger, (1995) 
 
 
2. DEFINITION OF CONCEPT: 
 
Different words have been used by different authors to define a concept, some of 
those are: 

• “A product concept is an approximate description of the technology, 
working principle and form of the product.” U, Roy, S.,S., Kodkani, (2000)  

• “A concept is an idea that is sufficiently developed to evaluate the physical 
principle that governs its behaviour.” David, G., Ullman, (2003) 

•  “A concept is defined as the verbal description of a product with a basis in 
prior idea and investigation of market trends and consumer attitudes.” Naes, 
T., Nyvold, T.,E.,(2004)  

• As told by Patrik Kenger in Dalarna University (2004) “Product concept is 
a description of how someone will satisfy the customer.”  

 
 
3. DIFFERENT METHODS OF CONCEPT GENERATION: 
 
Mike Baxter described three methods of concept generation using simple example of 
a potato peeler and a plastic pot. 
 
 
3.1 Task Analysis: 
 
Interaction between the product and the product users can be found out through task 
analysis. Results of these findings can be used as input for concept generation. How 
people use the product, how they hold the product during the operation, what 
difficulty they face while operating the product etc can be found out by task 
analysis. For example, to peel a potato some people slice the potato towards their 
bodies and other slice away from their bodies. In the same way left and right handed 
people hold and use the potato peeler in completely different ways. From this 
concept of a double sided peeler blade was generated. Mike Baxter(1995) 
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3.2 Product Functional Analysis: 
 
Product function analysis is a very useful technique for concept generation. A 
functional diagram (tree) is made for a particular product where functions and sub 
functions are identified by functional decomposition. The decomposition of function 
is repeated until the team members understand each function and feel comfortable 
working with the function. Karl, T., Ulrich, Steven, D., Eppinger, (2000)  The 
function tree can be read either by top down or bottom up approach by linking each 
level with the previous level asking  the question ‘how’ or ‘why’ accordingly. After 
all the functions are identified, concepts are generated for alternative solutions 
which can be used to achieve the same function. Mike Baxter(1995) 
 
 
3.3 Life Cycle Analysis:  
 
The life cycle of a plastic plant pot starts with raw material moulded in factories to 
make plastic pots. After manufacturing, pots are distributed to the horticultural trade 
or to gardens for sale. Plants are potted up in the horticultural trade and distributed 
to the garden for sale. From there pots are taken to private houses or offices. At the 
end of the plant’s life the pots are either reused or disposed of. Several times in the 
life cycle of plant pot the main concern is with transportation and storing. So the 
concepts that can be drawn from the life cycle analysis are: 

• Design to improve staking density to reduce transportation cost; 
• Way to improve design that  maximum number of pots can be fitted to a 

horticultural tray and 
• Design improvement to enhance visual appearance. Mike Baxter(1995) 

       
Some other methods of concept generation are described by David, G., Ullman, with 
the help of a concept generation diagram (See figure 1), originated by Professor 
Jami Shah, Arizona State University. 

 
Figure 1: Concept generation method by Professor Jami Shah. David, G., Ullman, 
(2003)  
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3.4 Basic Methods of Concept Generation: 
 
 
Brainstorming: 
 
There are some basic techniques for brain storming. Such as, 

• Generate maximum possible number of ideas. Quantity is more important 
than quality at this stage.  

• Silly, impossible, wild thinking is allowed and evaluation of ideas is 
forbidden at this stage.  

• Previous ideas can be used to generate new ones. Stealing, adjustment, or 
inverting of previous ideas is also allowed during brainstorming. Sylvester, 
T., Stan, G., (2003), David, G., Ullman, (2003)  

 
 

Brainwriting/6-3-5 Method: 
 
In this method each member of group of six persons writes three concepts on a piece 
of paper within five minutes and then passes the paper to the person on their right.  
The process is finished after the paper is circulated to all the members. Sometimes it 
is difficult to produce concepts within the fixed time. To overcome this problem 
modification of this process is done which is called brainwriting, where ideas are 
shared between group members in the written form rather than pass to the ‘next 
person approach’ in fixed time. Sylvester, T., Stan, G., (2003), David, G., Ullman, 
(2003)  
 
   
Analogy: 
 
In an analogy system, the needed functions are identified and then alternatives to 
achieve the function are found out. The objects or systems provide the same function 
which is used as an aid for concept generation. David, G., Ullman, (2003) 
 
 
Extremes and Inverses: 
 
To generate concept dimension of the existing product is changed (theoretically) to 
zero or infinity to see the difference. The orientation of the product is changed by 
altering what is on the top, with what is on the bottom, or exchange what is at the 
first with what is at the last or a rigid system is changed to a flexible one or vice 
versa. This method is informal, simple and sometimes found powerful to generate 
concepts. David, G., Ullman, (2003)   
 
 
Finding Ideas in Reference Books and Trade Journals:  
 
Different books and journals can be used to generate concepts. Not direct but 
abstract ideas may be found which might be useful at the early stage of the design 
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process to generate concepts. Ideas from books and journals sometimes lead to 
useful ideas for the existing function of a particular project. David, G., Ullman, 
(2003) 
 
 
Use Experts to help Generate Concepts: 
 
Generating concepts for a new project is difficult if designers are not familiar with 
that particular field of the project. Help from experts might be very useful in this 
situation because gaining knowledge as an alternative could be time consuming and 
expensive. David, G., Ullman, (2003) 
 
 
3.5 The Morphological Method: 
 
This is a two step technique; during the first step alternative concepts are identified 
for each function defined through functional decomposition. The goal is to develop 
maximum possible means of accomplishing the function and re-examination of the 
function which has only one solution. During the second step one alternative is 
selected for each function and combined those to achieve a complete function. David 
G., Ullman, (2003) 
 
 
3.6 Logical Methods for Concept Generation: 
 
 
TRIZ/TIPS (Theory of Inventive Problem Solving): 
 
TRIZ is a Russian phrase ‘The Theory of Inventive Machine’ and developed by 
Genrikh Altshuller.  Altshuller screened many patents during his work in the 
Russian navy. He revealed that most of the problems that engineers face have 
already been solved, may be in a completely different industry and totally unrelated 
situation. TRIZ provides the opportunity for the problem solver to solve problems 
by using ideas of the world's finest inventive minds. It is a combination of methods 
and tools for solving problems through refining of the world’s best inventive 
solutions. Lau, D., K., (2004). TRIZ uses 40 principles and 39 parameters Smith, 
Emily, M, (2003). Altshuller found out during his world wide patents search that 39 
engineering parameters cause conflict and make the design problem harder and 
revealed that 40 inventive principles can be used to generate ideas for overcoming 
the contradiction. David, G., Ullman, (2003)  
 
 
Axiomatic Design:  
 
Axiomatic design is the relationship between four design domains: customer needs 
(CNs), functional requirements (FRs), physical or design parameters (DPs) and 
process variables (PVs). The objectives that we want to achieve are stated in the 
functional domain and the way how to achieve it is stated in the physical domain. 
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The design objective is defined in terms of functional requirements and the physical 
solution is characterized in terms of physical parameters. Jang, B.-S., Yang, Y.-S., 
Song, Y.-S., Yeun, Y.-S, Do, S.-H., (2002) The function arises  due to customer 
requirements and the concepts of fulfilling the function is generated in design 
parameters domain and finally the concept is given a physical shape in the process 
variable domain. David, G., Ullman, (2003) 
 
 
4. CONCLUSION:  
 
The research in the field of concept generation has revealed that there are a number 
of methods for generating concepts. Different researchers have descried different 
methods of concepts generation. It is also found that the method of concept 
generation from function, using functional decomposition or function analysis is 
described by most of the researchers but by different names. Therefore it can be 
concluded that functional decomposition or functional analysis is the most powerful 
or may be the ideal method of concept generation compared to other methods. 
Therefore priority is given to functional decomposition for generating concepts 
during the project Baggage lifter of EBL System. Other methods also could be used 
to generate concepts depending on the situation and the nature of the problem. 
Designers should choose the method for concept generation according to their needs 
and which they think would be most appropriate for them. Designers are also 
flexible to use more than one method for generating concepts. 
 

Paper ends here  
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Abstract 

To be able to generate good ideas on how the product should work and look like, it 
is necessary to have a structured way of thinking and working. Using methods that 
are developed by people who are specialized in the particular field is the best way to 
get structure in the work since those people knows what needs to be done to be able 
to generate ideas. This paper introduces and explains the most common methods 
how to generate ideas for a product concept. The methods that are brought up are the 
“Function and means tree”, which helps to analyze the functions and break them into 
smaller subfunctions that are easier to come up with a solution for. Other methods 
described and often used are e.g. “Consulting experts”, “Patent searching” and “The 
Concept combination tree”. “The concept combinations tree” is similar to the 
“Function and means tree”, it brakes down the functions to smaller, easier functions 
and by combining the solutions for each function there will be several different ideas 
for a new product. 
 
Keywords: Generating ideas, Function and means tree, Concept classification tree, 
Concept combination table, Brainstorming 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
Why is it necessary to use one or several methods when generating ideas? The 
reason for working with methods is that it gives the team a structured way of work. 
A structured approach makes the team more effective in the process of generating 
ideas and facilitates the documentation of the work. The good thing about working 
with methods is that it automatically documents the work so that later on, it is 
possible to go back and see what was made wrong instead of starting all over again 
if the result is not satisfying. Since some work often needs to be remade, this will 
save a lot of time and money. 
 The first step of generating new ideas is to clarify the problem and to break down 
big problems or functions into smaller subproblems or subfunctions. 
The team needs to have a mission statement where the product, the key-goals, the 
market and the constraints are described to obtain relevance in the continuing work. 
To generate good ideas the team needs to find out the demands of the customer and 
translate them into product properties, which will help to keep focus during the 
work. Knowing the demands of the customer will help the team to generate ideas 
that hopefully results in a product that corresponds to what the customer wants. [4] 
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2. INTERVIEW LEAD USERS 
 
Lead users are the users that need improvements or new technology often and these 
are the professional users. These users are ahead of the regular user and have the 
needs before the regular user notice the need of a new product or function. 
Therefore interviewing lead users might give some forecast of what other customers 
may want of the product in the future. [4][5] 
 
3. CONSULTING EXPERTS 
 
One way to get ideas for solutions for different problems is to contact a person who 
is specialised in the area. Experts can help with their experience and knowledge 
within their field. These people might be able to provide a solution directly or 
maybe redirect the search to an area where better solutions can be found. These 
experts can be found in the sale force, at universities, in companies or consultant. 
[4][5] 
 
4. SEARCHING FOR PATENTS 
 
A good source for ideas is to search among existing patents to get technical 
information about a product, or to get detailed drawings and descriptions on how a 
product works. When looking at already existing patents cautiousness is important 
because the idea is protected and cannot be used without a license. The patents are 
generally protected for 20 years, when this time has expired the ideas can be used 
freely without payments. Patents may also be useful to see what ideas that already 
are protected and should be avoided to get a good innovative idea. [4] 
  
5. BENCHMARKING 
 
Benchmarking means that the team studies already existing products that has similar 
function or usage area as the product that is being developed. To study existing and 
similar products may help during the process of generating ideas. The solutions in 
other products could give ideas and hints on how to solve a problem in the project. 
Studying other existing products can reveal weaknesses and strengths that similar 
products have and could be implemented or avoided in the product being developed. 
[4]   
 
6. BRAINSTORMING 
 
Brainstorming is a method for developing many creative solutions to a problem. It is 
all about generating as many and radical ideas as possible. When using 
brainstorming as a tool for generating ideas it is important to be open minded and 
not criticise any ideas. The team should start by clearly define the problem or 
question that needs to be solved. When the session is finished the ideas can be 
evaluated and the solutions can be explored further to se advantages and 
disadvantage with the ideas. [6][2][9][3] 
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7. SEARCH INTERNALLY 
 
Internal search is the use of prior knowledge and creativity within the team when 
generating ideas and is similar to “Brainstorming”. When trying to find solutions 
based on prior knowledge it is important that the team members have no criticism to 
the ideas presented. If the other team members see any weakness in the ideas, the 
members should instead of criticising using the weakness for coming up with 
suggestions for improvements or alternative ideas. During the generation process 
there should be as many suggestions for ideas as possible, since it is more likely that 
all possible solutions are represented if there are many ideas. A quantity of ideas 
might lower the expectations of the ideas proposed and encourage the team members 
to mention ideas that otherwise might be considered not worth mentioning. [4] 
 
8. FUNCTION AND MEANS TREE 
 
The function and means tree is a method to use when the problem or function is very 
complicated (e.g. the product consists of many parts). This method helps the team 
decompose a function into smaller subfunctions that hopefully are easier to find 
usable solutions for. When the tree (see figure 1) is completed it gives a good overall 
view of all the functions and possible solutions. The team starts by defining the main 
function that they need to find solutions for. In the second level the team lists all the 
possible solutions for the main function. In the third level the team lists the 
subfunctions that the each solution in the second level composes of, and in the next 
level list the possible solutions for each subfunction. The team continues by dividing 
the subfunctions into sub-sub-functions and so on. This should be made as detailed 
as the team itself feels necessary but should not be pursued as far as the “bolts and 
nuts” level. [1] 
 

 
Figure 1: Example of Function and means tree for a car heater. [8] 
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9. CONCEPT CLASSIFICATION TREE 
 
The Concept classification tree is similar to the “Function and means tree”. It is a 
method used to classify the generated possible solutions into distinct classes which 
will help during comparison and pruning of the ideas. Figure 2 is an example of a 
classification tree, where the problem of storing and receiving energy in a nail gun is 
considered. In the second level are all the different types of energies that the team 
can consider using. In third level the solutions for creating each type of energy is 
listed. This can be pursued until the team has a very detailed image of what a 
possible solution might look like. Using this method gives the team a good overall 
view of the different solutions and makes it easy to see what solutions cannot be 
used or should not be used. For example, Nuclear power can not be used since it 
would result in a too large and heavy product for the users to carry. [4] 

 
Figure 2: Example of Classification tree for a handheld nail gun. [4] 

 
10. CONCEPT COMBINATION TABLE 
 
If the team has generated several different solution fragments but has problem to 
combine them to solve the original problem, a “Concept combination table” may be 
useful. 
The “Concept combination table” is a method that enables the team to combine 
different solution fragments systematically in order to solve the problem.  
To create a combination table (see table 1) the team could list the subproblems that 
were identified in the “Function means tree” as a headline in the columns. The 
different solution fragments should be listed in the column below the subproblems 
they correspond to. When the combination table is set, the team can start to combine 
one solution from each column and try to find a way to solve the overall problem. 
When a possible solution is found, the team starts taking notes and tries to sketch the 
idea and how the solution might work. When one possible solution is found, the 
team starts from the beginning again with combining the solution fragments to find 
more solutions that might be usable. To eliminate the chance of miss out on any 
good ideas this should be continued until all combinations have been tried even if 
the team already have found some good solutions. [4] 
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Table 1: Example of Concept combination table for a handheld nail gun [4] 

 
 
11. MIND MAPS 
 
“Mind maps” can be used to help generating solutions that the team might not have 
thought about. The advantage of using “Mind maps” when trying to generate ideas is 
that the team gets the main topic clear and the structure stimulates new ideas better 
than normal note taking since it helps the brain making new connections between 
possible solutions. In figure 3 the team could combine e.g. “Cat and mouse” and 
“Canoeing”, which means that the people could play “Cat and mouse” while 
canoeing. The combination of these two activities may be difficult to discover with 
other methods. 
When making Mind maps (see figure 3) the team begins with a phrase that describes 
the main task or subject. Then each subfunction is put as a branch from the main 
subject and then from that a sub-sub-function is branched out. This goes on until the 
team has the mind map as detailed as wanted. From the functions or subfunctions 
the team puts all the possible solutions that could be used as a branch. [9][7] 
 

 
Figure 3, Example of mind map for activities. [9] 
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12. VISUALISING THE FUTURE  
 
This method requires a lot of imagination and knowledge from the team and is 
similar to “Brainstorming”. The team need to have the ability to think about their 
end goal and think into the future and visualise how thing are going to be in the 
future. The team needs to ask themselves questions like “What is going to happen?”, 
“Which people are involved?”, “What will money be spent on?” and “What 
resources will be needed?” When all questions are answered the team have a mental 
image of what will happen in the future, and they can start working backwards and 
think about what needs to be done in order to get to that point. [9] 
 
13. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 
The conclusion of this paper is that there are several methods to use when it is 
necessary to generate ideas. Depending on the problem that the team is facing, there 
are different methods to use when solving the problem. If the members of the team 
have good imagination and knowledge there will be no problem to find new ideas. A 
good method to use then is “Brainstorming” or some similar method. If the team is 
facing a very complex problem or has a lack of imagination or inspiration, a method 
like the “Function and means tree” could be used to get a structured working 
method. This method requires a broad knowledge and a recommendation is that the 
team before using this method, for example consults experts, performs 
benchmarking or has a discussion with lead users to widen their knowledge. 
Using methods can be very useful to those team members or teams that have little 
experience of generating ideas. It facilitates the work for the team since it shows the 
next step in the process and keeps the team on the right track and the chance of 
missing any possible solution decreases drastically. One method that might be 
difficult to use is “Visualizing the future” since it requires much of the person using 
it. The person needs to have good imagination and much knowledge of the product 
and how markets are changing. This method should be combined with methods like 
“Interview lead users” and “Consulting experts” to get the required knowledge. 
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Abstract 
This paper will discuss the both the advantages and disadvantages of 
modularity. It will break down the benefits of modularity into 
categories. They are product development and design, variance, 
production, quality, purchasing and after-sales. Some examples will 
be used to prove how modularity can improve the product’s 
performance in these different areas. Modularity also has some 
weaknesses. That is why not all the products (and processes) are fully 
modular? At the end of this paper some weakness will be selected to 
interpret modularity’s limitations. Firstly modular systems are much 
more difficult to design than comparable interconnected system. 
Secondly the designers tend to produce a “common unit” rather than 
a modular system. Thirdly the variants from the same platform 
sometimes look alike. 
Key word: modularity, variance, quality, purchasing, after-sales 

 
 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
This paper will present the advantages of modularity using six different aspects. 
They are product development and design, variance, production, quality, purchasing 
and after-sales. First, in product development and design, modularity can cut the 
development costs by shortening the development time. As the new products enter 
into the market earlier than the competitors’, the corporation can get much more 
profit. Second, the worldwide market has entered into a variants explosion time, the 
quantity and low prices are not the main goals, which the customers pursue any 
more. Customers need products which can satisfy their own demand. They tend to 
express that they are different from others by choosing the different commodities. 
The modularity concept can help the designer develop much more variance within 
quite a short time. Third, as the number of variants increases, the production section 
faces a great challenge. To minimize the producing cost, they have to manufacture a 
much wider range of parts with the same machines as before. In fact modularity is a 
useful way to create a large number of variants and reduce the number of parts at the 
same time. Fourth, to survive in the fiercely competitive worldwide market, a high-
qualified product at a rather affordable price is a useful weapon for most 
corporations. Modularity method divides the products into different modules. Before 
being assembled into an integrated product, modules can get the tested separately. 
This can cut the cost of reworking and may increase the quality of the product [1]. 
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Next, on the purchasing side, by defining the modules clearly, the corporations can 
define their purchase chains clearly. They can then come to a conclusion on what 
they will buy and what they will make. Finally, after selling the products to the 
customers, the corporations can benefit the customers again through updating new 
techniques in the products and providing enough maintenance in time by applying 
the modularity principals during the product development process.  
At the end of this paper three of the disadvantages of modularity will be discussed. 
First, modular design can be very complex. The designers have to adjust the parts 
frequently. Secondly, the designers can easily fall into the “common unit” trap. 
Thirdly, the variants from the same platform resemble each other and may not be 
attractive to customers. 
1.1 Product development and design 
Firstly, by using the modularity concept in product design, the company can 
diminish the number of the parts needed to design. The development team can reuse 
most of the parts belonging to the same platform. In the 1970s Chinese national 
automobile corporations started to cooperate with foreign companies. The most 
famous merger is the joint venture with Volkswagen named Shanghai Volkswagen   
in Shanghai. Then they started to manufacture an old Volkswagen’s model- Santana. 
It is really a wonder that they have sold this model for almost 20 years without any 
new improvements. The Chinese immature market system should take some 
responsibility for this lack of development. However, without the modularity 
concept, developing a new variant will consume quite a long time for a company. 
They have had to redesign almost all the parts in a new variant. That really can 
occupy a lot of resources for Volkswagen. As the modularity concept was applied in 
the Chinese design group, the situation greatly improved. During the recent 2 years, 
Volkswagen has successfully launched five different new models (Golf, Gol, Passat, 
Polo and Bore) in the Chinese market, shortening the development time plays a great 
role in these changes. 
Secondly, modular design allows for dividing design tasks for parallel development. 
To accomplish this, the overall design task has to be divided into smaller tasks and 
the interface between them should be properly defined. [2] At the same time the 
development group can also be divided into different subgroups in order to meet 
different smaller tasks. Compared to the whole group following the serial process, 
this can save a lot of development time. 
1.2 Variance 
This world has entered into an age of the explosion of variants. When there are not 
enough goods, people simply want quantity and low prices. But once there are 
enough products in society, people seek something else. [3]Something can give 
them personal wonderful experiences. Unfortunately each customer has his or her 
own favor. Something which may be very common for one customer may be quite 
fantastic for another one. Each person has a "currency" of emotion in the brain and 
that is a rational guiding principle, because each customer has different experiences 
and a different culture environment than others. That is why we need a huge number 
of variants. Unfortunately increasing the number of product variants will take great 
design risk. That means the corporation will have to face a huge number of variants 
to design. Design work could be overwhelming. Perhaps the most familiar example 
of modular product architecture is the desktop computer, in which a range of 
microprocessors, memory cards, hard disks, monitors, keyboards and other 
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components can be combined in a virtually unlimited number of ways to produce 
different variations of a computer. [4] If a computer corporation had to design 
microprocessors, memory cards, hard disks, monitors, keyboards for any personal 
customer, then they would have to face incredible huge amount of design work. 
Consequently if a customer wanted to possess a PC, the price which he or she has to 
pay would be preposterous.   
1.3 production 

 
                                       Figure 1 Nippondenso 
In an effort to better respond to the heterogeneous customers’ needs, many firms 
find it appropriate to increase product variety, i.e. the number of different products 
offered to customers [5]. In fact, as product variety increases, a firm would 
experience lower performance of its internal operations because of higher direct 
manufacturing costs [6].  More variances mean more different parts to be 
manufactured. In the manufacturing section it demands more investment on the 
machines, a bigger floor, and more workers. In the management section firms will 
have to hire more managers, whose salary is proportionally higher in order to 
organize the manufacturing, transporting the parts, and delivering the components. 
Finally, all these costs will raise the products’ final price. In fact modularity is a 
useful method to create a large number of variants and reduce the number of parts at 
the same time. In the modularity design process, designers first design a limited 
number of modules. Each module can complete one or more functions separately. 
Secondly, the designers allocate the interfaces for the modules. Interface is the key 
which can guarantee that final products composed of different modules will perform 
correctly. At last as the designers assemble the different modules together, a quite 
wide range of variants consequently emerge. A less publicized yet powerful example 
of modular design is the Nippondenso panel meter (see figure 1 Nippondenso). 
Through re-design process, the number of parts has been significantly reduced; for 
example, the number of voltage regulators from twenty to three, the number of 
bimetals from eight to four, and so on. The combination of the six modules resulted 
in 288 different models, of which about 40 were produced. [7] It really is a 
successful redesign example. Nippondenso has reduced the number of the 
components from 48 to 17 totally. Proportionally this design can cut two- thirds of 
the cost at least. It has been enough to beat most of the other competitors. 
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1.4 Quality  
Now no one has questions about the importance of the products’ quality, which is 
the customers’ basic demand. The recent market has transited from mass production 
to mass customization. The customers’ status in society will continue to rise in the 
future. In the Chinese market about 20 years ago when there were not enough goods, 
people simply wanted quantity and low prices. Later as the goods’ volume increased 
a lot, customers did not mind paying extra money for high quality products. Then 
some companies met serious selling problems because of the poor product quality. 
Now to protect customers’ benefit, the Chinese government and trade organizations 
have published a lot of strict standards. If a firm’s products can not meet the strict 
standards, they even can not meet the customers in the market not to mention to able 
to be sold. How to manufacture a product with an affordable price has jumped up in 
front of the corporations. Modularity can give its own contribution to resolve this 
problem.  
First, to diminish the defects, the test is very necessary. However for a complex 
product, a test can not locate a defect easily. Any way it is impossible to find a 
faulty washer in an automobile through a final test. Even though the labor can find 
that faulty washer, it will take a long time to disassemble the car, equip it with a new 
washer, and assemble the car again. In addition, during the disassembling and 
assembling process no one can guarantee that there is not another washer left. 
Following the modularity method the corporation can break the product down to 
modules. Each module can be tested separately before being assembled together. 
Through the manufacturing process the earlier the defects are found the less they 
cost. 
Second, if the suitable interfaces were selected for modules in the product design 
stage, each module can be manufactured within a wide tolerance range. The proper 
interfaces can act as a filter, which will let useful information go through and absorb 
some harmful information such as noisy. Obviously, producing a module with lower 
precision could be cheaper and easier.  
1.5 Purchasing 
The product now has become quite complex and it is impossible for a company to be 
expert on manufacturing every component for a product. Purchasing some parts for 
a whole product can give a corporation a lot benefits such as higher quality, low 
price and easy to obtain. So a steady supply chain for a corporation has played a 
more and more important role in their success. Moreover, businesses are 
increasingly expanding into international markets, which require the ability to 
manage manufacturing and distribution functions on a global basis. [8] A well 
defined modularized product can enjoy more advantages from purchasing. Take 
Ikea, the Swedish furniture maker and retailer as an example. Ikea does not only 
carefully design and specify the components in its products (such as table tops, table 
legs and hardware) but also modularize supply chain. Ikea defines the way that 
orders will be transmitted to suppliers, the quality standards to which various types 
of components must be made, the way purchased components must be packed for 
shipment, the way shipping information must be transmitted by suppliers to Ikea, 
and so on. Because the suppliers’ right and responsibility are defined clearly, Ikea 
can readily source components from any qualified member of its global network of 
more than 1800 suppliers. This freedom enables Ikea to configure its supply chain to 
take maximum advantage of movements in currency exchange rates, fluctuations in 
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shipping rates, suppliers’ available production capacities and willingness to offer 
attractive prices.[4] 
1.6 After-sales 
As a product has been broke down into different modules in the product design 
stage, different functions will be up to different modules separately. If some 
technique gets improvement, the firm can give the customers the opportunity to 
enjoy the technical achievement immediately at quite at low price. It can save 
customers’ cost on the product dramatically. For example to give their consumers 
the newest and the best goods the firms will not have to redesign the whole product, 
reorganize the production, and rebuild the selling strategy.  
The product’s quality has been improved greatly during the past 20 years. However, 
it is still quite hard to guarantee that all the products do not have any defect before 
the consumers receive them. Even though the products are perfect, they could break 
down due to unsuitable use. To minimize the negative aspect of the products’ failure 
on customers’ lives, the firms have a responsibility to resolve the problem as soon as 
they can. In modularized products, different modules fulfil different functions. If 
modularized products fail it will be much easier to resolve the problem.  
The computer is the most obvious example. As the microprocessors become greatly 
improved and the consumers want to enjoy it, all they should do is buy a new 
microprocessor and fix it to the main board. Compared to buying a new computer it 
is quite convenient for customers. There is also no need for a company to design a 
new PC for this upgrading of technology. Moreover, when the key board, hard disk 
or mouse is out of order, the consumers can change them immediately too. Without 
the modularity the customers may have to send the whole computer back to the 
company for repairing due to the failure of the mouse. It will be an unbelievable 
waste.  
1.7 Disadvantages 
If modularity brings so many advantages, why aren’t all products (and processes) 
fully modular? It turns out that modular systems are much more difficult to design 
than comparable interconnected systems. The designers of modular systems must 
know a great deal about the inner workings of the overall product or process in order 
to develop the visible design rules necessary to make the modules function as a 
whole. They have to specify those rules in advance and while designs at the modular 
level proceed independently, it may seem that all is going well; problems with 
incomplete or imperfect modularization tend to appear only when the modules come 
together and work poorly as an integrated whole. [9] During the real design process 
the designers may first find a breakthrough in one variant and after that they will 
apply that idea on a new variant. Then a lot of parts have to be adjusted to meet the 
new problem in the new variant. After the new idea has been successfully applied in 
the new variant, the designers have to go back to the old variant where they got the 
breakthrough before in order to reuse the modules which were obtained from the 
new variant in the old variant again. Following the modularity concept both of them 
should share the same parts. So the designers have to guarantee that the modules in 
two variants have the same dimension and structure. That means designers have to 
jump from one variant to another frequently. It will end when the modules can be 
suitable for all the variants and this is obviously a complex process. 
At the “generate modular concept” stage, designers start to create module fulfilling 
different kinds of technical solutions for sub-functions which they have obtained 
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from breaking down the products. There is a basic principal in product design and 
this is that the designer should try their best to reduce the number of the modules. 
The less modules means the less interfaces and less components. It can produce a lot 
of benefits in a wide range of areas including the manufacturing section, product 
verification and product assembly. As the designer tries to incorporate as many 
functions and details as possible in a module, it can be a "common unit" module. 
That indicates the designers increase the interaction between the components in the 
module. The components will be designed and produced dependently and because of 
this the designer loses the main advantage of modularity. 
Although by assembling different modules together the designers can get a large 
number of product variants easily, all the product variants are based on the same set 
of modules. And most of modular products have their own basic modules which 
could be shared in all the product variants from the same platform. So sometimes the 
product variants from the same platform may be a "look a like", and there are not 
distinct differences between products. This kind of product has not reached the aim 
of enlarging the product variants, so they can not be attractive to customers. 
1.8 Conclusion 
In this paper 6 points of advantages and 3 points of disadvantages of modularity 
have been presented. It has been clearly that modularity can help company perform 
better on different processes such as product development, manufacturing and 
product maintenance with less cost. Generally speaking the disadvantages can come 
to a greater demand on the product development group. Group has to refine the 
modules carefully to make sure that the modules can fulfill different demands in 
different variants. It is a great challenge on the members’ ability and the group’s 
organization. It is quite fair only the well organized high quality engineers can 
develop high quality products.  
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Abstract 
Due to the increasingly segmented world markets, discussions of the 
development of modular products have increased in recent years. The research 
activity into the modularisation has also increased. There are a lot of methods 
used to approach modularisation. Two companies with the same product can 
end up with different modular product structures. This paper discusses 
different modularisation methods for the speedy development of the product 
and its introduction onto the market. One of these methods is MFD (Modular 
Function Deployment) method. It is important to know that the methods 
described here are only a profile, if you want to get a more thorough 
understanding of the methods; a further study of the literature is required. The 
main goal of this paper is to investigate the modularisation methods and to put 
them into practice. 
 
Key words: Modularisation methods, MFD, Modular driver 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Modularity is becoming more important because of the increased complexity of 
modern technology. More and more companies modularise their products to reduce 
the costs and vary products. Successful modular products range from the Boeing 777 
airplane to Dell personal computers. The modular concept offers both technical and 
economical advantages. 

 
Erixon (1998) defines a module as the breakdown of a product into building blocks 
(modules) with defined interfaces, driven by company specific reasons. In other 
words, modules are units in a larger system where they are structurally independent 
of one another, but work together.  
 

 
Figure 1: Module product and integral product, Huang (2000) 
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Product architectures (Figure 1) can vary from modular to integral. Compared to the 
integral product, there are four main advantages to the module product: greater 
product variety, faster technological upgrading of products, greater speed in 
developing new products, and cost reductions, Sanchez (1999). 
 
Product modularisation gives a lot of benefits to a manufacturing company. 
However, the modularisation process is not a simple task, because the designers of 
modular systems must know a great deal about the inner workings of the overall 
product or process in order to develop the visible design rules necessary to make the 
modules function as a whole, Baldwin and Clark (2000). This paper will overview 
the main methods of modularisation, and uses Modular Functional Deployment 
(MFD) to explain the process of modularisation. 
 
 
2.  OVERVIEW OF MODULARISATION METHODS 
 
Today modularisation is becoming a more and more common phenomenon, and a 
lot of people have researched a lot of different methods to deal with complex 
products. Based on the previous reviews by Sundgren (1998), Blackenfelt and Stake 
(1998), and Krishnan and Ulrich (2001), Holmqvist and Persson (2003) list six main 
modularisation methods below: 
 
Table 1: Modularisation methods, Holmqvist and Persson (2003) 
Year Author Modularisation Method 
1990 Suh Axiomatic Design 
1994 Kahmeyer Fractal Product Design 
1994 Pimmler & Eppinger Design Structure Matrix 
1996 Pahl & Beitz  Modular Product Development 
1998 Huang & Kusiak Modeling the Product Modularity 
1998 Erixon Modular Function Deployment 

 
All the methods listed above (Table 1) consist of different steps to form the modular 
products. However, Baldwin and Clark (2000) point out that almost every method 
has three basic steps: (1) The formulation of design rules, (2) Parallel work on 
modules, and (3) Testing and integration.  
 

 
Figure 2: Two-level Modular Design Hierarchy, Baldwin and Clark (2001) 
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In Figure 2, the first step of the process is to set design rules for the whole system. A 
complete set of design rules contain three kinds of design information: architectures, 
interfaces, and integration protocols and testing standards, Baldwin and Clark 
(2000). This step defines the framework of representation and organisation of the 
system which will be further developed in the two subsequent steps of execution. In 
the second step, some operators (Table 2) are used to explain the process of 
modularisation. 
 
Table 2: Six Modular Operators, Baldwin and Clark (2000) 
Operator Definition 
Splitting  Divides an interdependent system into modules 
Substituting  Replaces one module with another 
Augmenting  Adds a new module to the system 
Excluding  Takes a module out of the system 
Inverting  Creates new design rules and architectural modules 

Porting  Makes a module compatible with two or more systems 
 
Calcagno (2001) points out that these six operators play different roles, and have 
some interesting effects. Design rules and six operators give the structure a certain 
degree of modularisation, and show the way to modularise a system at its best. 
 
 
3.  MODULAR FUNCTION DEPLOYMENT (MFD) 
 
Erixon (1998) developed a method known as modular function deployment (MFD) 
to support the generation and evaluation of modules. An important element in this 
method is the use of different module drivers. Module drivers are important in 
product planning as well as in product design. Another important thing is that this 
method uses a matrix and a chart (Figure 3) for each step, which makes it easy to 
perform. 
 

 
Figure 3: Product Management Map (PMM), Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004) 
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In Figure 3, Product Management Map (PMM) shows a clear view of the whole 
modularisation process, PMM uses DPM to link QFD and MIM together.  From 
PMM, it is easy to find the connections among customer needs, product proprieties, 
technical solutions, modular drivers, and modules. It is very useful as a powerful 
tool to evaluate the whole system. PMM is just like a general frame of the MFD 
method, while Table 3 shows the detail steps for this method. 
 
Table 3: Modular Function Deployment process, Erixon, Stake and Kenger (2004) 

Steps Key Words / Methods Main Tasks 
1.Clarify 
customer 
requirements 

• Customers needs 
• Product properties 
• QFD 

Use QFD to translate the human 
language(customer needs ) to 
technical language (product 
properties) 

2.Select 
technical 
solutions 

• Technical solutions 
• Function and means tree 
• DPM 

Create sub-functions and find 
technical solutions to fulfill these sub-
functions 

3.Generate 
concepts 

• Module drivers.  
• MIM 

Define modules from technical 
solutions by using MIM with the help 
of the module drivers.  

4.Evaluate 
concepts 

• Interfaces management 
• PMM 

Define and describe the Interfaces. 
Generate a PMM 

5.Improve 
each module 

• DFX 
• MIM 

Perform economic and technical 
evaluations, and optimize modular 
products 

 
Figure 4: MFD process (Inspired by Sellgren and Drogou) 

 
In Figure 4, it is easy to understand the whole process of MFD methods. The third 
step is the most important step, with the help of MIM matrix, technical solutions 
with the same or similar module drivers are grouped or integrated into the same 
module. Interfaces also play an important role during the whole process. 
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4.  MFD IN PRACTICE 
 
The application field of MFD ranges from mobile winches to the fifth-wheel for 
trucks, and from servo motors to vacuum cleaners. These practices have verified that 
MFD is a successful method to modularise a product, and the use of module drivers 
gives new and different approaches to development work, Erixon (1998). 
 
EBL Systems AB is a company which provides ergonomic handling products to 
airports and industries. Until now, they have developed over 800 baggage lifters in 
some 50 airports all around Europe. In order to reduce the manufacturing cost and 
increase the product variety, they work together with Dalarna University to 
modularise their lifters. 
 

 
Figure 5: Module Indication Matrix (MIM) for baggage lifter, Conny, Hui, 

Mahipal, and Rens (2004) 
 
Since the baggage lifter is not a complex product, only four modules (Figure 5) are 
selected, they are: Power module, Collector module, Handle module, and Rail 
module. MIM also shows which technical solutions make a module, and which 
modular driver has an important role during the module selection process. For 
example, three technical solutions (wheel guide, rail system, and end cap) have the 
same or similar modular drivers (carry over, common unit, and strategic supplier 
available), so these three technical solutions are grouped or integrated into the rail 
module.  
 
The advantages of using these modules for baggage lifters are: 

• Modularisation reduces the parts and the assembly time. 
• Modularisation minimizes manufacturing costs and service jobs 
• Modularisation increases product variety. 
• MFD provides a method for designing and improving products which could 

be used in EBL’s product development process.  
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5.  CONCLUSION 
 
The purpose of modularity is first and foremost to gain flexibility for mass 
customization, and modular product strategy enables companies to achieve a number 
of important advantages. 
 
There are many different ways to modularise a product. MFD is one way. It provides 
a systematic method to identify modules of a product mainly from a functional 
model. It also uses module drivers and some matrix to better fulfil the customer 
needs and company needs.  
 
The practises verify that MFD is a successful method. It can help a company to 
modularise a product to get a lot of important advantages mentioned in the paper.  
By using MFD to modularise the baggage lifter, EBL Company manages to reduce 
the number of parts and the assembly time for the lifter. EBL also reduces their 
manufacturing cost and increases their product variety. 
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The QFD method was developed in Japan in the late 1960’s by 
professors Shigeru Mizuno (1910-1989) and Yoji Akao (1923- ).  
QFD is a step-by-step technique for ensuring that the customer needs 
is taken into consideration throughout the whole product development 
process so that the final product fully meets customer requirements. 
The QFD is used by a team to translate a set of customer 
requirements, based upon market research and benchmarking data, 
into an appropriate number of product properties to be met by a new 
product design. 
An important benefit of the QFD process is that it forces the team to 
think creatively about how to solve various system design problems 
and which metrics to put in place to be sure that they are evaluating 
their progress correctly. 
 
 
 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Lowe (2001) describes the QFD as a step-by-step technique for ensuring that the 
customer needs is taken into consideration throughout the whole product 
development process so that the final product fully meets customer requirements. 
 
 “Some of the benefits of adopting QFD have been documented as: 

• Reduced time to market 
• Reduction in design changes 
• Decreased design and manufacturing costs 
• Improved quality 
• Increased customer satisfaction”  
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1.1 History 
 
The QFD method was developed in Japan in the late 1960’s by professors Shigeru 
Mizuno (1910-1989) and Yoji Akao (1923- ). At the time, statistical quality control, 
which was introduced after World War II, had taken roots in the Japanese 
manufacturing industry, and the quality activities were being integrated with the 
teachings of researchers as Dr. Juran and Dr. Kaoru Ishikawa that emphasized the 
importance of making quality control a part of business management, which 
eventually became known as TQC and TQM, Bergman (2001).  
 
 
 
2. THE METHOD 
 
The QFD is used by a team to translate a set of customer requirements, based upon 
market research and benchmarking data, into an appropriate number of product 
properties to be met by a new product design. There are many slightly different 
forms of QFD matrixes and this ability to be adapted to the requirements of a 
particular problem or group of users forms one of its major strengths. The general 
format of the QFD is made up of six major steps which are completed in the course 
of a QFD project Hauser (1988), see picture 1:  
 

1. Customer requirements 

2. Product properties  

3. Relationship matrix 

4. Planning matrix 

5. Benchmarking 

6. Correlation matrix 

 
Picture 1, “House of Quality” 
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2.1 Customer requirements 
 
This part of the QFD process can be a very time consuming process, but it is also a 
very important step. Without the customer needs the development team do not know 
what to focus on during the development process. This step is divided into three 
major parts: 
 

1. Gather raw data from customers 
2. Establish the relative importance of the needs 
3. Reflect on the result 

 
Gather raw data 
Raw data can be gathered in many different ways. Three methods are commonly 
used: 
 

1. Interviews: One or more team members discuss needs with a single 
customer. 

 
2. Focus groups: A longer group discussion with 8 to 12 customers. These 

types of discussions are often made in a special room with video camera 
and a two-way mirror. 

 
3. Observing the product in use: Watching customers use an existing 

product can reveal important information about customer needs. 
Observation can be totally passive or may involve working side by side. 

 
Establish the relative importance of the needs 
The result of this step is a numerical importance weighting of the needs. This can be 
done in different ways:  

• The team can rank the customer needs based on the team’s knowledge 
about the product and the customers. 

• Or the customer needs can be ranked based upon the result of the customer 
surveys. 

 
This ranking will play its role when the relationships matrix is performed. 
 
Reflect on the result 
The final step in the method is to reflect on the result. The team must question its 
result to see if they have been consistent in their assessment Ulrich (2003),  
Erixon (2004). 
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2.2 Product properties 
 
Ulrich (2003) mentions that when the customer needs are created, the next step is to 
develop a number of product properties that will satisfy the customer needs.  
The product properties should be written so that they tell what the product has to do, 
not how it should do it. A product property consists of metric and a value (also 
called goal value) Tan (2003). For example “size” is a metric, while “less than 
5dm3” is the value of the metric.  

 
 
 
2.3 Relationship matrix 
 
This is the “heart” of the house, it is were the relationship between the customer 
needs and the product properties are marked. The relationship matrix is were the 
team determines the relationship between the customer needs and the product 
properties ability to satisfy the needs (Norberg, 2003). The relationship can be weak, 
medium or strong and carry a value of 1, 3 or 9. For example in picture 2 the 
relationship between “Easy to carry” and “Size of handle” is marked as strong, while 
the relationship between “Easy to use” and “Size of handle” is marked as weak. 
When the score is calculated the weight is multiplied with the relationship and the 
added in the bottom, in this example 4*9 + 5*1=41. 
 

 
Picture 2, Relationship matrix 
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2.4 Planning matrix and benchmarking 
 
The planning matrix used for customer comparison, 
to see how good the company full fills the customer 
needs compared to the competitors. 
Picture 3 shows that “Our product” is easier to carry 
than “competitor X’s” product.  
 
 

 
Picture: 3, Planning matrix  

 
 
2.5 Correlation matrix 
 
 “The technical correlation or ‘roof‘-matrix is used to record the way in which 
technical requirements either support or impede one another. As with the 
interrelationship matrix, the QFD team identifies those cells which represent 
important relationships and record the nature of the interactions using a scale from 
‘strong positive’ to ‘strong negative’. These discussions illustrate where engineering 
tradeoffs are necessary in the design which can then become the focus of innovative 
efforts.” Lowe (2000)  
 
For an example see the picture 4. It shows that the “size of the handle” affects the 
“weight” in a negative way. If the size of the handle is increased the total weight is 
also increased. 
 

 
Picture 4, Correlation matrix 
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3. BENEFITS 
 
An important benefit of the QFD process is that it forces the team to think creatively 
about how to solve various system design problems and which metrics to put in 
place to be sure that they are evaluating their progress correctly. Another benefit is 
that the team knows how to focus resources (people) where they can deliver the 
greatest benefit for the efforts made. 
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Conceptual design takes a part in the whole design process. Conceptual design 
is the phase between analyzing the problem of the design process and the 
embodiment design. Conceptual design is a collection of function structures, 
the search for working principles and their combination; nevertheless it is still a 
very informal phase of the final design. Conceptual design defines the problem 
of the design process and generates broad solutions, but it is still the phase 
where the most important decisions about the product are taken.  
This paper will concentrate on the first step of conceptual design named 
function structures. Besides the function structures the paper will shortly 
explains the other steps in conceptual design as well. 
In conceptual design, the function structure describes how a product is built up 
by illustrating a system of functions for the product. Briefly a function 
structure consists of an overall function which can be broken down in sub-
structures. The functions in the structure also interact with each other.  
The scope of this paper is to explain the function structure and how function 
structures can be divided into substructures. The paper also discusses the value 
of function structure in conceptual design and reflects the advantages and 
disadvantages of the function structure. 
 
Keywords: Conceptual Design, Function structures, sub-structures, interactions 

 
 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Conceptual design is used by developing new products. On almost every product 
you touch or look at, conceptual design is the base. A good example is the car 
industry. Everyone knows about concept cars at car shows in Paris, Tokyo and 
Detroit. These shows are the opportunities for car designers to show their new 
concept cars and see if the cars appeal to the people.   
For that reason, conceptual design is more than just drawing a concept. It is a chance 
for designers to show their (futuristic) ideas.  
When designing a concept, there is a need to work structured. Before thinking about 
a solution one has to know the customer’s requirements of the product that needs to 
be designed. Firstly, the customer’s needs have to be identified. With these needs 
there is the possibility to figure out what people expect of the product. This part of 
the design will not be mentioned in the paper. 
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Secondly the function of the product needs to be defined. This can be done by a 
function structure. The function structure of conceptual design is further explained 
in this paper. The paper also shows some applications of the function structure like 
the family function structure and the interactions between the substructures in the 
function structure. Then the other steps like creating technical solutions for the 
functions and concept generation in conceptual design are briefly explained in this 
paper because these steps have connections with the functions structures.  
Finally the benefit of the function structures for designing a product will be 
discussed. 
 
 
2. FUNCTION STRUCTURES 
 
2.1 What is a function structure? 
 
Function structures are a part of conceptual design. In the first place conceptual 
design has a major influence on the final result, Liedholm(1998). That is why it is 
very important to concentrate on this part of the design process.  
Conceptual design is divided into three categories. Function structures take the first 
step of conceptual design, creating technical solutions for the functions is the second 
part of the design and concept generation is the last part of the design. 
With function structures a tree can be built up of functions with different levels.  Up 
in the tree the overall function of the system or product is shown. For example, for a 
coffee maker, the overall function is to brew coffee. After the overall function is 
formulated, it can be derived  up into subfunctions.  
These subfunctions divide the main function into different functions. If we take the 
example of the coffee maker, the first subfunction could be pouring hot water in a 
filter. An other sub function of the coffee maker would be holding the carafe in the 
right position. Figure 1 shows an example of a function structure.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 1: Function Structure of a coffee brewer, Erixon(2004) 
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The subfunctions in the example can also be derived into more specified 
subfunctions again. So the subfunction is decomposed into smaller functions. By 
doing this, the function and subfunctions create a tree as shown in figure 1. For less 
complex products, this tree will be small. Decomposing a more complex product 
will result most of the time in a bigger tree. One thumb rule is that the more complex 
the product is the bigger the structure will be. According to Bruns(1991), complexity 
of systems and products is characterized by type and number of elements, and by 
type and number of interactions. Therefore it could be that a product with more parts 
has a smaller tree than a product with fewer parts. It is just depending on the 
complexity and the interactions between the products. In figure 2 a function 
structure of a coupler is shown. In this kind of function structures, the technical 
solutions for the functions are already put into the tree. This way of working will be 
explained in the next chapter.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2 Implementing function structures  
 
Function structures are used to simplify the overall function of the product or 
system.  This can be done in an already existing structure, but also in a new product. 
In an already existing product, the functions structure can be used to simplify the 
function by using a function structure and to find new technical solutions.  
In a new product, the function structure can be used to solve a technical problem. By 
using the function structure it is possible to go deeper into the structure and find 
functions of the product. With this information it is possible to find out what 
functions there are in the product and how they can be included in the product. This 
is done because the overall function is so complex most of the time that it is difficult 
to find relationships between inputs and outputs. Figure 3 shows that the system or 
product can be seen as a “black box”. With the use of the function structure this 
system can be visualized. 
 

Figure 3: System flow diagram, Kenger (2004) 
 

Figure 2: Functions and means tree for fifth wheel, Erixon(1998) 
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Therefore in most of the cases functions structures are used for complex products. 
These structures are then used to show the subfunctions in a more simple way. 
According to Bruns(1991) designing a complex product with many elements and 
interactions the ‘trick’ is to reduce complexity by introducing subsystems on 
different levels.  
When the function structure is finished it can be used to create working structures, 
which can be explained as the search for working principles and their combination. 
This means that out of the function structure it is possible to generate technical 
solutions and implement the technical solutions into the function structure. This new 
structure is then called a function-means tree (figure 2). The means can be translated 
as technical solutions. Out of this function means tree, a concept for the product can 
be generated. 
 
  
2.3 Family function structures 
 
According to Dahmus(2001) it is possible to combine function structures from 
different products in the product family. Once the function structures for each 
product have been developed, they must be united into the family function structure.  
The union of the function structures yields a single diagram that has every function 
of every product on it, complete with their flow interactions.  
The advantage of using a family function structure is that functions which are used 
through the whole product family can be translated as a module. Therefore, it 
becomes easier to find modules in a product or system. However, the danger of 
using a family function structure is that the structure can never be completely right. 
The same functions can have different meanings. For example, a product group 
which uses all batteries, like a battery powered saw and a battery powered drill. For 
the saw, the battery converts the energy into a linear movement and for the drill the 
battery converts the energy into a rotational movement. So the same function has 
two different meanings. A family function structure is useful for searching modules 
in the product family.  
 
 
2.4 Interactions 
 
In a function structure subfunctions also have relations with each other, which can 
also be translated as interactions. An interaction is a relation between the output 
from one system and the input to another system. Figure 4 shows a general 
classification of inputs and outputs.   
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: System flow diagram, Kenger (2004) 
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Figure 5 shows a more detailed view of the in- and outputs in a system. The inputs 
and outputs are just divided further in the figure, but it gives a better idea how to 
handle it. Between these in- and outputs there are interactions. Liedholm(1999) 
stated that interactions are normally described as flows of material, energy and/or 
information between systems.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These interactions can be divided into two basic types: purposeful and incidental 
interactions. Purposeful interactions are the interactions that have a surplus value to 
the product. Incidental interactions are unwanted in the product but might have 
effect on it. 
Purposeful interactions can show if systems are compatible or not. A purposeful 
interaction can be the interaction between the battery of an electric motor and an 
electric motor. These two parts interact because the electric motor takes energy from 
the battery and the battery provides energy to the electric motor.  
If you group these interactions from the subsystems, you can see if the product or 
system is able to perform in a right way. Take for example the battery and the 
electric motor. If the electric motor needs in input of 24 volt and amperage of one, 
the battery has to be able to provide the right volts and amperages. These things you 
can easily find back in an interaction matrix.  
 
Incidental interactions are most of the time unwanted. 
Hubka (1988) stated that:  

The importance of secondary inputs and outputs has to be acknowledged. 
In order to realize a technical process, the influence of existing but 
undesired secondary inputs must be taken into account. These are 
commonly referred to as disturbance. 

A simple example of an incidental interaction is heat. When an electric motor 
becomes hot, it can have a bad influence on other parts in the product or system. The 
part can be damaged or maybe start to burn. These unwanted interactions must be 
avoided. In a function structure these interactions can be located. After that they can 
be changed by using for example an other motor that produces less heat. 
 

Figure 5: Some input and output types, Liedholm(1998) 
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3.  CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 
 
Function structures are used to simplify the overall function of a product, and to 
make it easier for designers to look for the different functions of a product or a 
system. Out of these different functions, technical solutions can be created for the 
functions. These technical solutions can be used to generate concepts. 
An advantage of using a function structure is that it becomes easy to find the 
different functions in the product. It is also easier to find the interactions between 
the functions. However, a disadvantage of a function structure is that it takes quite 
some time to build it, and a lot of functions are not useful for building up the 
product. As a result of this, for small products it might be easier to use a 
morphological review.  
In the author’s opinion, a morphological review is the same as a function structure. 
The functions are also written down, but now in a table.  After that, brainstorming is 
needed to find different technical solutions. This is time consuming, but not more 
than in the function structure. Therefore, for complex products, it is better to use a 
function structure to find the technical solutions. But for less complex products it is 
better to use a morphological review. It saves time and that is one of the most 
important things in the design process. 
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Abstract 
Failure mode and effect analysis (from here on referred as FMEA) is a method for 
calculating reliability of a product, a process or the function of a product, what can go 
wrong. FMEA examine the components in a product or the connection between 
products and see what type of failure could occur and what the consequences would be 
if the component broke down. The use of FMEA in product development project could 
improve the quality in the finished product. 
To make a fail analysis of a component there are three factors: Po, the chance of failure, 
S, the degree of seriousness and Pd, how likely is it to discover the failure. These 
factors will be multiplied and presented as a Risk Priority Number (RPN), if there is a 
high RPN the component might be redesigned for a safer product and then tested again 
with FMEA to see if the design change had any effect. 
This paper will go through the principle rules of FMEA and make it easier to 
understand the method. 
 
Keywords: FMEA, Failure mode and effect analysis, product development, quality 

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
There are several kinds of FMEA, construction-FMEA, process-FMEA, system-
FMEA, service-FMEA and software-FMEA. This paper is focusing on the first. The 
first two methods are fairly similar, only details differs the apart. With the help of 
construction-FMEA, failure in the product can be discovered, and with the help of 
process-FMEA, failure in the work process (manufacturing, assembly) can be 
discovered. This paper follows guidelines from “Handbok i FMEA” [1]. The 
guideline for successfully conducting FMEA follows below: 
 

1. Preparations 
2. Complete the headings of the form 
3. Work through the analysis systematically 
4. Describe the function of the component shortly and list the potential 

failures. Estimate Po (Probability of occurrence), S (severity) and Pd 
(probability of occurrence). 

5. Calculate Risk Priority Number, PdSPoRPN ××=  
6. Recommend actions at high priority numbers and degree of severity 
7. After actions have been decided, recalculate the RPN 
8. Follow up the result 
9. As a base for succeeding process-FMEA, hand over the documentation (if 

applicable) 
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1.1 History 
 
The quality control started during the Second World War, when the United States 
military wanted better control of the reliability of their military equipment. FMEA 
was introduced in the late 1940´s with the introduction of the military standard 1629. 
FMEA later found its way to the spaceflight industry in the 1960´s, and helped 
America put a man on the moon. Ford motor company implemented the method in 
the late 1970´s to improve safety in cars. 
 
 
2. PREPARATIONS 
 
It takes a lot of time to conduct a FMEA, therefore, some preparations needs to be 
done first. There are two main parts that needs preparation that follows below. 
 
2.1 Forming a working group 
 
FMEA is a group activity and the team members need to be versatile, three 
statements needs to be fulfilled: 
 

• Technical system/detail knowledge 
• Knowledge in the FMEA method and work process 
• An appointed leader 

 
 
2.2 Gathering and processing of data. 
 
Before the FMEA can begin, data must be collected. Below follows a list of 
information that will be needed for the analyse. 
 
Construction-FMEA 
 

• Testing detail, prototype 
• Sketch of system construction 
• All drawings, detail and assembly 
• Component list, material and function specification 
• Data from supplier 
• Available failure number from the field 
• Result from market research 
• Data from prior FMEA 
• Available failure number from ongoing production 
 
 

2.3 Decision for the depth of the FMEA 
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The team should decide on the depth of the analyse. If the analyse is to be conducted 
on a completely new product, a more thorough analyse is probably needed then if 
just a component in a product is remade. 
 
3. FILLING THE FORM 
 
Star by filling the headings (1) of the form; Drawing No., part name, function etc. 
Continue filling in the article number (2) for the item and its function (3). It is 
important to really know the function or the functions of the item to be able to 
identify why the item does not work. Failure mode (4) indicates which kind of 
errors can occur in each component. In the Causes of failure (5) field, state the cause 
which triggered the error. Declare in the Effect of failure on part/system (6) field 
which consequences the error can lead to. Indicate in the Test (7) section in what test 
which the error will show up. The numbers in the text are referred to the numbers in 
figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Construction-FMEA form 

 
3.2 Probability of occurrence (Po) 
 
In this section, the engineer should note how often the failure occurs (see figure 1, 
number 8). The goal is to note a low number as possible, but realistic numbers. The 
scale goes from less than 1 error in 100 000 units (Remote probability of occurrence 
e.g. fool proof), which is very good, to less than 1 error per part (very high 
probability of occurrence). The first gives the rating 1 and the latter gives the rating 
10. Note the result in the field under Po (see figure 1, section 8). (See table 1 for the 
complete rating) 
 

Table 1: Probability of occurrence (Po) 
 Frequency Rating 
Remote probability of occurrence e.g. fool proof <1/100 000 1 
Very low probability. No previous complaints   <1/10 000 2-3 
Low probability of occurrence   <1/1000 4-5 
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Moderate probability of occurrence <1/100 6-7 
High probability of occurrence <1/10 8-9 
Very high probability of occurrence <1/1 10 

 
 
3.3 Severity (S) 
 
This section stands for how severe the error is for the user of the product, if it 
occurs. Severity is also graded from 1 to 10 but with no frequency column. As in the 
Po (page 2) section, it is good to have a low number. If there is close to no risk for 
the user, if an error occurs (No risk for accident or any effect on product), note a 1 
under the severity column (see figure 1, number 8). If the error involves injuries for 
the user (Serious risk for human injuries), note a 10 under the severity column. (See 
table 2 for the complete rating) 
 
 
Table 2: Severity (S) 

 Rating 
No risk for accident or any effect on product 1 
No risk for accident or insignificant influence on product. Function 
OK 

2-3 

Very low risk for accident or risk for interrupted product function 4-6 
Risk for accidents under specific conditions or lack of product 
function 

7-9 

Serious risk for human injuries 10 
 

 
 

3.4 Probability of detection (Pd) 
 
The probability of discovering the error during usage is given a number from 1 to 
10. To see how easy it is to discover the error test the component (see page 3, 
section 3, filling the form, number 7). If the error is very easy to detect (Failure 
which always will be detected), note a 1 under the Pd column (see figure 1, number 
8). If the error never can be found (Failures will not be found – can not be tested), 
note a 10 under the Pd column. (See table 3 for the complete rating) 
 
Table 3: Probability of detection (Pd) 

 Rating 
Failure which always will be detected 1 
Normal probability for detection (at appr. 75 % occurrence) 2-4 
Moderate probability for detection (at appr. 50 % occurance) 5-7 
Low probability for detection – alt. Not included directly in test 
programme 

8-9 

Failures will not be found – can not be tested 10 
3.5 Risk Priority Number (RPN) 
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The risk priority number is a measurement on how critical the component or product 
is (see figure 1, number 8). This number should be compared to other components 
RPN and see which components need to take measures on. It is the team that decides 
which components needs to take measures on. The RPN is calculated by multiplying 
probability of occurrence, severity and probability of detection.  

PdSPoRPN ××=  
This number can go from a very good 1 to an extremely bad 1000 result.  
 
3.6 Recommendations  
 
In this column (see figure 1, number 9), recommended measures should be noted. 
The recommendation column is one of the most important columns in the form, 
were the team comes up with solutions to fix the error. Sometimes the team can 
come up with solutions as the FMEA advances and other times the solution is not 
that close at hand and will need long processing.  
 
 
4. RESULT OF THE FMEA 
 
After conducting the FMEA it is important to put together the result so that people 
that have not been a part of the project can understand the result of the FMEA. The 
result should contain; a summary of the highest risk priority number, a column 
diagram with number of possible error (n) as a function of the risk priority number 
(RPN). See figure 2 (n as a function of RPN) for an example of a diagram that could 
be used (diagram from Handbok I FMEA [1]). There should also be a list of the 
people who participated in the project.  
 
 

 
Figure 2, n as a function of RPN 

 
 
 
5. FOLLOW UP 
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To see that the FMEA have taken any effect the team should follow up the result of 
the components that had a to high risk priority number. This is made by filling in the 
rest of the form (number 10, 11 and 12 in figure 1) and recalculating the risk priority 
number.  
 In the decisions taken column (see figure 1, number 10) the team fills in what type 
of improvement have been made. The next four columns (see figure 1, number 11) 
are the same as the old risk priority number calculation (see figure 1, number 8). In 
this section the team recalculates the risk priority number for the high risk 
components and sees if the configuration of the component has had any effect. 
The last column, responsibility dept./sign .which is to be signed by the team leader 
when the evaluation of the component is completed.   
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper describes the basic theory of the use of constructions-FMEA, for help to 
anyone who wants to start a FMEA project. FMEA is a time consuming process 
which needs careful planning, the right people in the team and proper data. It is also 
important to decide on which detail level the analyse will take place. The team 
should be thorough when noting on the form to get the most accurate result as 
possible. The result of the FMEA should be summarized in diagrams and text so that 
people that have not been involved in the project can take part of the result. 
A follow up is important to see that the error correction has made difference to the 
reliability of the component.  
FMEA is an important part in the quality control of a company’s products and 
should always be used when introducing new products or redesigning old ones. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents some concept selection methods which exist on the market today. Using a 
structured concept evaluation process aids objectivity throughout the selection phase and also 
provides a result, which is reliable, easily understood and reproducible. The paper gives 
examples of methods, which can be applied very easily to reduce the number of concepts quickly. 
These methods are also used before the final evaluation, one method is commonly used today, 
although under several different names: Use-Value Analysis (UVA), Fulfilment of The 
Requirement and Scoring. 
 

Keywords: Concept selection, Product development, Evaluation 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
When a company is going to develop a new or existing product, the product 
development team has to identify a set of customer needs. The team will generate 
alternative solution concepts in response to these needs. The product development 
team will then face the problem of choosing the concepts which are best for further 
investigation, testing or development. This paper will therefore describe a few of the 
concept selection methods which can be of good help to the team. The structure of 
this paper is organised as follow; in section 2 presents different methods, some 
briefly some more detailed; and section 3 closes the paper with a 
discussion/summary. 
 
2 SOME SELECTION METHODS 
In this section the following methods are discussed, the last two are explained more 
detailed: 
• The designer’s opinion. 
• The expert’s opinion. 
• Internal process parameters. 
• The un-weighted method (Elimination Table and Screening) 
• The weighted method (UVA) 
 

2.1 The designer’s opinion 
One method is described by [Frankenberger et al, 1998], which is a simple method 
of evaluation, by just asking the designers about theirs opinion. The designers who 
are working with the design process have often important experience from it. 
Therefore, asking them about theirs opinion may lead to information which is 
difficult to retrieve by other methods. This method is often used together with other, 
less biased methods. 
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2.2 The expert’s opinion 
[Frankenberger et al, 1998] said that, when it is important to obtain a judgement that 
does not depend on the opinion of the designers, then this method can be useful. The 
method is similar to the one described above, but here the experts are asked instead. 
A design concept will often be judged by an expert and therefore it is a good idea to 
initially ask them, for their opinion during the concept evaluation phase. For 
example, they use their own criteria or they may deal differently with conflicting 
criteria because of their experience. 
2.3 Internal Process Parameters 
[Frankenberger et al 1998] also describe another way of rating a design concept, 
actually the design process can be the base itself. By using internal process 
parameters it is possible to rate the quality of the design process. For example, the 
timing of process activities, and the time spent on those; or the numbers of and types 
of drawings which are made. To capture these parameters and record them in 
protocols, the process is observed as it is proceeds. 
2.4 The un-weighted objectives methods 
Following subsection describes Selection chart and Screening. 
2.4.1 Procedure Elimination - Table 
[Gerhard et al, 1996] predict that first all unsuitable proposals should be eliminated 
and if too many possible solutions still remain, those which are better than the rest 
must be given preference. If the designers are faced with a large number of 
solutions/concepts, they should compile an Elimination Table (see figure 1) and only 
solutions/concepts should pursued which, quote: 
• “Are compatible with the overall task and with one another (Criterion A)” 
• “Fulfil the demands of the requirements list (Criterion B)” 
• “Are realisable in respect of performance, layout etc. (Criterion C)” 
• “Are expected to be within permissible costs (Criterion D)” 

[Gerhard et al, 1996] also says, solutions which are unsuitable are eliminated in 
accordance with these four criteria applied 
in the correct sequence. The two first 
criteria (A and B) are suitable for yes/no 
decisions and are often easy to answer. 
Criteria C and D should only be used once 
criteria A and B have been satisfied as 
criteria C and D often needs a more 
quantitative approach. Quote, “A 
preference is justified if, among the very 
large number of possible solutions, there 
are some that”: 
• “Incorporate direct safety measures or introduce favourable ergonomic 

conditions (Criterion E)” 
• “Are preferred by the designer’s company, that is, can be readily developed 

with the available know-how, materials, and procedures, and under favourable 
patent conditions (Criterion F)”. 

As [Gerhard et al, 1996] point out, this evaluation procedure is suitable for easier 
implementation and verification, and it can be applied very quickly. It gives a good 
picture of reasons for selection, but also because of documentation, which is 
important.

Figure. 1. Source, Gerhard et al, 1996 
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2.4.2 Screening 
According to [Ulrich et al, 2003] and [Qui, S. L. et al, 2002], who describes another 
method to reduce the number of concepts quickly, Concept Screening can be used. 
This is a further developed method of the late Stuart Pugh and often called Pugh 
Concept Selection. The biggest different between Pugh Concept Selection and 
Screening is given in [Pascale, S. et al, 1997] and they say Screening together with 
Scoring “provides users with a quantitative scoring and ranking system whereas the 
Pugh Concept Selection approach does not. Pugh depends upon a subjective 
decision by the team to eliminate a concept from consideration,” and early in the 
process time is expended while attempting to improve weak concepts. [Pascale, S. et 
al, 1997] also says, that Screening structure allows team members to spend less time 
on concepts which are obviously less suitable for further evaluation. 
 
[Ulrich et al, 2003] describes the Screening method as follow. In figure 2 concept A, 
B, C, D are given, and criteria are based on the customer needs identified by the 
team. Each criterion is given equal weight, and these should be chosen to 
differentiate between the concepts. All concepts are rated against a reference 
concept, which the team has chosen after careful consideration. The reference 
concept is usually an industry standard or a straightforward concept which the team 
members are very familiar with. The next step is to rate each concept against the 
reference, by using a code (+ = better than, 0 = same as, - = worse than). After 
rating, the total sum is calculated by summarising each concept’s code in the lower 
rows of the matrix. Finally a ranking procedure takes place, and in general those 
concepts with the highest net score get 
the highest ranking. The team should of 
course verify that the results make sense, 
and also consider if any concept should 
be improved. The concepts which are 
identified for further consideration 
continue to the final step in the whole 
evaluation, and are often combined with 
the method described in the next 
subsection. 
 
2.5 The weighted objectives method 
The following method is frequently described in several books, but under other 
names, like Use-Value Analysis (UVA) [Gerhard et al, 1996], Fulfilment of The 
Requirement [Frankenberger et al, 1998] and Scoring [Ulrich et al, 2003]. They are 
therefore probably the most common methods which are used today. Also 
[Carbonell-Foulquié et al, 2004] expressed it as follow: “Qualitative models such as 
checklists and scoring models are the most common evaluation tool for the earliest 
gates of NPD process”, NDP means New Product Development requirement. 
 
2.5.1 Description of Use-Value Analysis. 
[Ulrich et al, 2003] say that, after the first evaluation, which narrowed the range of 
concepts, the concepts have been refined to some extent and also been expressed in 
more detail. One of the most important methods today is Use-Value Analysis 
(UVA), according to [Gerhard et al, 1996], which combines technical and economic 
evaluation technique specified in Guideline VDI 2225. 

Figure. 2: Source, Ulrich et al (2003)
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[Carbonell-Foulquié et al, 2004] mention that in the beginning of the process there 
can be “a lack of use of any financial criteria for the idea screening and concept test 
stages. The reason being is early on in the NPD process data on projected financial 
magnitudes are little more than educated guesses (if they exist at all).” Near the end 
of the development process, the usage of financial performance criteria will increase. 
 
2.5.2 Identifying Evaluation Criteria 
[Gerhard et al, 1996] predict that the first step is to set-up a number of objectives 
from which evaluation can be derived, and they should as far as possible satisfy 
following condition, quote: 
• “The objectives must cover the decision relevant requirements and general 

constraints as completely as possible, so that no essential criteria are ignored.” 
• “The individual objectives on which the evaluation must be based should be as 

independent of one another as possible, that is, provisions to increase the value 
of one variant with respect to one must not influence its values with respect to 
the other objectives.” 

• “The properties of the system to be evaluated must, if possible, be expressed in 
concrete quantitative or at least qualitative terms.” 

According to [Nigel, 1994], these objectives should been established at an early 
point in the process, and also be based on customer needs and other criteria. The 
objectives can sometimes be modified later in the design process. [Gerhard et al, 
1996] describes a method, which is a good help to arrange these objectives in 
hierarchical order, called Objectives Tree. The Tree is also a good help when the 
weighting of each evaluation criteria is decided, which is described in the next 
section. According to [Carbonell-Foulquié et al, 2004], technical feasibility is the 
most frequently used criterion during the concept and product-/process development 
phases. The technical feasibility criteria will therefore be of greatest importance. 
 
2.5.3 Weighting Evaluation Criteria 
The next step in the evaluation process is to assign a value to each objective, 
representing its weight relative to the other objectives. [Nigel, 1994] says, “A simple 
way of doing this is to use the ranking numbers in the list, as a measured value of 
relative importance. Another way to do this is to weight the objectives in relative 
positions on a scale of 1 – 10 or 1 – 100. Note that the objective with the highest 
ranking, must not necessary have the highest weighting”. This weighting process can 
be done using pairwise comparison, as it is told in [Nigel, 1994] and [Frankenberger 
et al, 1998]. It is important to be aware of the fact that is told by [Carbonell-Foulquié 
et al, 2004], “specifying the weightings of each criterion is crucial because a change 
in weights can radically alter the decision”. 
Therefore is the method described in this subsection, given by [Gerhard et al, 1996] 
as a good help to get a realistic ranking, and they predict that “It is much easier to 
weight two or three sub-objectives with respect to an objective on a higher level, 
than to do it on one same level only”. 
In an Objective Tree method, the weightings are based on factors ranging from 0 to 
1 (or 0 to 100). The sum of factors of all evaluation criteria (lowest level of each 
branch in the tree) must be equal to 1 (or 100). Figure 3, shown on the next page, 
illustrates the procedure where the objectives have been drawn up on four levels of 
decreasing complexity, and provided with weighting factors. 
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The objectives on the second level (O11, O12, O13) are weighted with respect to the 
objective O1, in this case 0,5; 0,25 
and 0,25 (left lower area within the 
circle). The weightings on the third 
level (O111=0,67 and O112=0,33) are 
decided with respect to the level 
above, which is always 1 (or 100). 
To calculate the relative weightings 
(with respect to 01) of O111 and O112 
you have to use relative calculated 
weight of O11 (right lower area 
within the circle) as follow; O111 = 
0,67 x 0,5 ≈ 0,34 and O112 = 0,33 x 
0,5 ≈ 0,16. The remaining objectives 
are treated in a similar fashion. 
 
2.5.4 Compiling parameters 
The next step in the procedure is to define object parameters for the pre-determined 
evaluation criteria. [Nigel, 1994] says that these parameters should either be 
expressed by concrete statements or be measurable, if it is possible. [Gerhard et al, 
1996] predict that, “It has been proved to be very useful to assign such parameters to 
the evaluation criteria before proceeding to the actual evaluation”. 
 
2.5.5 Assessing values 
Each variant is given a value, or rating, after consideration of how suitable it is in 
respect to every evaluation criteria. [Gerhard et al, 1996] say, in UVA the values are 
expressed by points in a range from 0 to 10, different ranges can of course be used 
e.g. 0 to 4 as in Guideline VDI 2225. In this procedure some firms, according to 
[Crawford et al, 2003], use a method called Olympic, which means that the highest 
and the lowest ratings are dropped in favour of the averages. 
 
2.5.6 Determining Overall Value 
Finally [Gerhard et al, 1996] describe the calculation of the overall value of 
unweighted (OV) and weighted overall value (OWV), which can be done when sub-
values for every variant have been determined, see figure 4: 
• OV = Column Value (Vi) 
• OWV = Column Weighted Value (WVi) summarises after each Value (Vi) has 

been multiple with corresponding Weight (Wt) 

O1 

1,0    1,0

O12 

0,25    0,25

O13 

0,25    0,25

O112 

0,33    0,16

O11 

0,5   0,5

O111 

0,67    0,34

O1112 

0,75    0,25

O1111 

0,25    0,09

O132 

0,6    0,09 

O131 

0,4    0,1

0,09 0,25 + 0,16 = +  0,15 +  0,1 + 0,25 1,0 + 

Figure. 3

Figure. 4: Source, Gerhard et al (1996)
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[Gerhard et al, 1996] also says, in this procedure with relative comparison of the 
variants, that the best variant is judged to be that with the maximum overall value 
i.e. OV → max or OWV → max. 
If this is considered to be insufficient then an absolute rating (R or WR) can be 
calculated. The overall value must then be referred to an imaginary ideal value 
(Vmax • n) which results from the maximum possible value i.e. R = OV/(Vmax • n) 
or WR = OWV/(Vmax • W • n). 
 
3 Discussion/Summary 
A structured concept evaluation process aids objectivity throughout the selection 
phase and also provides a result, which is reliable, easily understood and 
reproducible. This paper has described different methods of concept evaluation, 
some are quite straightforward such as, just asking the designers for theirs opinion; 
or asking the experts instead, when a judgement is required not dependent on the 
opinion of the designers. The most common method presented in the studied 
literature, and therefore probably the most used today, is the method which utilises 
valuations based on fulfillment of each concept objectives such as customer 
demands. The method is useful when it is important to get an independent judgment 
from the team, and as mentioned above is termed differently the literature. Different 
methods can lead to very different results, therefore it is recommended to use a 
combination of several methods, so the judgement is based on different areas e.g. 
knowledge, analytical, experience, etc. 
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Abstract 
This paper discusses different modularization methods, their procedure and 
their actual use in practical arena. 
Companies want to develop their products and introduce quickly into the 
market before its competitor introduces them. Companies are using 
modularization methods for the introduction of their products quickly into the 
market. These methods may differ from company to company. There are 
several methods of modularization for the development of products, one of the 
methods is MFD, and is a widely used method.  The process of MFD is 1) 
clarify the customer needs 2) select technical solutions 3) generate concepts 4) 
evaluate concepts and 5) improve each module. The concepts from the course 
modular product development dealt by Patrik Kenger and Gunnar Erixon, and 
some literature from the journals are used as a reference in writing this paper.  
 
Key words: Modularization, MFD, Markets, Dendrograms, Module Drivers.   
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION                                                                       
 

To stay competitive, companies should introduce the product into the market in 
short time and maintaining the quality of the product. Advances in production 
technologies has introduced many of the differences in product quality and thus 
forced the companies into competitive environment, Oystein (2003). Modularisation 
method which considers customer demands is used as a method for customized 
products. Modularisation deals with the functional decomposition of the product for 
further improvement. Functional decomposition of the product helps the company to 
introduce number of variants of the product in short time into the market. 
‘Modularity and decomposition process occur in both large and small companies as 
well as in natural and innovative industries’, Benassi (2002). Modularity has become 
popular as many business scholars and business men shared the idea that 
‘controlling by size’ may be advantageous. Modularity may become a key feature of 
tomorrow’s companies, to take care of both concept and applications, Benassi 
(2002).  
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1.1 Modularity Definition 
 
 Different persons gave different definitions for the modularity, 
‘Modularization is the decomposition of a product into building blocks (modules) 
with specified interfaces, driven by company specific reasons’, Erixon et al (2004).  
‘A module is task which has well defined function and well defined interfaces to 
other elements’, Cooling (1995) in Erixon et al (2004). 
‘Modularity arises from decomposition of a product into subassemblies and 
components’, Zhang in Erixon et al (2004). 
In product architecture the term modularity usually refer to the construction of a 
building block from many standardized components, Ulrich and Tung (2003).  
 
 
2 Types of Modularity 
 
The product can defined according to its physical appearance, different parts, and 
sub assemblies in the product, which help in performing a function by the product, 
Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). The architecture of the product is the arrangement of 
physical chunks and the interaction of chunks to perform the functions, Ulrich and 
Eppinger (2000). Product architecture design can be said as the transformation from 
product function to product form, Stone et al (2000). There are 3 types of modularity 
according to the differences in the interactions between the chunks; the different 
modularity types are (1) Slot modular architecture (2) Bus modular architecture (3) 
Sectional modular architecture, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). 
 
2.1 Slot Modular Architecture 
 
The interfaces through which the chunks build are different from one another, the 
interfaces of each chunk is different from each other one cannot be interchanged 
with another. For example radios have different types of interfaces to the 
instrumental panel, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure 1 Slot Modular Architecture, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000) 
 
 2.2 Bus Modular Architecture 
 
The bus modular architecture has a common bus to which the other chunks are 
connected with identical interfaces. An example for this may be the expansion card 
for a personal computer, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). 
 
 
 
 
                   Figure 2 Bus modular architecture, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000) 
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2.3 Sectional Modular Architecture 
 
All the chunks are of same type with a single element to which all the other chunks 
are attached. An example for this kind of architecture may be the office partitions, 
Ulrich and Eppinger (2000). 
 
 
 
                Figure 3 Sectional modular Architecture, Ulrich and Eppinger (2000) 
 
The most commonly used architecture is slot-modular architecture as different 
chunks need different interfaces for unique interactions between the chunks, Ulrich 
and Eppinger (2000). 
 
                 
3 MODULARIZATION METHODS  
 
3.1 Modular Function Deployment (MFD) 
 
Modular Function Deployment (MFD) is developed by Erixon (1998) to support the 
evaluation of modules. In the identification of the modules, MFD relies on twelve 
module drivers; these drivers can be seen as generic but may be complemented by 
company specific ones such as strategy, financial, limitations, legal restrictions, etc, 
Erixon (1998) in Oystein (2003).  
 

 
                         Figure 4 Strategic module drivers, Blackenfelt (2003) 
 
The eight module drivers shown in figure 4 module driver couples ‘make vs buy’, 
‘reuse vs develop’, ‘slow change vs quick change’, and ‘commonality vs variety’, 
are important in taking architecture decisions, these are based on the strategic 
intentions,  Blackenfelt (2003). Make vs Buy is used to decide whether to buy or 
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make the module to decide whether it is a black box. Reuse vs Develop explains as 
to decide as to reuse the module or development is needed. Slow change vs Quick 
change makes to decide whether the change in a particular module should be quick 
or can it be a slow change. Commonality vs Variety makes to decide can any 
commonality should be prevailed in all variants, or it should be variety from variant 
to variant.The other four module drivers are technology push, styling, separate 
testing, and service/maintenance, Erixon et al (2004). Based on the technology 
development and the customer needs these four module drivers are implemented. 
 
3.2 Identification of the Modules Using Dendrograms  
Dendrograms is one of the modularization methods which deal with the aim of 
finding a common module for the whole product family, so that the change can 
effect the improvement in whole product family, Katja Holtta et al (2003). 
Dendrograms is a five step algorithm designed for the flow method. This algorithm 
can be stored in the computer for the easy and repeated usage of the method for 
different products. 
This method follows the flow method rather than functional decomposition, and 
description of the product to be modularized. This method even ignores the 
functions of the product as functions are not so important. This method only 
considers the input and output flow. As long as it is clear with the flows of the 
product that is about the required output from the product (the work that the product 
has to perform) and about the requirement of the inputs in order to achieve the 
output. This algorithm can be programmed in a computer for repeated use for similar 
products, Katja Holtta et al (2003). 
 
3.3 Heuristic Methods of Modularization 
Heuristic method deals with the functions and the sub functions of the product to 
divide into modules. The groups of sub functions related by flows are observed, 
three heuristics for module identification are formulated based on 3 possibilities, a 
flow experiences: ‘(1) A flow may pass through the product unchanged (2) a flow 
may branch, forming different independent function chains and (3) the flow may be 
converted into another type’, Stone et al (2000).  
Some modules obtained from heuristics seem to be part of current product and some 
offer new areas for future modularity, Stone et al (2000). 
Three heuristic methods are developed with the observations, 
1) Dominant flow (Heuristic 1): The set of sub functions through which the flow 
passes from entry to exit from the system defines a module. 
2) Branching flow (Heuristic 2):  Parallel function chain constitute modules, with 
each of their interfaces with the remainder of product through the flow at the branch 
point.   
3) Conversion-Transmission Modules (Heuristics 3): A conversion sub function or 
proper chain of sub functions constitutes a module, Stone et al (2000). 
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4 MFD PROCEDURE IN PRACTICE 
 
4.1 Clarify Customer Needs  
The customer needs about the product are collected using a questionnaire. Customer 
needs are compared with each other using pair wise comparison to get important 
customer need. Customer needs are converted into product properties using ishikawa 
diagram. These product properties are compared with the customer requirements, to 
get the important product properties using QFD (Quality Function Deployment).  
 
4.2 Select Technical Solutions 
Different technical solutions are generated to meet functions of the product. The 
product is functionally decomposed and different technical solutions are generated 
using Functions and Means Tree. All the generated technical solutions are compared 
with the product properties using Design Property Matrix (DPM) to select the best 
solution. 
 
4.3 Generate Modular Concepts   
MFD uses module drivers for the division of the product into the modules. The 
modules are obtained through Module Indication Matrix (MIM). MIM compares the 
module drivers which are standard with technical solutions.  
 
4.4 Evaluate Concepts   
The evaluation of concepts is done through the interface evaluation amongst the 
various interfaces provided to the modules. The interfaces between the modules play 
a vital influence on the final product, Erixon (1998) in Oystein (2003).  
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   Figure 5 Interface Evaluation, Project Report “Team Kappa” (Conny, Lu Hui,                                                   
Rens and Mahipal, 2004) 
 
In the above figure 5 for the given assembly order the interfaces fall into 
“hamburger assembly” type. The assembly of the product is like a hamburger. If the 
assembly order had followed the direction of the slant arrow, it would have yielded 

        “Base Part” assembly 
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“base part assembly” type, placing all the with reference to a base part, Team kappa 
Project Report (2004) and Erixon et al (2004). 
 
4.5 Improve Each Module 
Improvement of each module includes the designing and optimization of generated 
concepts for each module using DFX methods. This step is mainly concerned about 
the optimization of different modular concepts according to the feasibility of the 
actual design.  
 
 
5 CONCLUSIONS 
 
The identification of the modules of a product enables to know the areas in the 
product for future development. The planning can be done keeping in view of 
customer needs and technology development. Modularization process can be very 
useful process for the development of the products in today’s competitive world. 
Modularization process can well cope with the rapid changes taking place in world 
market due to globalization. As modularization process identifies the modules and 
deals with each and every function of the product. Thus it helps to produce number 
of variants for the product. Production of number of variants of the product within a 
short time span will help the company to capture a good market share. 
Modularization method allows the company to make customer friendly products as it 
considers customer needs. It can be concluded that the use of methods of 
modularization can allow the companies to stay in the market as it considers the 
customer needs.  
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Customers require products which are more reliable and cheaper than 
competitor’s products. The success of a product depends on the designer’s 
skills and work during the product development process. Studies [5] show that 
75% of all faults detected in products originate in the product development 
stage. 80% of all faults are only detected in the final testing phase and are 
quite costly to eliminate. 
Two different methods, Design for Quality and Failure Modes and Effect 
Analysis, will be described in this paper. These two Methods are used to 
increase the quality of the product and to reduce the costs of eliminating the 
quality faults throughout of the research and development of a product. 
 
Keywords: Reliability, Design for Quality, Failure Modes and Effect Analysis 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
“The emerging world economy is escalating the demand to improve the performance 
of products and systems while at the same time reducing their costs” [7]. When a 
product will be improved, the designer has not just to focus on the performance of 
the product, such as for example to make the thermo dynamical process of an engine 
more efficient, but he also has to think about the reliability of the product. 

The following examples will illustrate this point. Consider automobile racing [6] at 
the Indianapolis 500, the performance of the cars increases from year to year, 
measured by the average speed of the qualifying cars. However at the same time the 
reliability of the cars decreases because the percentage of cars which finished the 
race declined. This should not be surprising, because in this situation performance is 
everything and a high probability of breakdown must be tolerated if there is to be 
any chance to win the race. 

The converse of this example is the design of commercial airlines. For airlines 
reliability is much more important than performance. If some parts of an airplane 
breakdown, this could end in a catastrophe.  
The two different examples show that the designer has to find, for his product, the 
best mix between reliability and performance. While at the same time he also has to 
think about the costs of the product. 

For products it is illuminating to place reliability within the wider context of 
product quality. The purpose of this paper is to explain some different techniques to 
increase the quality of a product during the product development process.  
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2. DESIGN FOR QUALITY 
 
2.1 Definition of Quality 
 
Quality is a complex term because it means different things to different members of 
the product development team and customers. In general Quality is associated with 
the ability to design products which incorporate characteristics and features that are 
highly optimized to meet the customer’s needs and desires [7]. So explained in 
simple terms, quality can be defined as meeting customer requirements [3]. 
 
2.2 Why should the Quality be Increased during the Development Process? 
 
“Measuring the quality at the 
end of the production is not 
good business practice” [1]. 
The “Design for Quality” 
method (DFQ) has a lot of tools 
which help designers to 
increase the quality of the new 
product right from the start of 
the development process. The 
costs to change defects in the 
new product will increase 
tremendously (Figure 1) 
depending on in which step of 
the product development 
process the fault is detected. 
Imagine that the manufacturing 
process has to be changed 
because of a fault of the 
product. This will increase costs for the new product and decrease profit. The 
different support techniques of DFQ will help companies to design a faultless 
product or to find defects as early as possible.  
 
2.3 Different Influences on the Quality of Design 
 
Hubka, an European designer, defined different influences [5] on the quality of 
design. These different influencing factors are the main reasons for less than 
successful product development: 
a. Customer Product Requirements  
 The product definition phase of a new product influences the overall success of 

the development projects. 
b. Full Description of the Product Technical System 
 A good description of the technical system solves a lot of problems between the 

external and internal customers. 
c. The Design Process 

With today’s modern technology it is rarely possible for a designer to tackle a 
new product alone. Often a large team is required and this introduces problems 

Figure 1: Cost of design changes [3] 
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of organization and communication. Paul and Beitz [6] define four main phases 
by which the process becomes more logical and comprehensible: Clarification of 
the Task, Conceptual Design, Embodiment Design and Detail Design. 

d. The Engineering Designer 
The designer must have the skills to gather, select and interpret new knowledge 
and information, using the tools for that purpose. He has a great influence on the 
quality of the product. 

e. The Tools Available to the Designer 
 Different tools for the designer are mentioned in the next section. 
f. Existing Technical Knowledge 

The quality management system ISO 9001 helps the company to manage their 
existing technical knowledge database. 

g. Management of the Design Process 
Concurrent Engineering (CE) helps the company to successfully manage product 
and process development simultaneously. A concurrent engineering framework 
allows a more efficient flow of information from the various techniques and 
effectively communicates the design through to production and finally to the 
customer [1]. 

h. Active Environment in which the Design Process takes place 
The designer has to be satisfied with his working place, having for example 
sufficient space to work in well illuminated and attractively decorated 
workstations, etc. A well-designed environment helps the designer to be creative 
and attentive to his work. 

In a survey [5], conducted in 51 companies, the companies reported that the big 
strategic advantage of DFQ was that the products met the customer requirements 
and price. Also the organizational structure for the majority of the companies treated 
design as a multi-disciplinary function. 
 
2.4. Different Support Techniques of Design for Quality 
 

A lot of different 
support techniques 
exist to help a 
producer to manage 
the different 
influences on the 
quality of design. 
Figure 2 [1] shows 
the different level 
of use for some 
support techniques 
of DFA in the UK. 
The next section 
will explain one of 
the most utilized 
techniques, FMEA. 

Figure 2: Utilisation of quality techniques in the UK [1] 
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3. FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS (FMEA) 
 
3.1 Introduction of FMEA 
 
Traditionally, reliability has been achieved through extensive testing at the end of 
the development process. The challenge is to design in quality and reliability early in 
the development process. In the 1960s FMEA was developed to increase the quality 
for the Aerospace rocket. FMEA was helpful in avoiding errors on small costly 
rocket technology and served well on getting the first man to the moon. Ford Motor 
Company reintroduced FMEA in the late 1970s for safety and regulatory 
consideration after the disastrous “Pinto” affair. Ford Motor Company also used 
FMEA effectively for production improvement as well as design improvement [10]. 

The FMEA method is not only used to help mechanical engineers but also to deal 
with human errors in hospitals [2], to assure product quality in food companies [9] 
etc. 

During recent years different types [10] of FMEA have been developed. These 
varieties are used for different applications. 

• System FMEA – focuses on global system functions 
• Design FMEA – focuses on components and subsystems 
• Process FMEA – focuses on manufacturing and assembly processes 
• Service FMEA – focuses on service functions  
• Software FMEA – focuses on software functions 

Some of these FMEA types are used more than the others. Whichever type is used, 
this technique is a never ending process of quality improvement, identifying possible 
or likely errors and gauging their effects [2]. 
 
3.2 FMEA Procedure 
 
The process for carrying out an FMEA can be divided into several steps which are 
explained in the following paragraph [4] [8] [10]: 
1. Describe the product/process and its function. It is important for understanding 

that the product/process is clearly articulated. A block diagram of the 
product/process shows the logical relationships of components and establishes a 
structure around which the FMEA can be utilized. 

2. Identify all possible failure modes and their associated effects. A failure mode is 
defined as the way in which a component, subsystem, etc could potentially fail. 
Some examples of potential failure modes include corrosion, torque fatigue, 
deformation, cracking, etc. For each identified failure mode, the engineer should 
determine what the ultimate effect could be. Some examples of different failure 
effect include noise, injury to the user, inoperability of the product/process, etc. 
Each failure mode will be categorized with the hazard level (severity), ranging 
from 1 to represent no effect and 10 to indicate a huge risk of failure. 

3. Identify the causes of each failure mode. A failure cause is defined as a design 
weakness. Some examples of failure causes include improper tolerance, incorrect 
assumptions, improper heat treatment, incorrect stress calculations, etc. The 
likelihood of these causes should be judged with a probability factor, whose 
scale ranges from 1 to 10. 
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4  Identify current controls. 
Current controls are the 
mechanism which prevent the 
cause of the failure mode 
from occurring. The engineer 
should now search for 
different techniques which 
can be used to detect failure 
modes and determine the 
likelihood of detection of the 
failure. This scale of 
detection also ranges from 1 
to 10. 

5 Calculate the risk priority 
number (RPN) given as the 
multiplication of the index 
representing the probability, 
severity and detectability. 
The RPN is used to analyse if 
some additional quality 
planning or action are 
needed. If some 
modifications have been 
made, the risk priority 
number has to be 
recalculated. 

6 Update the FMEA report 
after design or process 

changes.  
 
3.3 Benefits of FMEA 
 
FMEA is designed to assist the engineer to improve the quality and reliability of 
design. Properly used, the FMEA provides the engineer with several benefits. 
Among others, these benefits [4] [2] include: 

• Improved product/process reliability and quality 
• Increased customer satisfaction 
• Early identification and elimination of potential product/process failures 
• Emphasizing problem prevention 
• Providing focus for improved testing and development 
• Minimizing late changes and associated costs 
• Ease of understanding 
• Reducing product development time and cost 
• Improving communication between design team members  
• Providing a safeguard against repeating the same mistake in the future 

Figure 3. FMEA Process [8] 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
This paper has highlighted two methods by which designers can improve the quality 
of a product without increasing development costs. The skills, knowledge and 
experience of a designer are really important in designing quality products. The 
Design for Quality method has many tools which can help designers to achieve a 
fault free design before the testing phase. One of these methods, the Failure Mode 
and Effect Analysis Method (FMEA), envisages detecting the failures during the 
development process and documenting them. The FMEA reduces the costs of 
failures and provides a database for future projects. However the reliability of these 
methods depends on the individual’s involved. 
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Abstract: One of the most important phases in a product development project is 
when it comes the time to give a proper product representation. An early defect 
detection, details and design discussions between executives and engineers, 
customer presentations are some of the topics which are better treated if there 
is an appropriate model of the product. An accurate product modelling is 
essential to unify concepts and ideas in the development team in charge of 
certain product design. 
There are many ways to represent products before they reach manufacturing 
phase. 2-Dimensional drawings, 3-Dimensional drawings, physical mock-ups, 
prototypes, digital mock-ups are some of the available resources used by 
designers in product modelling. 
The aim of this work is to give a review on a relatively new technology, as it is 
virtual reality like a powerful tool on today’s product modelling environment.  
Different types of virtual reality environments are presented according to a 
specific hardware, advantages and disadvantages of this technology as well as 
an example of developed product using virtual reality. Furthermore, virtual 
reality is compared to another product modelling technique. 
This study is based on literature found in books, scientific articles, and 
investigation reports and concludes with potentialities, constraints and 
problems that may arise as a result of using this technology. Finally, 
recommends further research and investigation efforts in virtual reality 
environments. 

 
 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
  
First steps in virtual reality were made during World War II in flight simulation 
research and were highly developed in early 1960’s by a computer scientist Ivan 
Sutherland who published a paper “The Ultimate Display” describing virtual reality.  

At the beginning most of the virtual reality applications and developments were 
made in military and space industries but nowadays, virtual reality is widely used in 
game industries and construction as well.  

Due to its wide range of applications, is difficult to propose a unique definition 
of virtual reality. According to (Johansson 2004), Dennis Saluäär, from Volvo, 
provided a definition related with product modelling.  

Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-generated world with three-dimensionality, 
real-time performance and interactivity where a user is immersed in the created 
environment. 
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Where real-time performance refers to human perception and immersion can be 

explained as the sensation of being in a virtual environment. 
As it is today, the main purpose of computer-aided-design systems (CAD 

systems) is to provide an appropriate model in the early design stage capable to 
bring answers about characteristics and geometrical description of future products.   
Information about faces of the object and different properties like mass, volume and 
moments of inertia are available for further product analysis. 

Nowadays, it is possible to find a great variety of visualization technologies that 
enables the creation of digital product representations. Designers and engineers have 
found a powerful tool in these VR technologies when further understanding and 
development of a product is needed. 

Furthermore, with the development of computational technologies, today it is 
possible to generate computer models of products suitable for testing in a virtual 
environment, as stated in (Pratt 1991). Those kinds of models are called virtual 
prototypes. Also is an important complement when layered manufacturing, rapid 
prototyping or more recently, holoforming is required. 

 In the following sections, descriptions of different types of VR are studied. An 
examination of this technology related to another product modelling technique such 
as rapid prototyping is brought later on. An example of an application in product 
development is given. Finally to conclude with pros and con’s of using this 
technology. 

A summary of most important VR techniques is presented in the following 
chapter.  
 
 
2. VIRTUAL REALITY TECHNIQUES 
 
There are several ways to achieve the effect of VR. (Woksepp et.al 2001) defines 
two groups, non-immersive VR and immersive VR. The immersion grade depends 
on the equipment used and the mind of the user. For this reason, every person 
perceives the effect of VR in different ways. Different configurations may be 
attained depending on the utilized equipment. An overview of the most important 
VR systems is presented below. This information was accessed via Internet at 
www.nicve.salford.ac.uk/CIBTG24/vr.html 
 

3D Input Devices 
 
The main purpose is to have the ability to navigate and perform direct object 
manipulation in a virtual environment. 

Devices specially designed to facilitate 3D interaction are presented below. 
3D MOUSE: Works like 2D mouse when is on the table but has the possibility 

to be lifted off the desktop and, with ultrasonic transmitters, its position can be 
tracked in the 3D space.  

TREADMILL: This device allows navigation in virtual environments such 
walking movements in 2 directions, X and Y. Those movements are possible due to 
independent belts controlled by servomotors.  
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GLOVES:  Hand position and finger movements are tracked with sensors and 
fiber optic cables running along the glove. Many variants can be found but the main 
purpose remains the same, to grasp and manipulate things in virtual environments. 

 
Visual Displays 

 
Several options can be found in the market. Most common types of displays are: 

Head Mounted Displays (HMD): Using special optics, 2 miniature screens are 
place very close to the eyes. By tracking the head position, images are generated on 
each screen. HMD’s based on LCD (liquid crystal displays) and CRT (cathode ray 
tube) are the most common types on the market. 

CRT-based HMD’s offers high resolution but its cost is higher as well as its 
weight. 

Stereo Projection Screens: These technologies are suitable when the working 
team needs to see the same image in order to discuss different aspects of the product. 

 
Haptic Displays 
 

Haptic sensation is a complex array of different nerve types in the human body. It 
can be divided into cutaneous sensation (touch, temperature, pain) and kinesthetic 
sensation (position, movement, force).  

A potential application for Haptic Technologies lies in maintenance trainings and 
surgical simulation.  

 
Auditory Displays 

 
As an important human sensation, auditory cues are used in virtual environments. 
For instance, to asses acoustics in buildings like theatres or concert halls before their 
construction even starts. 
 
A comparison analysis between two product modelling techniques is presented in 
the next section. 
 
3. VIRTUAL REALITY AND RAPID PROTOTYPING 
 
The following is a comparison study between two different techniques of product 
modelling, as it is virtual reality and rapid prototyping. A brief explanation of the 
rapid prototyping concept is given before continuing with the comparison. The 
information was retrieved from the webpage www.warwick.ac.uk/atc/rpt/ 
Techniques/sla.htm 

This technology is based in a 3D model made in a CAD system and processed 
into a layer format that is compatible to prototyping machines. A typical process to 
produce prototypes is the SLA Process (See Figure 1). By curing a photosensitive 
resin contained in a tank, with a laser beam, a model is built on to a platform within 
the tank. At the start of the process the platform is positioned just below the surface 
of the resin. The first layer of the model is drawn by the laser to form a solid layer 
0.1 mm thick. The platform then descends in the bath to allow new liquid resin to 
cover the cured layer and the next model slice is constructed above it. In this way 
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the whole of the model is built from the base up. The process is illustrated in figure 
below.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Stereolithography (SLA) process 
 

It is not the purpose of this study to go further in the rapid prototyping technologies, 
just to mention that 5 different uses can be described, as it is done in (Warwick 
1993): 

 
1. Visualization: Gives better understanding of a model. 
2. Product Verification: Helps to verify product properties in early stage. 
3. Iterative Development: Many models can be created in a fast and easy way. 
4. Optimization: Design errors can be corrected in order to achieve the best 

model that can be produced. 
5. Manufacture: It is possible to produce in a minor scale. 
 
In the other hand, virtual reality can be applied when: 
 
1. The real world is too inaccessible, dangerous or too expensive to create a 

model e.g. nuclear installations.  
2. The world to be modeled is incomplete and requires iteration, e.g. control 

panel design. 
3. A manipulation of parts is done in an unnatural manner, e.g. maintenance 

task training. 
4. The required attributes of the world are unreal, e.g. abstract modelling of 

management systems. 
 

By comparing both technologies, uses of rapid prototyping are well covered by 
VR. In addition, there are other capabilities within VR techniques unreachable for 
rapid prototyping. VR gives a complementary function to rapid prototyping and is 
the cheaper and faster technique among them. Even if VR is redundant with rapid 
prototyping in some points, its utility cannot reach the production or manufacturing 
point. 

To enhance the understanding on how is virtual reality bringing benefits to 
engineering industries; a concrete example is given in the following chapter. 
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4. AN EXAMPLE OF VIRTUAL REALITY APPLIED TO PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT 
 
VR has been used with great success in automotive and aerospace industries. The 
main purpose to introduce this technology is to reduce development time, costs and 
risks but at the same time increase quality, reliability, competitiveness and profit. 

In that order, companies like Renault and General Motors are using Visualization 
Centers featuring stereoscopic imaging equipment (see Figure 2), aiming to 
maximize the benefits of CAD and modelling. As a result, development cycles are 
being reduced nearly 50%. Usually a complete cycle took 3 to 4 years, but now 16 to 
24 months are necessary to finish the overall development.  

Furthermore, design reviews and marketing presentations are being carried out in 
these Visualization Centers improving product visualization and communication of 
concepts across multi-disciplinary development teams including sales and 
manufacturing personnel. 

Another area experiencing advantages is crash testing. Considering that a 
physical prototype vehicle for crash testing may cost 750,000 euros and 10 to 15 of 
those units are required to fully comply with all safety standards. Renault was able 
to save 290,000 euros per prototype by using crash test simulations. (Robinson 
2002) 

   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Visualization Center (Riedel et.al 2000)  
 
 
5. PRO’S AND CON’S OF USING VR IN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 
 

According to (Robinson 2002), advantages of using VR are: 
• Digital product modelling enhances visualization and communication of 

ideas within the team. 
• Allows the creation of multiple product variants and helps to identify 

errors in an early phase of the process. 
• Cost and time reduction in producing and testing physical prototypes. 
• Faster prototype realization and reduced time-to-market. 
• Flexibility to make design changes and easy information storage for 

eventual re-uses. 
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As a relatively new technology and in constant development, virtual reality may 
present constraints like the ones listed below (Mahmoud): 

• Product model accuracy may be limited. 
• Display resolution and hardware limitations. 
• Equipment cost. 
• Lack of trainee designers to use latest software. 
• Traditional designers may not like to adapt their way to work to a new 

technology. 
 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Through this work, a general overview of virtual reality has been given and 
applications in product development processes have been studied. 

It is very important for product development companies to combine aesthetic and 
functional design. To create multidisciplinary teams is the best way to achieve such 
purpose. With engineers and designers working together, and using the technologies 
previously mentioned, an optimal point of efficiency can be reach in the product 
development phase.   

It is a fact that early product representations can enhance quality and efficiency 
in the overall project. Technologies like rapid prototyping, using VR as a 
complement are very important aspects to consider when the main goal is to reduce 
costs and lead times for specific products. 

Nowadays, companies can choose from a great variety of VR software and 
hardware for product modelling. First they should look what are their needs and the 
immersion level required. Generally, high immersion equipments are expensive and 
companies are not willing to invest in new technologies. Usually designers and 
engineers can be reluctant to adopt different ways to work. 

New generations of professionals should be trained in the use of these 
technologies. In addition, education centers, e.g. Universities and Technical Schools, 
should include in their programs, virtual reality topics. 
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This paper will describe the importance of product platform and product 
families in the environment, how they are connected and how important it is 
that the platforms are linked with interfaces. To be competitive on the market, 
the management of these platforms plays an important role and will also be 
described in this paper. 
The research for this paper is based on the lectures “Product Development” at 
the Högskolan Dalarna and “Management” at the HTA Bern, on literature 
reviews, technical journals and on sources from the internet. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In today’s economy we have to face the situation of shrinking product life cycles, 
rapidly changing technologies, increasing international competition and customers 
demanding options of high variety. This aspect shows that it is a challenge for a 
company to survive on the market or even to increase their profit. Those rapid 
changes are due to the fact that the customer needs changes really fast or that a 
company has to produce for another segment to survive in the business. It is more 
and more essential for a company to have a product platform which enables to 
produce product families which satisfy the customer needs in different segments. 
This leads us to the variety of products. 
 “More variety will make it more likely that each consumer finds exactly the 
option he or she desires and will allow each individual consumer to enjoy a diversity 
of options over time. In considering the implementation of product variety, 
companies are challenged to create this desired variety economically.”[3] This 
quotation shows exactly how important it is for a company to have as many 
solutions as requested on the market. 
 
A variety of product families can be realized by well developed product platforms 
which are linked together with interfaces. The function of each element will be 
explained in the following chapters. The chapter product platforms will also show 
the importance of the product platform development scope. At least this paper will 
explain how the management has to handle the problem of importing the product 
platform successfully into an existing or a new market or into a segment of a market. 
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2. PRODUCT PLATFORMS AND PRODUCT FAMILIES 
 
2.1 Product Platforms  
 
“A product platform is the set of parts, subsystems, interfaces and manufacturing 
processes that are shared among a set of products and allow the development of 
derivative products with cost and time savings.”[2] That includes that the developing 
of a new product by product platform is spread over all departments of a company.  
 The platform can be seen as the foundation of the product families. So it is very 
important to spend the most effort and probably the most expenses to develop the 
platform which forces companies to incorporate them into several products. It is also 
important that in this stage of development the customer needs and the product 
properties has to be involved in the development of a product platform. In this stage 
of the development it is necessary to work with tools like Quality Function 
Deployment (QFD) for instance or others. If not too many changes must be done 
afterwards and so the sense of the product platform as a foundation is lost. A product 
platform is the common basis of all individual products within a product family. [3] 
 As mentioned in the introduction, the product platform development scope 
plays also an important role. To develop a product platform, many aspects have to 
be considered. It is important to manage and balance development work on three 
levels: product family-level, product-level and component-level (see figure 1). [12] 
This balance must also been taken over into the company. The development teams 
have to work close together in a network providing efficiency and the flow of 
information. Time savings and more successful productions can be the result of 
efficiency and maintained exchange of information between different production 
departments.  
 

 
Figure 1: Product platform development scope (influenced by Clark and Fujimoto, 1991, p.316) 
 
At this point some good examples of platforms, like the tape transport mechanism in 
the Sony Walkman, the instant film used in Polaroid cameras and Honda’s advanced 
form of platform strategy to create three different wheel-bases and four unique 
models (Civic, Del Sol, Domani and Integra) from the Accord platform within two 
years of its introduction. [12,13] 
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2.2 Product Families  
 
A product family can be seen as a set of products with the main functions and many 
characteristics in common. This set can be infinite and define members which may 
not exist or which never will be physically realized. 

“Product families are often planned so that a number of derivative products can 
be efficiently created from the foundation of a common core technology, called the 
product platform, (see section 2.1).”[1] This definition shows again how important it 
is to have a well developed platform. As better the platform is developed as easier is 
it, to produce a high variety of different product families. If the company has a high 
variety of product families it is much simpler for them to react on market changes 
(customer needs). Or in other words, a product family is the collection of products 
that share the same assets, their platform. [3] 
 
An additional good definition of the product family is: “A product family is a 
product concept that is designed for a market but caters for the individual wishes of 
customers by introducing a variety within defined product architecture and within a 
defined manufacturing process.” [11] This leads us to the conclusion that the defined 
manufacturing process has also a leading role. This process is very close related to 
the product families. The number of varieties and with it the flexibility depends not 
only on a well developed platform but also on the production facilities which 
includes the manufacturing and the assembly line. The best example for this is the 
reorganization of the production in the GM factories in Europe (see section 5.) 
 
To have a high variety of product families, which are based on the product 
platforms, the interfaces play a very important role. This will be described more 
detailed in the following section.  
 
 
3. INTERFACES 
 
When talking about product platforms, it is also very important to put the focus on 
the interfaces. They are the connection between the different modules of a platform. 
 
Interfaces are the links between the components of a product. They also define the 
protocol for the fundamental interactions across all components comprising a 
technological system. In addition, the interfaces have an enormous impact on setting 
worldwide industry standards. The degree to which interfaces are standardized and 
specified defines the compatibility between components. Nevertheless, not only the 
compatibility between components has to be taken in consideration, but also that the 
interface of the component is identical across more than one product. [7] 
 
The interfaces and the product platform are in a close relation to each other. It would 
be impossible to get a successful product platform without the interfaces. In the 
environment the interfaces could also be intangible. However, they work as a 
transmitter and a receiver between the different platforms. 
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It is obvious, that firms with well developed interfaces show better new product 
performances than firms with less developed interfaces. [5] This is definitely an 
advantage for the company on the market. 
 
 
4. PLATFORM MANAGEMENT 
 
A platform can be seen as the core asset of a product line, a type of architecture 
which is used in products that come in many versions or families (see section 2.2). 
Therefore it is very important to have an effective management for the process of 
developing platforms on which a number of products are based and for the process 
of developing the platforms themselves. [4] 
 It can easily be said that “…top management’s participation is needed because 
making good platform decisions requires making complex trade-offs in different 
business areas.”[9] So it is not only engineering which is important, to find out good 
management strategies. To place a platform right into the market is of the same 
value. 
 
Figure 2 on the next page, shows how to place product platforms into a management 
context.  
 
On the top of the framework are the current markets, which the company is 
supplying right now. Also the new markets are included, representing the potential 
markets which could be supplied in the near future. The company’s product families 
may fit in one or more markets. 
 
Underneath are the shared product architectures. The architecture of each product 
family changes generally from generation to generation.  
 
The bases for these architectures are the subsystems & interfaces, which are shown 
in the middle of figure 2. They provide the essential functionality of the products. 
This part represents the source of product variations by additions of technology and 
services to the common subsystems and interfaces in the base architecture. 
 
On the bottom of figure 2 are the building blocks. They represent the core 
technologies and processes. So on this part the most effort and knowledge of a 
company is included. The building blocks have to build a strong basis for the 
platform framework, otherwise the product platform and the product families will 
not be successful on the market. 
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Figure 2: The Platform Framework – Integrating Markets, Platforms and Competences 
 
Platform management is the integration of the building blocks with common 
architectures, with user requirements aggregated into target market segments. The 
result of that integration should be product families that serve a spectrum of price 
and performance for one or more market segments. [6] It is a very demanding task to 
combine all the building blocks because the management has to coordinate internal 
difficulties between the different departments for instance design, manufacturing, 
Research & Development etc. On the other hand the responsible people also have to 
face the external issues like customer demands or economical changes during the 
development time of a product. 
 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
This conclusion is going to summarize the main matters of the text and describes the 
final results which can be drawn.  
 
A well developed platform is the key to more flexibility and a company can react 
better on changing markets and customer needs. However, in addition, the internal 
changes in a company can be faced easier with a well organized platform 
management. The assembly costs can be reduced by platforms and well developed 
interfaces and the company will have cost saving in inventory and logistics. [7] 

The best example for this is the changing process from GM in the European 
factories. It is possible to build two different cars (SAAB 9.3 and Opel Vectra) in 
one factory in Trollhättan because they are sharing the same platform. So it is not 
necessary to change the whole assembly line in one factory. Sharing a platform is 
very common in the car industry, because the development of the platforms 
demands high capital investments. [8] 
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Nevertheless, not only the development is important to have successful platforms. It 
is also very important to manage the platform. That means the companies have to 
decide what their core business is and what kind of development they have to 
outsource. It makes no sense for instance to spend too much money on Research & 
Development if it is not the company’s core technology.  
 
To reach the goal of developing a successful platform, many tools can be used like 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), Design for Assembly (DFA), Failure Method 
and Effect Analysis (FMEA), Ishikawa-diagram, Product Development Process 
(PDP) etc. But not only the tools are the key to a well developed platform. Also the 
structure and the working atmosphere in the company have a big influence on the 
success. All departments in the company have to work close together, during the 
development of a new platform.  
 
Finally, this topic could be compared a little bit with a tree: The trunk can be seen as 
the platform management. The branch of the tree can be compared with the product 
platform and finally the leaves of the tree are the product family. The leaves look 
different but they all have the same platform. 
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Abstract 
In today’s dynamic, challenging, and intense business world, product development 
and procedures based upon commonality, modularization and compatibility among 
different product lines and families have become important points of interest for 
companies. 
In order for companies to compete more effectively they have to meet the 
customer’s need over time better than the competition, by offering a wide variety of 
products. 
Platform thinking, the process of identifying and exploiting commonalities among 
firms offerings, target markets, and the process of creating and delivering offerings 
appears to be a successful strategy to create variety at low cost.  
The aims of most companies is to achieve cost efficiency, technological leverage 
and market power etc. these aims can be realized by directing their thoughts and 
resources from single products to families of products built upon robust product 
platforms. 
Literature provides a variety of concepts related to platform thinking:  product 
family, product architecture, product platforms, commonality etc. 
This paper will give an overview of product platforms and product families, and 
reasons to adopt platform thinking and product family creation. 
This paper is based on facts from different books, seminars, internet article, 
journals, and own reflections. 
Keywords: 
Product family, product platform, modularity, commonality, interface 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
The competition in the market place is increasing daily, due to product complexity, 
the voice of the customer, variant product in the market, importance of time, and 
globalisation, Erixon (2004). Some companies has distinguished themselves by 
adopting product platform and product family approach in creating their products to 
stay competitive in the market. This approach has lead to companies achieving cost 
efficiency, market power and technology leverage. Areas where this approach have 
been implemented include: Automotive industries; Scania Truck, Erixon (1998), 
Computer industries; IBM computers, Baldwin (1997), Consumer Electronics; 
Hewlett Parkard printer, and Power Tools; Black and Decker, Mayer (1997). It is 
important to discuss the reason behind product platform and product family 
approach to see the benefits the approach offers, by reviewing various sources 
(textbooks, journals, articles and conference paper) that is related to these concepts 
and also look at three companies that adopted this approach. 
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2.  OVERVIEW OF PRODUCT PLATFORM AND PRODUCT FAMILY                       
 
Krishman (2001) suggested that companies should adopt flexible product 
development approach that will enable them “reduce product complexity, leverage 
investment in the product development design and manage the cost of variety”. 
Modularisation and product platform are often stated as a means to handle the 
problem: of product complexity, technological advancement, variety, time 
importance etc. product platform and product family approach in creating products 
involve, sharing of modules, parts, technology, manufacturing process, interfaces 
and software by a set of products, Vuruun (2001). For companies to leapfrog their 
competitors in the market, they should create quality and cost effective products for 
consumers in the market. However, developing products require large investment of 
resources (human, time and money). Company’s cannot afford to make loses after 
investing their resources. For this reason, the development team need good 
knowledge of the market, good engineering background on how to develop (good 
product architecture, product platform and families of product).  However, having 
the understanding and not adopting a structure method in creating products might 
lead to (weak product) been created by the development team. A structure method 
for developing a good product architecture from which platforms and families of 
product will be produced is Modular Function Deployment (MFD), developed by 
Erixon (1998). Good architecture will produce profitable products that will function 
properly and be sold at competitive price to consumers in the market, Cooper (1996). 
 
2.1 The Power Commonality in Product Platform Development  
 
For companies to be able to create variant products and sell them to the consumers 
at competitive price is a characteristic of success. Commonality is a means for 
companies to create product cost effectively and also “create variant of products by 
altering some components in the final assembly to differentiate the product”. 
According to Erixon (2004), this differentiation can be in terms of “performance, 
functionality, styling, and cost”. By using commonality as a driver in creating 
products, different market segment are covered with companies products. By 
implementing commonality into the product from the design phase, companies can 
reduce the development cost, create quality products and sell still offer the product 
at a competitive price to the market, Cooper (1996). The use of standard, common 
components in product development processes can lower complexity, cost, lead 
time, achieve greater inventory reduction and reduces the number of parts to be 
manufactured. Ulrich, (1995) 

 
2.2 Product Architecture  
 
“The architecture of a product is the “scheme by which the functional element of the 
product is arranged into physical building blocks and through which the building 
blocks interact”, Ulrich (2000). The Product architecture can be viewed as the 
bedrock of the product since the product platform and families of product rely on it 
for existence. 
In developing the product architecture, optimisation of the product and its life cycle 
chances should be considered, Ulrich (2002), these changes include “upgrading, 
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add- ons, maintenance, reuse, consumption” etc. Earlier studies (e.g Mayer 1997, 
Ulrich 2000, Erixon 2004, Tabrizi 1997) have make known important element that 
made up the product architecture; starting from the project plan to functional 
element, and mapping of the functional element to physical component and the 
communication between the each modules or subassemblies. With modularity as the 
centre of attention, in product development, Erixon (2004) specified the interaction 
between module and parts as: “transfer, control and communication, attachment, 
environmental, spatial, and field”. It will be interesting to mention at this point why 
the mass exodus of companies from single product family to families of products. 
Single product family is built on integral architecture. However, integral architecture 
does not welcome “modularity, commonality, standardization of components”, 
Mayer (1997) and these are means to create products that will enable companies 
compete in the market. On the other hand, modular product architecture embraces 
modularity and commonality which has lead to improvement being made to one or 
several modules without distortion to the architecture, separate testing of 
components, altering parts to create difference in output, Mayer (1997).  “A modular 
product design therefore increases the likelihood to use standard components and 
also enables the component interfaces to be identical across several 
products, ”Vuruun (2001). 

 
2.3 Product Platform 
 
A product platform is the common structure that spins out a set of product called 
product family. This can be software, production and manufacturing process, 
interfaces, modules, parts or combination of software and parts and should be 
applied to a set of products. Erixon (2004).  Tabrizi (1997) augured that creating and 
specifying company’s platform product for year to come is not enough for 
companies to achieve success. Success requires commitment at the management 
level, good market information and cooperation amongst team members, Tabrizi 
(1997 
 
2.4 Product Family 
 
When a stream of derivative product can be efficiently derived from the foundation 
of a common core technology called product platform Erixon (2004). For a set of 
product to be classified as a family, they must have similarities to a certain degree 
and address a related set of market applications, Mayer (1997). The common 
element may be parts, software that runs the system and manufacturing process.   
 
 3 DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING PRODUCT PLATFORM AND  
   FAMILIES 
 
The product family creation starts with an initial platform development followed by 
significant improvement to the technology of the platform Mayer (1997). This 
improvement comes up for various reasons, such as; to improve the product 
“performance and cost over the proceeding generation of product families and also 
to address the needs of future customer”, Tabrizi (1997). An entire new platform can 
be created when there is new technology in the market that cannot be incorporated 
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into the existing platform or the company see and opportunity in the market to take 
advantage of. However, module, interfaces parts technology, software might be 
carried forward from previous generation and integrated into the new design with 
new modules, interfaces, and software, Mayer (1997).  
 
4   WHY COMPANIES ADOPT PLATFORM AND PRODUCT  
     FAMILY CREATION 
 
Modular platform thinking and product family methodology offers a numerous 
benefits such as: early launch of a product on the market, meeting customer needs, 
improvement of product quality, ease of product servicing and maintenance, less 
time in defect verification, flexibility of the approach, and other opportunities 
provided by product family methodology. 
Other benefits might be to “reduce complexity by increasing efficiency” Ericson 
(1999). The case study used on this paper was originally done by, Vuruun (2001).  
The study was carried out in three technology driven companies to show reasons 
why they adopted customised platform and family development. The three 
companies are operating in different fields and producing different products.  
 
Company Profile and Characteristics  
Table 1 -Characteristics of companies involved in the case study. (Vuruun2001) 
Company   Product      Market Technology 

   level     
Number of 
employees 

Sales 

 
ASML 

Micro 
lithography 
system 

Semi- 
conductor 
industry 

 
High 

 
    3000 

$1200 
million 

 
 

SKIL 
High quality 
power tools 

Do it yourself 
customer market 

 
Medium 

 
400 

$140 
million   

 
    SDI 

Digital print 
and pre-print 
applications 

Graphic arts and 
textile printing 
industry 

 
high 

 
220  

$250 
million   

 
Based on the case study, the summarised reasons might be used as bases for 
adopting platform and family approach in creating products. The 3 companies 
adopted this approach for the reasons given below:  
 
4.1To Increase Volume of Production and Cost Reduction in Developing    
Products. 
This was accomplished by extension of existing platform and creation of entirely 
new platform. This approach involves reuse of modules and interfaces from existing 
platform to reduce the cost of the platform development and thereby increasing 
output of products families. “It is more economical to develop product from an 
existing platform than to develop it from scratch”(Vuruun 2001) this were the 
factors considered by ASML in choosing platform approach in developing their 
products. Platform approach in creating products has lead to some tremendous 
benefits for ASML. Some of them are improvement on development efficiency, time 
to market was shorten as a result of concurrent development, assembly time was cut 
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short, and the workforce understood clearly how to service and maintain the 
platform and its derivatives.   
 
4.2 Time to Market and Styling. 
 
 SKIL was able to cut the time of product launch to market and at the same time 
create variety of products by sharing of components among different products and 
altering one or more modules to create variant of products. This approach leads to 
efficient use of resources by the company and better inventory of the product. 
Learning in the company was also improved. See figure 1.for how components were 
shared by different products manufactured by the company. This shared components 
helped to lower development lead-time, development cost and reduces product 
complexity and by combining one or parts variety is created to satisfy end users of 
their product. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                     Figure (1). SKIL platform based development (courtesy   Vuruun 2001) 
 
4.3. Two Market  and One Budget. 
 
 Profit maximization was achieved when one technology developed was used to 
address two market application here the platform is the technology that was 
achieved by a single budget budget. SDI was able to achieve lead-time reduction and 
cost by adopting platform approach. See figure 2 below. The single technology 
nozzle was used to address two target markets. The possibility of using the array 
technology to address three different market application is been investigated but 
presently its been used in two market application.   

Figure (2) SDI platform base development (Courtesy Vuruun 2001) 
 
 
5. DISCUSSION 
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Companies are motivated into modular platform and product family approach in 
creating product from single product development as a result of the benefits 
associated with the approach. The competition in the market has also lead to this 
shift to enable the companies continue in business. However this shift require 
substantial amount of company’s investment. This investment needs to yield returns. 
As a result, deep knowledge of the market is required and commitment from the 
management is needed. To develop the product that will be sold to yield returns, the 
development team should understand the (know how and know why) of platform 
and product family creation to be able to develop products that will meet consumers 
expectation.   
From the case study above, the platform for ASML is reuse of components and 
interfaces. For SKIL the platform was common unit among different product 
developed by the company, while for SDI, the platform was the technology. The 
platforms approach for the three companies are different. Hence, one could say that 
there is no fixed way to implement platform approach in creating products. 
However, companies should implement the approach based on their understanding 
with modularity as the core. Contentment after successful implementation of the 
approach might cost companies their position in the market, since the competition in 
the market is ever increasing. The platform as a mother nest should be managed 
properly as new market and technology will be integrated into products and 
manufacturing process. This demand continuous attention and reflection on platform 
and product family strategies to meet customer needs.  
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
The meaning of product platform and product family has a broader meaning than 
captured in this paper. However, there are visible benefits associated with platform 
thinking if properly adopted. As the competition in the market increases, it is 
advisable for companies to adopt a structure approach in developing product 
platform and families of product to enable the stay competitive in business. One of 
such  methods in modular function deployment (MFD), Erixon (1998).  
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Abstract 
A new product has the best function in their own application surroundings. For 
example: a coffee machine in a kitchen. One of the key factors to determine the 
success of different development strategies and competitiveness on an industry 
level has been recognized as product modelling. Product modelling becomes 
increasingly important because of increasing product complexity, rapidly 
changing product technology, increasing product variety, swift product 
changes, etc. The topic of this paper is about the influence of product 
modelling in process and organization. This paper contains theory about the 
rise of product modelling. Further this paper describes the application and 
different types of product models. The contents of this paper are based on 
theory (books, articles and journals) which has been analyzed and the findings 
are discussed based on the author’s own reflections.  
  
Keywords; Product modelling, Product Models.   

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
It is good that a new idea for a product is shown to potential customers including a 
description and matching pictures. The problem is often that neither tangible 
products nor pictures are available. In this case companies may give an image of the 
product, which detracts from reality. So in the beginning of the product development 
process it is essential to support the market research with the necessary 
visualizations. Competition in the global market places increasing demands on 
product development especially concerning reduced product costs, improved 
product quality and shorter development times. As a result, product development has 
become more and more complex in almost every aspect. The increasing demands 
force companies to focus on new development strategies and techniques such as; life 
cycle-orientated product development, concurrent engineering, lean production etc. 
“Each of these strategies and techniques can have some different focuses and 
approaches, but they all share one fundamental requirement: the need for advanced 
information technologies to integrate and co-ordinate various life-cycle 
considerations during product development activities”, Krause & Hayka (1996). 
Section 2 describes the term product modelling with focus on product modelling, 
product model types and the application of the product models. Section 3 will 
analyze and discuss product modelling and finally the conclusions will be presented 
in section 4.  
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2.  PRODUCT MODELLING 
 
Product modelling has a central role, which generates an information reservoir of 
data to help various activities in the different development phases, Krause & Hayka 
(1996). That is why product modelling is the key factor in determining the success 
of various development strategies and industrial competitiveness in the future, 
Krause & Kimura (1993). Product modelling is an active field of research for an 
expanding group of scholars. Each engineering discipline has its own tradition of 
product modelling. The research of product modelling focuses on the resolution of 
tensions between the formalized design data and takes care of maintaining its 
usefulness at all the phases of a design project, Blessing & Matthews (2004).  
During product development the designer has to make decisions, not only regarding 
the product features but also the development itself (e.g. decision making for the use 
of a special method). As the designer develops a product step by step, he/she has to 
make decisions on different concrete levels. From this point of view, designing can 
be interpreted as a successful definition of a product idea through decisions on each 
level, Sauer (2003). For efficient product development it is necessary to place the 
product in the centre of the product development process. The engineer’s objective 
is to solve a design task by developing a product which fulfils the desired 
requirements. 
 
2.1 Focus on Product Modelling 
 
The focus on many different aspects with regard to product modeling is visualized in 
Figure 1. There are a number of different activities, techniques and tools connected 
with the process of developing a product all of which use product data. Therefore, 
there is an application need for product data, which must be structured and 
described in a clear way. Until somewhat recently, an engineer’s view of product 
modelling has been a purely technical one (i.e. how to create a robust geometric 
model in a CAD system), Nillson (2004). However, an ever more important issue is 
how to create a stable yet flexible model capable of representing the entire product, 
and not the only geometry, Isaksson et al. (2000).  The generated information, 
during the product development process must be represented and modelled in such a 
way that it allows storing, sharing, exchanging, and searching, etc. The enormous 
amount of information and documents generated during the product development 
process must also be managed. Finally, the data must be communicated and 
distributed to the involved participants. 

 
Figure 1: Different aspects of a product model, Isaksson et al (2000). 
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2.2 The Theory of Modelling 
 
A model is a representation of some aspect of reality. In general, the purpose of 
creating a model is to understand, describe, or predict how things work in the real 
world by exploring a simplified representation of a particular entity or phenomenon, 
Nillson (2004). Modelling is the description in a mathematical form of a process, for 
example; the drying of milk to milk powder. The model process also describes the 
processes act with the product (for example energy supply) as well as those 
internally (for example the transformation of the fluid into milk granules). 
Modelling can lead to a process which is more efficient, for example less ingredients 
and energy are necessary. Tomiyama (1989) defines a model as a theory based 
description about the object world (see Figure 2). From the figure and the above 
definition it can be seen that a model has a theory as a necessary condition. A model 
has properties which represent the world, and these properties are selected and 
extracted from phenomena in the object world, Nillson (2004). In this definition, 
modelling is a process in which observed facts are filtered by a theory to formulate a 
world which itself is complete in terms of the theory.  

 
Figure 2: Theories, models and representations, Tomiyama (1989). 

 
2.3 Types of Product Models 
 
According to Krause et al. (1993) and Pels et al. (1998), product models can be of 
various types:  

• Structure-orientated 
• Geometry-orientated 
• Feature-orientated 
• Knowledge-based  
• Integrated 

The structure-orientated product model is the representation(s) of the structure of 
products with a computer-supported product modelling technique. Although this 
kind of model has many limitations for product representation, such as the lack of 
representation of product shape, it is important as it provides a basis for the future 
enhancement by other modelling techniques, Chin (2002).  
The geometry-orientated model was developed as an extension of the structure-
orientated model. It has functions such as the representation of the product shape, 
including wire frame, surface and solid. The geometry-orientated model is typically 
used in CAD systems.  
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Feature-orientated models are extensions of geometry-orientated product models, 
and have the ability to represent used shape patterns as connected geometric items. 
These items are called form features and are application independent meaning that 
they represent shape patterns which have a specific semantic meaning concerning 
the design or the manufacturing process.  
A knowledge-based product model is an advanced model which adopts AI (artificial 
intelligence) techniques. The model supports information reasoning by referring to 
former designs, human expertise and part experiences concerning a class of product 
stored in the internal model during the product modelling process, Chin (2002). 
Finally, integrated product models cover the competence of geometry-, feature-, 
structure-, and knowledge-orientated models.  
The integrated model is used to support all product development activities from the 
product requirement analysis, conceptual design, detail design, process planning, 
manufacturing and assembling, Krausse (1993). In general, the term product model 
often refers to geometry-orientated and feature-orientated models, often used in 
CAD systems. A more accurate description of a product model is a model which can 
describe all the information that represents the product throughout its life cycle, i.e. 
from design and production through to use and get rid of, Isaksson (2000). 
 
2.4 Application of Product Models 
 
Product models are generally defined as a knowledge base which contains part of or 
all the data, knowledge, and information associated with industrial products in 
different phases of their product life cycle, for example data, knowledge and 
information related to design and methods engineering (drawings, bills of material, 
operations sequences, operations descriptions, CNC-codes, etc.), ICAM (1981), 
Barfod (1993). Figure 3 summarizes these activities and functions of the 
specification system. 
 

 
Figure 3: the company’s specification system, Hvam and Hansen (1999). 

 
As illustrated in the figure, the specification tasks are typically divided between 
several departments in the company. This calls for a great deal of co-ordination, 
both within a department and across the departmental boundaries. In principle, the 
engineer’s technical knowledge is made available to the organization, i.e. to all 
employees and departments involved in handling the order.  
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Figure 4 shows how the IT-based product model, by being accessible to all units in 
the organization, can support and integrate all the tasks involved in the order 
process, Hvam and Hansen (1999). When the company technical knowledge is 
implemented as product models, the need for many feedback loops and inter-
departmental coordination dramatically reduces, compare Figures 3 and 4. Thus the 
introduction of product models influences the total specification process, and 
consequently the internal work processes and organization, Hvam and Hansen 
(1999). 

 
Figure 4: Product models support and integrate the activities in the specification 

system, Hvam and Hansen (1999). 
 
 

3. DISCUSSION 
 
Today there are a number of product models which are being used to, support sales, 
the design of product variants, production preparation, etc.  
When knowledge is formalized and integrated into a product model, it becomes 
possible to work out specifications in the duration of seconds and minutes.  
The knowledge which was previously confined to experts can now, via the product 
model, be shared with everybody. These factors offer completely new perspectives 
on a company’s way of running its business. One part of this is the opportunities 
within e-commerce, OECD (1999), where product models combined with the 
Internet make it possible to optimize products according to customer needs. 
Customers will then have the possibility of making their own product design via 
Internet.  
The introduction of product models influences the whole specification process, and 
consequently the internal work processes and organization. This means that 
employees’ job functions will have to change accordingly. Engineers must be in a 
position to prepare their work by, among other things expressing their knowledge in 
terms of product models. They must be able to determine the optimal degree of work 
preparation for their knowledge and information work. Engineers should no longer 
only be concerned with day to day operational tasks of order handling, but also 
concentrate on development, implementation, maintenance and up-dating of the 
product models to support the specification activities. Product modelling as work 
preparation for the specification task in fact produces new possibilities which differ 
from the advantages which can be gained by doing work preparation of physical 
work. Modelling is somewhat subjective, so that a more experienced engineer will 
probably find other relationships than a novice will. Therefore it can be proposed 
that the main part of modelling can be done as a team activity, in order to use the 
experience and knowledge within the organization.  
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
Product models can for example be used for:  
• The configuration of products in connection with sales. Either directly via the 
Internet or by using laptop PC's.  
• The automatic generating of product documentation for the purpose of company 
purchasing and production in connection with the executing of orders.  
• The support of detailed construction of product variants. 
The representation and modelling of a product is essential to all design projects. 
When knowledge is formalized and integrated into a product model, it becomes 
possible to work out specifications in the duration of seconds and minutes.  
Product modelling becomes increasingly important because of increasing product 
complexity, rapidly changing product technology, complex functional requirements, 
increasing product variety, swift product changes and the apparent need for life 
cycle determination.  
In the future companies, research organizations, universities and institutes must 
invent, new product modelling technology plans together to jointly investigate the 
basis and the practical issues of this important technology. 
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Abstract 
As a result of the high competition on the sales market companies are forced to 
speed up their product development processes. Better product quality and the 
reduction of costs are important factors to stay competitive. Speeding up the 
product life cycle and therefore to be the first out on the market is a main 
advantage in competition. 
To assure that the product is bought by a customer the product development 
process should be a customer driven process. A close contact to the customer, 
identifying markets and customer needs are very important in a product 
development process to improve the product quality and development time. 
The paper focus on product development and planning as customer oriented 
processes and the tools of determining customer needs. The importance of 
being the first on the market by reducing the product life-cycle will also be 
discussed. Another point of this paper will outline the necessity of the product 
specifications in the development process to assure the functions of the product 
and to guide the designers. 
 
 
Keywords: Product Life-Cycle, Product Development, Product Planning, 
Customer Needs, Product Specifications 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The strong competition on the sales market within the last decade forced companies 
to improve their product development processes. Furthermore rapid changes in 
consumer tastes and technology, demands a steady stream of new products and 
product features. To stay competitive companies need to develop products faster and 
cheaper while keeping the quality standards on a high level to assure a high 
customer satisfaction. Companies must offer more advantages to their products than 
their competitors. The advantages can be achieved by “new products” which 
includes original products, product improvements or product modifications. As a 
result of shorter life-cycles the voice of the customer gets more important, to find 
and keep up with steadily changing customer needs. [1] 

The identification of customer needs must constantly be up to date. This demands a 
close contact to the customer, to be able to react faster than the competitors. The 
customer needs have to be processed and translated into technical terms. The needs 
are converted into product specifications which define the product by means and 
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values. Product specifications serve as the guidance for the concept generation and 
the designing process. 
Why is it important to define the specification by customer needs, how is it done and 
what are the benefits of doing it? The following chapters will describe the process of 
identifying customer needs and determining the product specifications. In addition 
the product development process and the product life-cycle will be discussed. 
 
 
2. PRODUCT LIFE-CYCLE STRATEGY AND PRODUCT 

DEVELOPMENT PROCESS  
The product development process is a variable process which can not be defined in 
one way and be seen as the guidance for all organizations. On the contrary this 
process comprises phases and tasks which need to be adapted to company strategies 
and values. Furthermore the structure of the product development process depends 
on the product itself, its position in the market and its life-cycle. [2] 

 
2.1 Product Life-Cycle Strategy 

The product life-cycle is described as the stages a product passes through from the 
development stage to the stage when it is removed from the sales market. The life-
cycle can be described as the course of a products sales and profits over its life-time 
as shown in Figure 1. The five stages of a product life-cycle are the product 
development, introduction, growth, maturity and declining stage. [1] 

 

 
 

Figure 1: The five stages of a product life-cycle [1] 

The product life-cycle varies from product to product. Depending in which market 
the product is placed the life-cycle can be very fast or slow. Typical fast-paced 
markets are the high-tech, medical and consumer goods markets. In these markets 
companies are forced to bring new or improved products to the market more and 
more quickly. [3]  

To stay competitive companies needs to increase product quality and reduce costs, 
while concurrently improve product development speed. This can be reached by a 
tailored product development processes. [4] 
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2.2 The Product Development Process (PDP) 

The structure of the development process depends on the demand of the customer 
and therefore on the product itself. Products with a short lead-time demand a 
different development approach than products with long-lead time. Developing new 
products is more time consuming than improving existing products with a common 
product platform. Therefore the product development process needs to be adapted. 
The General PDP has six phases and can be described as shown in Figure 2. [5] 
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Figure 2: General product development process [5] 

Ulrich and Eppinger [5] describe the concept development phase (Phase 1) as the 
phase which demands the most coordination and comprises the most development 
methods. Therefore the concept phase is expanded into several iterative activities 
and then is called the Front-end Process (see Figure 3). This process is not a 
chronological completion of tasks but an iterative process which activities can 
overlap in time. This can happen because of delayed information during the 
processes. [5] 
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Figure 3: The Front-end Process [5] 

Fast product development requires a close contact to the customer to identify the 
needs. A process which focuses on the needs can be described as a customer-focused 
product development process. In order to develop a product which will be bought by 
a customer the market segment must be defined and one has to find out the stated, 
unstated and latent needs of the customers. The ability to react to changing needs 
and therefore to satisfy and delight the present and future customer is a key stage in 
the product development process and leads to long-term success. [6, 7] 
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3. IDENTIFYING CUSTOMER NEEDS AND DETERMINING THE 
PRODUCT SPECIFICAIONS 

In the Front-end Process the iteration of different phases is shown and at the very 
beginning the identification of the customer needs must be done. In this stage 
expectations from the customer should be gathered, understood, evaluated and 
translated into customer needs. This customer needs are the basis for the further 
product concept phases after they are converted into the product specifications. [6] 
 
3.1 Identifying the Customer Needs 

Quality is defined by the customer and it is another way of describing what a 
customer wants. If the product satisfies these wants better than the competitor’s 
superior quality is achieved. The elimination of everything about the product a 
customer does not want reduces the cost of developing and producing that product. 
The essence of a product development process is to achieve maximum customer 
satisfaction with the minimum amount of waste and recourses. [8] 

In order to gain market share and stay competitive a company has to satisfy the 
customer by developing or selling a product which provides benefits for the buyer. 
The first step is to identify the customer and the market you want to reach with the 
product and the latest trends. After defining a market segment it is important to keep 
a close contact to the customer in the segment. The next step is the customer needs 
assessment which deals with recognition, gathering and clarifying of customer needs 
and their importance. [9] 

The identification of customer needs is one of the key processes in product 
development because it takes place in the very beginning of the development 
process. All following processes will be done on the data gathered in this stage. It is 
very important to get the customer involved as early as possible to lead the right way 
to the right product or the right modification. If the customer is not involved in this 
stage or misunderstood it will result in increased cost, when the product has to be 
adapted in a later point in time in the development process. [10, 11] 

The determination of the customer needs can be made in various ways and depends 
on how close the contact to the customer had been before. Ways to contact a 
customer the first time is through surveys. If the customer is already known one 
might gather data through interviews and questionnaires. Furthermore market 
studies, detailed evaluation of the competition and review of available literature can 
be done to get information about the customer demands. [12] 

The gathered raw data from the customer must be interpreted into terms of customer 
needs. This list expresses the needs in the customer’s voice and should contain 
necessary descriptions the customer made. After this raw data is transformed the 
next step is to organize the customer needs into a hierarchy. A tool to do that is the 
pair wise comparison matrix. This procedure has no fact base which guides the 
decisions and therefore is intuitive and the results depend on the experience of the 
development team. [5] 

After the rank of importance of the different customer needs is clarified, they have 
to be translated into product specifications. These are more of a technical character 
and can be specified by a metric and a value. Each customer need should be 
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translated into at least one product specification. Each specification can be 
influenced by one customer need or more. For a further use of the specifications this 
dependency must be kept in mind. 
 
3.2 Determining the Product Specifications 

The product specifications describe the criteria a product must fulfil in order to 
satisfy the customer. The customer in this case is the end-user which demands 
performance, reliability or aesthetics as well as the producing organization such as 
the different departments of the company. The demands of the different departments 
like Marketing, Production, Accounting and Sales etc. are essential as well and must 
be considered in the concept generation. Product specifications are established by 
considering all the customer needs, wishes and company standards and are 
expressed in a written document as an agreement between the involved departments. 
The written document expresses the product properties in a précised way which can 
by quantified and describes what the product should do and what it does not have to 
do, but not how it is realized. A product specification is expressed in a metric and a 
value while the metric describes what it will do and the value defines the number or 
the range. The way the product specifications are expressed should not offer a 
technical solution to the problem and therefore leave space for the designers 
solution. They rather set the boundaries of the designers work than tell him how the 
product property should be realized. [13, 14] 

According to Rod Black [13] the product specifications can be described as follows: 
• Contain all the facts relevant to the product outcome 
• Must avoid predicting the outcome 
• Restraints must be realistic 
• All areas involved in the product introduction process must participate in 

the generation 
• Evolutionary document 
• Must be written document. 

The product specification list is an evolutionary document which will be first 
established after the identification of customer needs in the front-end process. Then 
there are goal specifications defined which will change during the concept 
generation. Ulrich and Eppinger [5] define this step as to establish the target 
specifications. The target specifications represent the hopes and aspirations of the 
development team and are used for designing the product concepts. To asses these 
target specifications the customer needs must be translated or related to a certain 
metric which fully addresses the need. This is done with the needs-metrics matrix. 
The next step is to collect all information you can get from the competitor through 
benchmarking if possible. This information can give a good guide in setting the ideal 
and marginally acceptable target values. [5] 

The final specifications for the product are established after a concept has been 
evaluated and chosen to be realized. These specifications are more précised than the 
target specifications which, due to technical problems, might have to be changed. 
Finally the specifications must be reflected on the results and set to a final version. 
[5] 
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Since the customer buys the product and not the specifications there should always 
be a constant contact to the customer. This should be the case through all the 
development process to assure that the product specifications are up to date. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The product development process is an iterative process and the requirements to 
products can change in a short time. The closeness to the customer is essential. 
Therefore all needs and requirements of the customer should be documented and 
kept up to date in order to react fast enough to changing demands. Fast changes in 
product features can be made by knowing what the old product could do. Product 
specifications established by customer demands provide designers with 
opportunities to satisfy customer needs while saving time. Saving time and putting a 
product out on the sales market has the advantage of being identified with the 
product and can result in customer loyalty. Not just the fact that it saves time but 
also the fact that money can be saved by identifying what the customer does not 
want, makes the needs-centred specifications important. By knowing what the 
customer does not want irrelevant features can be identified and left out of the 
development process. Thus useless specifications which add no value to the 
customer but cost money in development will not be considered in the designing. 
This leads to an improved product development process. 
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Abstract 

 
In the product development process it is important to generate promising 

concepts. If these concepts are not generated, a product development project 
will not have a good result. To make it easier to generate good concepts 

different methods are used (e.g. Brain-storming, mind-mapping, sketching 
etc.). In this paper some concept generation methods will be discussed and 

analyzed. How they for example can be used; when the different method should 
be used; what are the benefits and drawbacks of the different methods; are 

there any problems with the methods; etc. There will be a discussion about how 
to choose concept generation methods. 

 
Keywords: Concept generation, methods, product development. 

 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 
Good concept generation requires that members of the team are able to free their 
mind, to erase the boundaries of what is possible. Different methods are used to help 
team members to free the mind and to increase creativity. Hundreds of different 
methods exist which makes it a problem to know which method to choose. Another 
problem is to know how to use the methods to get the best result. With this paper 
these questions hopefully will be answered. First some of the most comment 
methods will be discussed and analysed; how should for example they be used to get 
the best result, what is positive and negative about using them, etc. The next section 
contains a discussion about which methods to use and in which situation. Finally 
some conclusions and thoughts are represented.               
 
2.  CONCEPT GENERATION METHODS 
 
2.1. Brainstorming 
 
This method is used to, as the name says, “storm the brain” in order to come up with 
new ideas. Three stages are used [2]: 
 
2.1.1 Suggestions 
 
Every member of the team suggests ideas for different concepts which solve the 
problem. One of the members notes all suggestions. A very important thing when 
brainstorming is to define the problem [3]. The problem should be focused enough, 
otherwise the task feels too big; and it should not be too narrow so that the creativity 
is decreased [3]. Another very important thing when brainstorming is that none of 
the ideas are commented on or criticised.  
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2.1.2 Discussion 
 
In this step the ideas from the previous step are discussed. The ideas which seem 
impossible to carry out are done a way with, while the ideas that still remain are 
developed into clearer concepts. 
 
2.1.3 Agreement 
 
A number of concepts, that the whole group agrees on have a good potential are 
chosen. 
 
The advantage of brainstorming is the group stimulus. People from different 
backgrounds and education can work together and take advantage of each other’s 
knowledge [2].  
 
A disadvantage of brainstorming is that the knowledge is finite to the total 
knowledge of the group members [2]. Therefore it is important to use people from 
different areas with different knowledge. Another disadvantage is that some team 
members may not say very much during meetings; others may be too dominant and 
do not give other members of the group a chance to say what they think. 
 
2.2 6-3-5 Method  
 
In this method a group of six write down three ideas in 
five minutes; thereof the name 6-3-5. 
 
A group of six are gathered, each member of the group 
gets a paper with six rows and three columns. For the 
duration of five minutes the members of the group write 
three ideas in a complete short sentence (6-10 words) on 
the paper in silence. After five minutes the members 
gives their paper to their neighbour. Than this process is 
repeated until every member receives his original paper 
back. 
 
This method has an advantage dues brainstorming as it 
gives everybody an equal chance to come up with ideas 
and it provides a written record of the ideas [2].                                                    

6 
A disadvantage for the 6-3-5 method is that a 
requirement of writing a fixed number of ideas within a 
fixed time can make the members of the group frustrated    6-3-5 method matrix [4] 
and bored [2].      
        
 
        

Problem Statement: 
How to... 

  Idea 
1  

Idea 
2  Idea 3  

1          

2          

3          

4          

5          

6          
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2.3 Brain Writing Pool 
 
Brain Writing is a modification of the 6-3-5 method. 
 
Just like in the 6-3-5 method a group is gathered. Instead of writing the ideas down 
in a matrix, every member of the group writes down their ideas on a card or a post-it 
note. When the ideas are written down they are put in a “pool” in the centre of the 
table. Everyone from the group can pick one or more of these ideas to get 
inspiration. The members can create new ideas, make variants or change the idea on 
the card [4].    
 
Just like the 6-3-5 method Brain Writing has an advantage against Brainstorming in 
that it gives everybody an equal chance to come up with ideas and it gives a written 
record of the ideas. Brain Writing also has an advantage due the 6-3-5 method that it 
is not so defined about what is allowed.   
 
2.4 Mind mapping 
 
This is a method which can be used both individually and in a group [11]. The 
problem that is going to be discussed is written in the centre of a paper. On the basis 
of the centre problem new ideas is written around it. The different ideas are 
connected to each other with lines. 

Mind map [5] 

                                                                                          

Some things which can make Mind Mapping more effective are: use of a big paper, 
the bigger paper the more ideas are generated; use different colours; put everything 
that comes to mind on the paper without judging it; work fast, the mind works best 
in 5-7 minutes intervals; move the hand and draw empty lines if the flow of ideas 
slows down [5]. Etc.  

Mind Mapping has the advantage due Brainstorming, the 6-3-5 method and Brain 
Writing that it is an effective method to use individually.  

The disadvantage with Mind Mapping is that when it is used in group it has the 
problem with team members that do not say very much in group. 
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2.4 Sketching and Model Making 
 
This is a method to present ideas as sketches or models. Sketches can vary from a 
simple pencil sketch to a sketch of the overall design. 
 
Some people think that it is easier to focus their minds on the problem if they have a 
sketch or model. Sketches and models can be used as stimuli to generate new ideas 
both individually and in groups.  
 
The main problem with models and sketches is that if they are used too early in the 
concept generation phase, this can put up boundaries in the group members minds. 
This makes it harder to come up with new ideas, and there is a tenancy to focus on 
only one concept [2].   
 
Another problem is that sketches and models are time consuming and are costly.   
 
2.5 External search  
 
External search is a good way to gather information that concern the team’s 
product/problem. The information can be used as it is found or as a stimuli to come 
up with new ideas. The best ways to gather external information are: 
 
2.5.1Patent Search  
 
Patent databases are a source containing a lot of detailed drawings and explanations 
of how many products work. The patents can give information about how the team 
can solve their problem or they can be used as a stimuli to generate new ideas.  
 
One of the main disadvantages of patent search is that many of the concepts are 
protected, so there may be royalty issues involved in using them [6]. 
 
2.5.2 Search Published Literature  
 
Published literature includes, journals, conference proceedings, trade magazines, 
government reports, product information, and new product announcements. 
 
The easiest way to find published literature is to search the Internet. A good source 
is online databases.  
 
This is a good way to find information you are looking for, but a problem with 
Internet searches is that it can be hard to know how reliable the source is [6].       
 
2.5.3 Benchmark Related Products  
  
Benchmarking involves researching, existing similar products. This can provide the 
team with information about concepts, which may solve a specific problem. 
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The disadvantage of Benchmarking is the same as with sketches and model making, 
i.e. if it is used early in the concept generation phase it might put up boundaries in 
the minds of the team members [6].  
 
3. WHEN TO USE THE DIFFERENT METHODS 
 
When trying to generate ideas it is good to start with Brain Storming, Mind Mappin, 
Brain Writing or the 6-3-5 method. This are all methods which helps you to free the 
mind, which is important in order to generate many and good ideas. Which of these 
methods should be used depends on the team.   
 
Brainstorming is a very good method which often generates many good ideas, but if 
some members of the team are not good at talking in group this can be a problem. 
The problem is that those in the team who are good at talking in group don’t give the 
rest of the team an honest chance to say what they think.  
 
If the team has this kind of problem they can use Brain Writing or the 6-3-5 method.  
These are methods which give everybody in the team an equal chance to come up 
with ideas. A problem with these methods is that the team members are restricted 
about what is allowed. When there are restrictions your spontaneity is decreased 
which means it is harder to come up with new and good ideas.  
 
Mind mapping is similar to Brainstorming. It generates many good ideas but it has 
the problem with those who do not say very much in group. The fact that mind 
mapping is an effective method to use individually makes it a good method to use if 
the team has decided that the team members should generate concepts individually.         

When the team has generated a lot of ideas it is time to make sketches and models of 
the ideas which have good potential. The sketches and models give a better 
description and understanding of the ideas. Often a simple pencil sketch is done first 
and than a simple model or 3-d sketch is made. Sketches and models are used to see 
if the idea works as it was originally conceived. It is also used as a stimuli to come 
up with improvements or to come up with new ideas. 
 
Using external search can give a lot of good ideas that are waiting to be discovered, 
but it involves the disadvantage that if it is done too early in the concept generation 
phase it decreases the team member’s ability come up with new ideas. If you have 
seen a solution to a problem your mind is going to put up boundaries of how it is 
possible to solve the problem [7]. When doing external search you have to make 
trade off between doing the external search to find new ideas and the risk of putting 
boundaries in your mind. 
 
4. CONCLUSIONS AND THOUGHTS  
 
To get the best result of the concept generation methods mentioned it is important to 
choose which methods to use according to the people in the team. To succeed with 
choosing the right methods the characteristics of the team members have to be 
evaluated. This can be done using some kind of test or from experience of the 
persons who have been working together for a long time.  If the group work well 
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together and the team members are fairly equally good at talking in a group 
brainstorming is a very effective method to use. The reason that Brainstorming is so 
effective is that it does not have any restrictions about what is allowed, which 
optimizes creativity. If Brainstorming does not work well because of the team’s 
circumstances, Brain Writing or 6-3-5 method should be used. Brain Writing is 
preferable to the 6-3-5 method, because 6-3-5 contains even more restrictions than 
Brain Writing.  
If the team does not think any of the methods mentioned above works well, or if the 
team consists of people who work better on their own they can work individually 
with Mind Mapping. Sketches and model making should be started as soon as the 
team has ideas which they think are promising. It is important to avoid making 
sketches and models which are too detailed early in the process. If a detailed model 
or sketch is done too early it will be harder to come up with new ideas. 

If External Search is used the team should come up with their own ideas first. When 
the team have generated ideas and made some sketches of their ideas they can then 
do the external search. The information the team gets from the external search can 
be combined with the team’s own ideas. This gives the team the possibility to use 
the best parts of their own ideas and the best ideas and solutions from the external 
search. 
 
5. SUMMARY 
 

1. Evaluate the team members. 
2. Choose concept generation method according to the team members.   
3. If External Search is used the team should come up with their own ideas 

first. 
4. Combine the information from the External Search with the team’s own 

ideas 
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Abstract 
This paper concerns product development methods and processes, particular 
axiomatic design. From a review of current literature, axiomatic design can be 
devised as the development of complex systems and products with the help of a 
scientific base. It was developed by Suh and et al at Massachusetts Institute for 
Technology in 1978. Axiomatic design allows engineers to think in functions first, 
after which they create the product step by step through the use of a design matrix. 
In a systematic way they fulfil the functional requirements, by choosing each time the 
right design parameters. This process provides a systematic and logical scientific 
methodology for documenting and optimising designs. The axiomatic design method 
is created to minimise development risk and maximise productivity. It shows 
engineers at which stage mistakes are made.  

 
Keywords:  product development, axiomatic design, functional requirements

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
‘The idea of describing a technical system in terms of functions, a system of 
functions related to each other, has been one of the major keys to developing Design 
Theory and Methodology in the field of Engineering Design’, P Ringstad (1996). 
Axiomatic design is a logical way of mapping in between the functions and the 
solutions (design parameters) of a product. After deriving all the functions of the 
product the engineers begin to discover the physical aspects of the product. This 
design methodology forces the engineers to make the right choice at the beginning 
of the development, through the use of a scientific basis.  In this paper is briefly 
explained how axiomatic design works. By applying the method to a baggage lift the 
method is tested. Through the application of the method an opinion is created about 
axiomatic design. Opinions about the method are reviewed in the discussion section.  
 
 
2.  BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 The domains 
To satisfy customer needs until the process parameters axiomatic design (AD) uses 
the following process (fig 1). ‘There are four design activities. Between the domains 
there is a mapping from ‘what’ to ‘how’. The domains on the left relative to the 
domain on the right represent ’’what we want to achieve’’. The decisions in a 
domain are answered in the next domain’, Suh (2001).  Four domains (fig 1) are 
explained: 
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Fig 1: source www.axiomaticdesign.com 
 
By mapping between two domains a lower level in the hierarchy between the 
domains is reached. The mapping starts between the Customer domain and the 
Functional domain. It ends between the Physical domain and the Process domain. 
During the mapping between the domains we get more in detail in the product. 
Zigzagging between the domains to decompose the FRs, DP, and PVs are important 
parts of AD. ‘FRs are independent requirements that satisfy the customer needs of 
the product. DP are the physical variables that characterize the design. PVs are the 
key variables that characterize the process’, Suh (2001).   
 
2.2 General working 
Axiom means undisputed truth. These are truths which have no counterexamples or 
exemptions. For example the low: moment is arm times force (M= a x F). Axiomatic 
design is based on this principle. For AD there are two fundamental axioms which 
control and build up the whole process. The first axiom is the Independence Axiom.  
 
‘Maintain the independence of the functional requirements. This axiom states that 
the independence of the functional requirements must always be maintained. The 
functional requirements are defined as the minimum set of independent requirements 
that characterize the design goals’, Suh (2001). FR are the functions of all the parts, 
assemblies and modules in a design.   The second axiom is the Information axiom; 
minimize the information content of the design. ‘The design that has the smallest 
information content is the best design. The information content is defined in terms of 
probability. The second axiom states that the design with the highest probability is 
the best design. The relationship between the design axioms and the design process 
is that the axioms let us see what a good design is’, Suh (2001).   
 
2.3 Decomposition 
‘In general, axiomatic design develops products by continuously describing the 
functions and solutions within a set of constraints’, D. Tate, (1999). 
The design process during the mapping is between the FRs and DP (fig 2). In the 
functional mean tree we have FRs and the possible DP ranked in order. Different DP 
can be given for each of the FRs. The functional means tree is given as an example 
for a baggage lift (fig 2). The FRs and DP are described in the tree. ‘At the highest 
level of abstraction there is just one FR that needs to be satisfied by just one DP. The 
selection of an appropriate DP has the characteristics of a generate-test cycle’, 
Albano & Suh (1992). In the top in the function mean tree is the general solution 
showed, lower in the tree the DP become subassemblies or parts (fig 2). During the 
mapping the best DP are selected. 
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Fig2 Functional means tree (source: project baggage lift team epsilon). 
 
2.4 Uncoupled design and decoupled design 
In the matrix the FRs are related to the DP set-up (fig 3). Engineers set up the matrix 
while they are engineering a product. The matrix shows if the independence axiom 
is satisfied. To satisfy it a diagonal or triangular matrix is needed. ’When the design 
matrix is diagonal, each of the FRs can be satisfied independently by means of one 
DP’, Suh (2001).  An uncoupled design is the best design you can get in theory (fig 
4). ‘A triangular design (fig 5) can satisfy the independence axiom only if the DP are 
in the correct order. A diagonal or triangular matrix is the only way that we can 
satisfy the independence axiom’, Suh (2001). During the process the designers are 
only allowed to use (fig 4) and (fig 5). Fig 6 is a coupled (bad) design.  
 

                          
    fig3                                       fig4                      fig5  fig6 
   

3 AXIOMATIC DESIGN APPLIED. 
 

In this paper axiomatic design is applied to a baggage lift. The goal is to find design 
improvements in the baggage lift. By analyzing the matrix it becomes clear how AD 
works, and if it is able to find mistakes in the baggage lift. By using AD we 
investigate the ‘bad’ relations, and we clarify them. The functional mean tree is 
discomposed for 2 levels (fig 2). All the FRs and DP are put into matrixes for each 
level of decomposition. 
 
3.1 The matrix 
During mapping designers have to fulfill al the FRs trough finding possible DP. The 
engineers find the DP through brainstorming, morphological techniques and 
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technical knowledge. This mapping is continuing till the product is finished. The 
design matrix will show relationships between the FRs and the DP. In the matrix 
(table 1) we see that there are 3 FRs and 3 DP. ‘Where there is a 1 the DP is 
fulfilling the FRs or has a connection with the FR, and a zero means no connection’, 
Suh (2001). Table 1 is an uncoupled design. In the diagrams below is discomposed 
from the first level to the second level. The first main functions are described and 
filled in the matrix (Table 1). Then the first level is decomposed into the second 
level decomposition (Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4)  
 
Table 1 first level of decomposition  Table 3 second level decomposition 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Table 2 second level of decomposition  Table 4 second level decomposition 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After this decomposition we fill in the small matrixes in the master matrix. Then we 
inspect all the relations between the functional requirements and design properties 
which become apparent from the master matrix. Here is the result of the total 
completed 2 layer matrix for the baggage lift (fig 7).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 Fig 7 Master Design Matrix: 2 layers of decomposition 
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3.2 Relations 
Here the relations are listed which make the coupled design. To make the design 
decoupled we have to eliminate the relations. It is possible to find solutions that 
change the design properties in that way that they do not make a connection with the 
concerning function.  
 
Relation FR23 (guide wire) with D32 (manual force on the wire) 
The conclusion is that the relationship between FR23 and D32 is a bad relation. It 
says there is a relation between the guiding of the wire and the manual force on the 
wire. We know that the baggage lift had problems with the guiding of the wire, as 
sometimes the wire derails. To get the right design matrix and the right design we 
have to change the DP. For this example place the motor in the handle. These 
baggage lifters already exist; we can put a zero in the matrix 
Relation FR11 (fasten object), FR12 (release object) with D32 (manual force on 
wire) There is a relation between FR11 and FR12 with D32. There is manual force 
on the wire when connecting and disconnecting the load. Axiomatic Design says it is 
not the best solution. There is always force on the wire while connecting and 
disconnecting it manually. Nowadays there is a system which follows the hand 
automatically. By putting sensors in the handle, the handle follows the movement of 
the hand. This way we do not need force on the handle while connecting and 
disconnecting it, so we can put a zero in the matrix. The relation between FR23 and 
D32 is then also eliminated.  
Relation FR 22 (wind up the wire) and D23 (roller guide) 
This relation is a relation between winding up the wire and the roller guide. The 
roller guide is needed to wind up the wire and send a signal to the steering of the 
baggage lift. By starting to use a winch which does not need a roller guide the 
baggage lift can be improved. Technically it is possible to make this winch, and to 
search for a wire which needs no guiding. To assemble an encoder on the driving 
item we can send a signal to the steering unit. This way the connection between FR 
22 and D23 is eliminated.   
Relation FR 21 (control movement) and D22 (pneum\elec motor) 
This is the relation between the steering unit and the driving item. This can be 
improved by eliminating the two different handles in the baggage lift. Through the 
use of one electric switch we eliminate the relation. The steering for the pneumatic 
variant becomes electric.    
 
When all these relations are eliminated for the product it can be concluded that the 
baggage lift has a decoupled design (fig 5). Trying to make the matrix uncoupled 
does not seem possible. More possible is to satisfy the independence axiom trough 
the use of a triangular (decoupled) matrix. All the relations above the diagonal we 
have to eliminate. And we will have to redesign the whole baggage lifter. However, 
it can be concluded that axiomatic design works. The relations between the FR and 
DP give a goal for improvements to the baggage lift.  
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4. DISCUSSION 
 

My conclusion is that by applying axiomatic design it is possible to find mistakes 
and weak points in a product. By looking at the relations between the FRs and the 
DP it is easy to find the mistakes and to see possible improvements. Using axiomatic 
design we start looking at relations which are not easy to recognize in the functional 
means tree. By looking at these relations and trying to solve them it was clear that 
the baggage lift can be improved by using axiomatic design, which proves that 
axiomatic design works. According to Suh (2001): ‘The ultimate goal of AD is to 
establish a scientific basis for design and to improve design activities by providing 
the designer with a theoretical foundation based on logical and rational thoughts 
processes and tools’. Suh provides a scientific base, from which he wants the 
engineers to develop the product. Other design methods use the functional tree and 
the decomposition. However, axiomatic design tells the designer on which point the 
design can be improved. A lot of engineers and scientists have different opinions 
about AD. ‘It is clear, in my opinion, that it is unlikely that the two products will be 
identical’; Almaro (2004). Almaro says it is unlikely that two people who apply AD 
for the same design goal will come up with the same product. Two different persons 
will always have different solutions in mind. ‘These definitions are quite vague and 
no method for how to formulate the FRs exists’, Ringstad (1996). The interpretation 
of the FRs is the main problem of AD. Many engineers interpreted the functions 
different. A lot of practice is needed to describe the functions in the right way.  
 
 

5.  CONCLUSION 
 
When the functions are well described, engineers are able to develop products 
without relationships between components. To find the right function is mainly a 
matter of practice. Axiomatic design can not manipulate the creativity of the 
engineers, but gives a direction which way to go. By using the matrix, engineers are 
able to see the relations, and can look for improvements which are very useful for 
modularity. If it is necessary to redevelop a product, the use of AD will help to 
visualize the possible improvements, and will give an overview of the relations. 
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